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Florin Abraham, Romania Since the Second World War: A Political, Social and Economic History,
Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2016; 360 pp.; 9781472534183, £81.00 (hbk); 9781472534187,
£24.99 (pbk); 9781472526298, £24.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Ca˘lin Morar-Vulcu, Institute of Oral History, Babes, -Bolyai University Cluj-Napoca,
Romania
This book attempts to oﬀer a history of post-war Romania dealing not only with
the communist period, which has been relatively well covered in recent English
language scholarship, but also with the last two and a half decades of post-
communism. The book’s author, Florin Abraham – senior researcher at the
National Institute for the Study of Totalitarianism in Bucharest and author of
several books on totalitarianism, the politics of post-communist Romania and
Romanian foreign policy – is well-positioned for such a task.
The part of the book devoted to the communist regime is informative and well
structured, if succinct (it makes up one third of the total book). Attention is paid to
the political architecture of the regime and to its repressive side, but also to its
strategies of economic and social transformation and to their impact upon the life
of the population. Abraham provides a complex and nuanced account of how this
regime evolved from being a Soviet instrument in the late 1940s and 1950s to its
‘indigenization’ in the 1960s, before ending as universally loathed in 1989.
Abraham contends that, in economic terms, although Romania (which was aptly
called a ‘dictatorial welfare state’ (76)) achieved important and quick progress, this
was unexceptional in the context of the Soviet bloc and development gaps were not
closed but grew ever wider towards the 1980s.
Post-communism is the central nucleus of this book. The fall of communism
prompted the rebirth of a tumultuous and conflictual political life, which is exam-
ined in detail. Abraham devotes particular attention to the political system,
describing its structure and evolution, and also to the main political orientations
and debates around such topics as institutional reforms, economic strategies or
attitudes towards the recent past. The international context is important in the
author’s analysis: foreign policy gets ample space and Romanian internal politics
is examined in close connection with the external factors influencing and shaping it
(shifting geopolitical situation, economic globalization or EU accession). The
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process of transition is expertly analysed, starting with the immensely controversial
process of privatization, dismantling of the welfare state, de-industrialization and
ending with the widening social gaps and the dramatic changes in the social fabric.
It goes without saying that the emerging picture of post-communism is not one of a
linear and optimistically-pursued path towards democracy and prosperity, as had
been hoped at the end of the communist regime. The complicated social aspects of
this transition are supplemented with a very useful part on demography, delineat-
ing the main trends of the last decades, from the pro-natalist policies of CeauJescu
to today’s worrying demographic decline.
The book draws on a rich and diverse bibliography and has a well thought
through structure. Contemporary events are always put into historical perspec-
tive, thus making it easier to discern continuity and change. Some chapters are
chronological, while others are thematic, which allows the author to easily and
frequently switch his focus from a bird’s eye perspective to in-depth discussions
that straddle disciplinary boundaries and borrow analytic perspectives from pol-
itical science, economics, law or international relations. This makes the book
more than a good introduction to recent Romanian history, and also means
that it remains accessible to the non-specialized reader. It is also worth noting
the presence of topics not usually tackled in similar works (culture and arts and
sport), as well as an appendix containing short biographies of historical
personalities.
There are several debatable aspects, too. At times, particularly in the part
dealing with post-communist Romanian politics, less-relevant details about
events or persons are provided, which are out of place in the broader context
of the book. To his credit, the author does not shy away from making judgements
based on ethical or legal standards, but he does it slightly inconsistently, treating
some problematic events as instances of a ‘normal mechanics of power’ which
goes unexamined. For example, while glossing over the constitutional grounds
invoked for dismissing President Ba˘sescu in 2007, Abraham explains that his
dismissal by the Parliament was a method of ‘consolidating the political position
of Mircea Geoana˘’, the then PSD president (154), which is self-evident, but lacks
an interpretive depth. Issue can also be taken with Abraham’s treatment of eth-
nicity, nationalism and Romania’s policy towards minorities. Nationalism and
ethnocentrism tend to be seen as a feature of minority groups only, while the
nation – which seems to be understood mainly as an ethnically-defined, organic
and even biologically homogeneous entity (301) – is a given constant against
which the nationalism of others manifests itself. The failure of some policies
towards minorities tends to be imputed exclusively to the minorities themselves
(particularly in the case of Roma (286, 294)).
These remarks notwithstanding, this is an informative, well-written and access-
ible book, which will be of use for a wide range of readers, from scholars and
students to the general public.
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Catia Antunes and Jos Gommans, Exploring the Dutch Empire: Agents, Networks and Institutions,
1600–2000, Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2015; 297 pp.; 9781474236423, £90.00 (hbk);
9781474236416, £28.99 (pbk); 9781474236447, £28.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Ulbe Bosma, International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Despite their global span and impact, European colonial empires were not cosmo-
politan but quintessentially national projects. States were key actors in an increas-
ingly interconnected capitalist world and the late nineteenth century was a time of
both intense globalization and of nation-states shoring up the boundaries between
citizens and aliens. This basically paradoxical relationship between nationalism and
globalization is articulated most pervasively in colonial projects. It is the central
theme of this book on Dutch colonial history from the seventeenth to the nine-
teenth century. Its 12 contributions are organized in three sections. The first is
about Dutch agents in cosmopolitan worlds, in which they needed to negotiate
their ‘Dutchness’. The second deals with networks and the third is about the colo-
nial institutions. One could say that the sections increase in terms of gravity.
Gommans opens the debate on cosmopolitanism, globalization and Dutch
agency in the first section of the book. He inverts the idea that we should con-
sider merchants as cosmopolitan and courts as nationalist, thereby linking mer-
chants to national projects. However, these Dutch merchants could hardly make
an imprint on societies overseas. This point is illustrated by contributions in this
book on the tiny merchant communities in the Ottoman Empire, in Nagasaki,
Canton and a solitary merchant in Southeast Sulawesi. All these actors had to
negotiate their way in a world where European colonial power did not amount to
much. All in all, the most visible impact of early modern Dutch trading compa-
nies were the segregated niches they were able to carve out in Asian cosmopolitan
worlds.
The next section on networks is particularly interesting where it discusses
technological innovations. The rapid spread of telegraph cables in South and
Southeast Asia from the mid-nineteenth century onwards was one of them. For
contemporaries, it was a sensational experience to see information travelling across
the globe within hours. The repercussions for Dutch control of its colonial posses-
sions were mixed, however. Although the telegraph kept the Ministry of the
Colonies in The Hague informed about the tiniest incidents in the Netherlands
Indies almost instantaneously, which facilitated its increasing grip on the colonial
administration, newspapers used the telegraph too and spread information among
Dutch readers in Europe and Asia as well as readers abroad. Technology thereby
both empowered colonialism and undermined it, both enabling colonialism as a
Dutch project and exposing it to external scrutiny. A more or less parallel devel-
opment was the creation of the extensive semi-governmental maritime transport
system, the Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij (KPM). In the heyday of Dutch
colonial rule, this connected about 200 ports throughout the Indonesian archipel-
ago. The KPM was a crucial vehicle in the establishment of the Pax Neerlandica
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both in military and economic terms. At the same time the opening up of the ‘Outer
Islands’ of the Netherlands Indies – a typically Java-centric colonial term for all
islands except for Java and adjacent Madura – inserted them into the global econ-
omy, turning them into mass producers of rubber, tobacco, copra and, last but not
least, oil. With their technology-driven character, networks are not dependent upon
the nation-state and can easily turn from national into transnational.
Consequently, colonial institutions were always fraught with tensions and inher-
ently unstable as the third section of the book shows.
The Dutch empire had to cope with two cosmopolitanisms, we learn from this
book. The first more or less coincided with the old colonialism of the trading
companies, whereas the second attended the new colonialism of territorializing
colonial states. The first cosmopolitanism ruled the world, in which the Dutch
established enclaves where they could apply their own rules, although by far the
majority of these enclaves were fragile and their boundaries permeable. The second
cosmopolitanism came in the shape of globalization driven by fast communications
and cheap transport.
Since Dutchness in the colonial context is more or less squeezed between the
hybridizing forces of old pre-Napoleonic globalization and modern late nineteenth-
century technologically driven globalization, it is worth asking what exactly
‘Dutch’ means in the colonial context. Dutch in the colonial empire was heavily
creolized and had its provenance in a number of European countries, Gommans
emphasizes. One can conclude from this book that Dutch colonial presence was
driven by mercantile interests, diluted and lacking a mission civilisatrice. But was it
not precisely because of their wariness of a colonial mission and their unstinting
quest for colonial gain that the Dutch could maintain themselves as a small country
in Europe surrounded by strong and jealous neighbours? In this excellent and
enjoyable overview of Leiden scholarship on Dutch colonial history, the
European context of the metropolis is conspicuously absent.
Rory Archer, Igor Duda and Paul Stubbs, eds, Social Inequalities and Discontent in Yugoslav Socialism,
Routledge: Abingdon, 2016; 198 pp.; 9781472459541, £95.00 (hbk); 9781315609461, £39.99
(ebook)
Reviewed by: Benjamin Wynes, University of East Anglia, UK
This volume is an ambitious and information packed attempt to analyse social
stratification and inequalities in Yugoslavia during the socialist era. The idea
that Yugoslavia – supposedly a classless society – did in fact have distinct social
classes is not new. As early as 1957, Milovan Djilas, a former leading communist,
argued in his famous critique of socialist societies that a ‘new class’ had emerged in
Yugoslavia. He accused a narrow circle of privileged bureaucrats of having
betrayed the revolution by taking control of the country’s wealth rather than
redistributing it equally. While Djilas was silenced, public expression of social
critique aimed at exposing the inequalities of Yugoslav society continued.
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This volume confines its focus to the late socialist period, and the political, eco-
nomic and social crises that engulfed the country in the 1980s. The authors of this
volume successfully demonstrate that the shifting conceptions of class and ethnicity
during this period played a key role in the collapse of the communist state. While
the theories of ancient ethnic hatreds have been thoroughly debunked, ethno-
nationalism has remained the key frame of reference in discussions of the collapse
of socialist Yugoslavia. This volume brings class back into these re-evaluations and
represents a crucial piece of social history research on Yugoslav socialism.
The contributing authors come from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, linking
studies of the social sciences in the socialist era to current research based on newly
available primary sources. This has resulted in the production of a volume that
encompasses a wide spectrum of interdisciplinary themes, including history,
anthropology, sociology and economics. While the former Yugoslavia may no
longer appear to be a fashionable area of research, this collection of contributors
attests to the thriving debates concerning the social history of the region that are
still taking place.
The volume is divided into 10 diverse case studies that explore a wide spec-
trum of Yugoslav society. The first five chapters are concerned with introducing
and addressing the themes of social stratification and key social phenomena.
These chapters explore how the party’s theories of social class informed the
politics of social mobility, but conversely also show how grassroots understand-
ings of class influenced party policy. By delving into the contradictions of state
socialism in these micro-histories, the volume demonstrates that class diﬀerences
kept recurring in the last decades of Yugoslav socialism. For instance, Ana
Devic´’s study convincingly argues that crucial grievances with the socialist state
did not concern the suppression of ethnic identity, but rather a sense of social
powerlessness. In Brigitte Le Normand’s study, she argues that the gastarbajteri
(Yugoslav migrant workers) were a distinct social class whose very existence
undermined the socialist narratives of social mobility and development. Rory
Archer’s contribution compares white-collar workers, who were given access to
social housing, with manual workers, who were forced into costly private renting
causing the urbanization of poverty. Meanwhile, Jana Bacˇevic´’s study of the 1974
educational reforms shows that we should not see class in objective terms but as
flexible and discursive.
In the next chapters, the contributors address the ethnicized diﬀerentiations of
this social stratification. Julija Sardelic´ focuses on the under-studied Roma com-
munities in Slovenia as a distinct ‘underclass’, while Isabel Stro¨hle uses the ‘under-
class’ concept in her analysis of the social disparities in Kosovo. Higher living
standards never reached rural parts of the province, which provided the basis for
ethnic discontent. Goran Music´’s excellent study concentrates on the striking
manual workers of Rakovica in the 1980s. Music´ convincingly argues that the
Serb workers were arguing for class-based rather than national unity, and for
reducing social inequalities rather than blindly following Slobodan Milosˇevic´’s
nationalist policies. The final two chapters focus on social stratification in
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Yugoslav popular culture. In the penultimate case study, Ana Hofman and Polona
Sitar consider the contradictory position of female folk singers who symbolized
both working-class socialist women as well as capitalist entertainers. The final
study by Igor Duda analyses the immensely popular television series Nasˇe malo
misto as a means of illustrating consumer culture in Yugoslavia’s unique brand of
market socialism.
All of the chapters are well-written and bring the theme of class back into
Yugoslav historiography. It would have been beneficial, however, to have included
a concluding chapter, bringing together these diverse micro-histories to show how
they interacted to undermine socialism in the late 1980s. In terms of future
research, it may be worth considering an exploration of the social inequalities in
the Yugoslav successor states, which appear to have only deepened class diﬀer-
ences. After all, these new nations are post-socialist as much as they are
post-conflict. Nonetheless, this is a very interesting and balanced volume that dem-
onstrates that social stratification should be as much a key term of reference as
ethno-nationalism in exploring the deficiencies of Yugoslav socialism.
Olaf Asbach and Peter Schro¨der, eds, The Ashgate Research Companion to the Thirty Years’ War,
Ashgate: Farnham, 2014; 362 pp.; 9781409406297, £105.00 (hbk); 9781315613666, £105.00
(ebook)
Reviewed by: Tom Hamilton, Trinity College, Cambridge, UK
In the lead-up to the 2018 commemorations of the 400th anniversary of the out-
break of the Thirty Years’ War, this major publication is a welcome addition to the
growing literature on the conflict, and does an excellent job of summarizing and
interpreting many strands of the relevant scholarship. Above all, this volume will
serve as an invaluable reference work for all historians concerned with the Thirty
Years’ War, particularly for its detailed discussion of the most recent research on
its political, military and religious aspects. Several of its chapters will be useful
reading for graduate students and advanced undergraduates, especially those by
Joachim Whaley (on the origins of the war) and Peter Wilson (on strategy), which
summarize some of the findings of their recent magisterial publications, whose
interpretations have done much to shape Asbach and Schro¨der’s volume and
serve as a useful, predominantly narrative, counterpoint.
Beyond summarizing resent research, what contribution does this volume make
to the study of the Thirty Years’ War? Perhaps its greatest strength is in its balance
of the Imperial and international dimensions of the conflict, a dynamic that shapes
the volume. Chapters by Joachim Whaley, Ronald Asch, Toby Osbourne and
Tryntje Helﬀerich provide detailed narratives of the origins and course of the
conflict that serve as a sure-footed guide through the complex terrain of this
period. These chapters are complemented by a section that evaluates the role of
the ‘great powers’, including Denmark (Paul Douglas Lockhart), France (Lucien
Be´ly), Spain (Gabriel Guarino) and Sweden (Pa¨rtel Piirima¨e), as well as chapters
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that demonstrate the spread of the conflict into Italy as a theatre of war (Sven
Externbrink) and the Dutch-Spanish war in the Low Countries (Olaf van
Nimwegen). Especially novel are the chapters by Maria Baramova on Ottoman
neutrality and Susan Richter on the problems posed by the Peace of Westphalia in
the world outside Europe, notably for the Dutch East and West India Companies.
These chapters update and expand the European perspective of the all-star cast of
contributors to Geoﬀrey Parker’s volume on The Thirty Years’ War (London,
1984, second edition 1997), even if the occasionally dense summary of research
findings in the present volume rarely matches the vigorous narrative sweep of
Bonney, Elliot, Evans, Parker, et al.
While this volume provides a clear guide to the politics of the Thirty Years’
War, the contributors are more divided in their views as to how politics relates to
religion. Whaley in his opening chapter summarizes and criticizes Heinz
Schliling’s view that the 1555 Peace of Augsburg marked the beginning of the
confessional age and concealed a ‘systemic crisis’ that inevitably broke out in
1618 (14–15), instead foregrounding an accretion of political problems that cul-
minated in the Bohemian crisis. By contrast, Cornel Zwierlein in a more ambi-
tious interpretative chapter, explores the extent to which early modern theological
and political discourse could indeed accept the Thirty Years’ War as a ‘religious
war’ (esp. 240–2). The chapters by Mathias Pohlig (on the Peace of Augsburg)
and Mark R. Forster (on the 1629 Edict of Restitution) skilfully evaluate both
sides of the argument while eﬀectively showing how political and religious con-
flicts interlinked, while Ralf-Peter Fuchs in his chapter gives a close narrative of
Protestant confessional politics.
Perhaps the weakest aspect of the book is its lack of attention to the impact of
the Thirty Years’ War in everyday life, which is given only two chapters to cover
topics surely worthy of a section in their own right. Women are conspicuous by
their absence. The demographic impact of the conflict takes only a short segment
of John Thieibault’s chapter on the material conditions of war (253–4) nestled
alongside vast topics such as military finance and inflation. Sigrun Haude’s chap-
ter on the impact of war introduces the major work of historians such as Kasper
von Greyerz, Hans Medick and Geoﬀrey Mortimer on first-person accounts of
the war, mainly through the lens of collective psychology, but much more could
have been done elsewhere to incorporate intellectual history, literary genres, print
media and the visual arts (the volume includes no illustrations). As Thieibault
laments, ‘most of the best-regarded recent general histories of the war . . . treat
economic disruption, death, and destruction in a separate chapter at the end of
the book’ (253). Asbach’s and Schro¨der’s volume has the same flaw. Finally, as a
‘research companion’ this volume does not discuss archives or source material, or
include any maps, which limits its use as a practical guide. Overall, though, it
serves best as a learned and thorough companion to the research literature on the
Thirty Years’ War, especially in bringing together interpretations presented in
diﬀerent scholarly traditions and languages. In these terms, the volume is a
resounding success.
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Bodie A. Ashton, The Kingdom of Wu¨rttemberg and the Making of Germany, 1815–1871,
Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2017; 240 pp.; 9781350000070, £85.00 (hbk); 9781350000094,
£84.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Ulf Morgenstern, Otto-von-Bismarck-Foundation/University of Hamburg, Germany
South Australia may be a galaxy away from the south of Germany; however, it is
obviously a productive area for studies on nineteenth-century German history. In
the academic atmosphere of Adelaide, Bodie A. Ashton has written a compact
book on the Kingdom of Wu¨rttemberg between 1815 and 1871. Ashton labels
this period between the Congress of Vienna and the foundation of the German
Empire the ‘Making of Germany’, which is as accurate as it is conventional. Using
the example of Wu¨rttemberg, the author shows the diversity of paths to unification
and thereby elegantly refutes the Sonderweg. Chapter 1 deals with the history of
Wu¨rttemberg in the era of the growing nationalism in Germany under the pressure
of the Napoleonic Wars. Chapter 2 then investigates the southern particularism in
Baden, Bavaria and Wu¨rttemberg, whereas Chapter 3 looks at the relations
between Wu¨rttemberg and its two big rivals, Berlin and Vienna. Continuing
through the Era of Metternich, Chapter 4 discusses the impact of the revolutions
of 1848 and their aftermath on Wu¨rttemberg. Chapter 5 focuses on a period that in
German has the ambiguous name ‘Reaktionszeit’, an era when the nation as an idea
came into being although (or because) the monarchical oﬃcials tried to suppress
these tendencies as much as possible. From the Wu¨rttemberg point of view ‘Six
Years of Autumn’ is a wonderful chapter title regarding the years 1860 to 1866,
when a unified German North under the guidance of Prussia was eager to swallow
the remaining ‘Mittelstaaten’, individually or all at once. Ashton describes the years
until 1871 in Chapter 7. He reasonably argues that, after the unexpected outcome
of the Prussian war against Austria, ‘The Unification of Germany’ took place in the
relatively short period – not more than four years – of the North German
Confederation. Not only did the states within the Confederation undergo a
subtle process of assimilation in various regards, Wu¨rttemberg and its two ‘inde-
pendent’ neighbours were also closely tied to the Germans north of the Main. The
common Customs Parliament is the most striking example of this unification before
the unification. However, the late 1860s did not see a merger of equals. ‘By its very
nature, the North German Confederation held all the economic cards’ (139) and
‘[t]he Federation of the United States of South Germany was little more than an
optimistic fiction’ (143). Even the promotors of this idea stuck to it only for a short
time. Ashton illustrates this with the examples of the liberal journalist Otto Elben
and of the (just retired) leading minister of Wu¨rttemberg Karl von Varnbu¨ler. Both
were overwhelmed by patriotic feelings when from September to November 1870
the victories against the French were accompanied by the prospects of the unifica-
tion of the winners (147). ‘Remembering and Forgetting Wu¨rttemberg, 1871–1914’
is again an apposite chapter heading. Varnbu¨ler was succeeded by Hermann von
Mittnacht, who led the small Kingdom of Wu¨rttemberg into the German Empire.
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It was the clever Mittnacht and the well-meaning but naı¨ve King Karl who had to
deal with the details of the unification. Ashton underlines that, before and after
1871, the ‘mechanics of national unity . . .were hazy and unclear’, which now and
then caused ‘the lingering suspicion that Prussia might have, in fact, engineered a
quiet annexation’ (150). However, Ashton sees no Prussian or Bismarckian plan
behind the events, but agrees with the majority of historians who, at present, regard
it as mere chance that at the end of a series of wars Karl of Wu¨rttemberg’s neigh-
bour, the grand duke of Baden proclaimed the Prussian King Wilhelm I as the first
Emperor of the German Empire. In his conclusion, the author endorses the con-
tinuity of independence of the state of Wu¨rttemberg and ‘the personality-driven
elements of this history’ (159).
Ashton’s survey is based on a broad set of sources. And although it delivers no
sensations or unknown scandals, a translation into German would be most wel-
come. This comprehensive book represents nothing less than the current state of
research on the history of nineteenth-century Wu¨rttemberg, and it will surely find
readers in the other remaining Mittelstaaten as well.
Jan Bank with Lieve Gevers, Churches and Religion in the Second World War, translated by Brian
Doyle, Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2016; 624 pp., 20 b/w illus.; 9781845204839, £85.00
(hbk); 9781845208226, £21.99 (pbk); 9781472504791, £21.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Arne Hassing, Northern Arizona University, USA
Jan Bank, Emeritus Professor of Dutch History at the University of Leiden, the
Netherlands, aided by Lieve Gevers, Emeritus Professor of the History of the
Church and Theology at the Catholic University in Leuven, Belgium, pose one
central question in this book: How ‘did the Churches in Europe fare during the
Second World War and what were their thoughts and, perhaps, more importantly,
their deeds as institutions made up of church leaders as well as individual believ-
ers?’ (xiv). Four subsidiary questions follow about the theological and ethical
responses of the churches, non-violent versus armed resistance, the churches’ role
in national identities, and the occupiers’ posture toward the churches. The churches
under consideration are the Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Lutheran and
Reformed (Calvinist), with passing reference to smaller churches. The book is
based on what has become an extensive secondary literature in Dutch, French,
German and English.
The title of the Dutch original is God in War, and the English title is an improve-
ment on that, but a more accurate title would be The Christian Churches in German
and Soviet Occupied Europe During World War II. As Martin Conway of the
University of Oxford notes on the back cover, this is ‘the first genuinely Europe-
wide account of the actions of the European churches during the Second World
War’, and it merits that designation by including Soviet-occupied Europe and the
Eastern Orthodox churches. After surveying church, state and nation after World
War I, and the churches’ encounter with totalitarian ideologies, Bank and Gevers
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provide a two-chapter overview of the church in occupied territories. Thereafter,
they proceed thematically, examining church responses to warfare and the subse-
quent forced labour, persecution and murder, chiefly of Jews but also of the Roma,
Sinti, Jehovah’s Witnesses and homosexuals. A concluding chapter looks at the
churches in the aftermath of the war. The book shows that Christian churches had
wide-ranging views on war, the state and secular ideologies. To signify the pola-
rities that confronted the churches, the authors choose the term ‘between’, as is
seen in the titles of two of the chapters: ‘Churches between Loyalty and Resistance’
and ‘Churches between Forced Labour and Resistance’.
Where the theme of varied responses breaks down is in the churches’ responses
to the discrimination, persecution, deportation and mass murder of Jews.
Centuries of Christian anti-Judaism combined with modern racial anti-Semitism
to create a pervasive Christian anti-Semitism that led to passive ecclesiastical
responses to the plight of Jews. Bank and Gevers do not mince words in their
summation: churches ‘oﬀered little if any open challenge to the ‘‘legal’’ discrim-
ination of Jews in Nazi Germany and the judicial consequences thereof in coun-
tries under occupation’, and no ‘single church leader in Europe protested openly
and in no uncertain terms against the persecution of the Jews’ (524–5). The
authors do not put it this way, but it is also clear that a weak and/or weakly
applied social ethic also contributed to the churches’ failure to defend the human
rights of all minorities. The churches were even tepid in defending the rights of
‘non-Aryan Christians’, i.e. Jewish converts to Christianity. The overall narrative
reveals a pattern of church oﬃcials finding rationalizations to avoid acting on
behalf of Jews facing discrimination, persecution, deportation and, finally, indus-
trial-scale murder.
There were exceptions to the catalogue of ecclesiastical failures, mostly in
defence of the churches themselves. The Lutheran Church of Norway, supported
by the smaller ‘free churches’, form Exhibit A of mass Christian resistance to the
nazification of society, and the Dutch churches distinguished themselves by initiat-
ing their front in defence of Jews. There were also many individual instances of
Christian resistance in both German and Soviet-occupied countries, as well as aid
to Jews and other minorities, many of which are recounted in the book.
Nevertheless, from popes to patriarchs and bishops to clergy, this book leaves
an overwhelming impression of ecclesiastical moral bankruptcy in World War II.
The book itself has some flaws. Stylistically, the persistent use of the passive
voice makes the depressing reading about church failure often tedious as well, as do
sequences of anecdotes without adequate frameworks for interpreting their signifi-
cance. Nor do the theologies and ethics of the churches, which in the introduction
are listed as two of four subsidiary questions, receive the treatment required to
adequately understand the basis of Christian action or inaction.
Nevertheless, because this book is the first to provide a general history of the
churches during World War II and is so comprehensive and generally reliable in its
selection and interpretation, it is an essential book for church historians, historians
of World War II, and academic libraries.
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Vanya Eftimova Bellinger, Marie von Clausewitz: The Woman Behind the Making of On War, Oxford
University Press: Oxford, 2016; 312 pp.; 9780190225438, £19.99 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Frederick C. Schneid, High Point University, North Carolina, USA
Carl von Clausewitz’s ubiquitous On War has influenced military strategists for
almost two centuries. His observations and analysis are required reading in war
colleges and military academies worldwide and have had a profound impact on
modern armies. Vanya Eftimova Bellinger uniquely approaches the topic of
Clausewitz, his life and writings, from the perspective of his wife and confidant,
Marie von Clausewitz (ne´e von Bru¨hl). While other Clausewitz biographers have
included Marie’s role in the posthumous preparation and publication of her hus-
band’s seminal work as well as some other of Clausewitz’s military histories, none
have placed her narrative centre-stage as a partner to her spouse. Bellinger states
that earlier biographies of Marie ‘still describe her in the conventional and accept-
able terms of an ever-faithful wife’ (4). The author relates that the memoirs of a
couple of Marie’s friends, published respectively in 1899 and 1913, provide greater
insight into her contributions, but laments that few historians have taken note of
this important fact (5). Bellinger’s biography eﬀectively weaves Carl and Marie’s
lives into their historiographical context. Yet, having noted this contribution, still
one is left with the question of ‘what is new’ in this work.
Bellinger clearly states that the discovery of 283 letters in the Buttlar-Venedien
Archive, now located in the Geheime Staatsarchiv/Preußischer Kulturbesitz, ‘reveals
many interesting details that deepen our understanding of Carl’s life, personality,
and times’ (7). Indeed, she argues that the correspondence discloses that ‘Marie
significantly broadened Carl’s understanding of art and connected him to the cul-
tural endeavors of the time’ (7). These letters are the central pillar of this biog-
raphy, and Bellinger’s bold assertion that ‘[e]ven if he had not met her, Carl would
have fought in the Napoleonic Wars, risen in the ranks of the Prussian military
reformers, and probably distilled his experience into a complex theory about pol-
itics and war. Yet, without Marie’s critical insight and support, it seems doubtful
On War would have become the enduring masterpiece it is today’ (12). This is an
extremely ambitious claim and is ultimately not a compelling one at that.
This new interpretation certainly has merits. Bellinger is most successful in
placing both Carl and Marie within their political, social and cultural context. It
is abundantly clear that Marie’s family and their connections to the Royal court
were significant in providing her husband with opportunities once they were mar-
ried. Carl came from a nondescript and ambiguous social background despite
having a noble status. Likewise, Bellinger’s writing is crisp, descriptive and flowing.
The author relates her narrative well, despite having to navigate the many details of
their respective lives through the complex and troubled times of the late revolu-
tionary and Napoleonic eras. Marie in particular had access to the most prestigious
Berlin salons, whereas Carl was enrolled in Scharnhorst’s Kriegsakademie.
Bellinger admits that Carl had already become familiar with the Enlightenment
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writers of the age, and was very much enamoured with new ideas relating to war,
politics and society. This linkage with the intelligentsia of the day became the basis
for Marie and Carl’s common intellectual interests, and served as the foundation
for conversations and later substantive discussions. There is little question that
Bellinger makes her case that Marie provided the door to another dimension of
life outside the military sphere, and, at the same time, was part of the reform
movement with which Carl became intimately associated.
This biography sheds light on Marie von Clausewitz’s role in what was perhaps
one of the most important events in Carl’s life – his decision to resign his commis-
sion in the Prussian Army and enter Russian service in 1812. Bellinger makes a
strong argument that both Marie and Carl ‘believed that the only chance to help
Prussia’s survival required them to break away from and even fight against it’
(119). Without doubt, the author believes Marie’s thoughts on this matter gave
Carl further support for his monumental decision. Thus, she declares, ‘For Carl to
remain in Prussia and subsequently fight on Napoleon’s side would have been not
only morally wrong, but also in vain’ (119). This fateful decision kept Carl from
returning to Prussian service until after Napoleon’s first abdication in April 1814.
Still, with all of this granted, one returns to Bellinger’s central contention that
Marie was instrumental in the writing of On War. In the years after 1815, Carl and
Marie remained active in the Berlin social scene, and ‘writing On War was not a
substitute for his stalled career, but rather was a parallel intellectual endeavor’
(176). This interpretation places Marie as a ‘junior member’ aiding her husband
with the manuscript with ‘research and copywriting’ (sic.) (176). Unfortunately, the
remaining discussion of the period in which the book was being written provides
little further detail on the nature of their collaboration. The chapter illuminates the
social and political context of the time, events and issues that impacted the couple,
but there is no further exploration of the specific text or elements of On War to
which Marie contributed.
Upon Carl’s untimely death in 1831, Marie was determined to have her hus-
band’s work published posthumously. Bellinger provides a solid narrative of events
and Marie’s commitment to publish On War as well as Carl’s historical works
‘without one word being added or deleted’ (225). The author contends ‘Marie’s
duty was to present his work to the world just as he had envisioned it’ (225). In this
matter, the author is unambiguous and provides ample evidence. Yet, in advancing
this argument, Bellinger undermines the thesis of this work. At no point does
Bellinger provide evidence for Marie’s specific contributions to the draft or
edited versions of On War. Hence, her contention that, ‘without Marie’s critical
insight and support, it seems doubtful On War would have become the enduring
masterpiece it is today’ appears more as unsubstantiated opinion.
In sum, Belligner’s biography of Marie von Clausewitz succeeds in establishing
that Marie did introduce her husband to a social and intellectual circle that was
beyond Carl’s rank and station. Further, the biography reveals that Marie and Carl
were both emotional and intellectual partners in all things. This is the biography’s
strength, and the author’s use of the newly discovered archival evidence certainly
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oﬀers new insight into the life of the famous military theorist. On the other hand,
however, the author assigns a role to Marie in the creation of Carl Clausewitz’s
astute analysis, which the evidence presented in this work does not support.
Costanza Beltrami, Building a Crossing Tower: A Design for Rouen Cathedral of 1516, Paul Holberton
Publishing: London, 2016; 136 pp., 100 colour illus.; 9781907372933, £25.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Jessica Barker, University of East Anglia, UK
Building a Crossing Tower is a richly detailed micro-history of one extraordinary
object: a newly discovered drawing representing a proposal for the reconstruction
of the crossing tower of Rouen Cathedral in 1516. Through a meticulous recon-
struction of its context and function, Beltrami uses the drawing as a lens through
which to gain a new perspective on the social, economic and artistic life of a vibrant
merchant city in the early sixteenth century.
Executed in pen and ink on a parchment roll and measuring almost three and a
half metres in length, the drawing represents a three-storied square Gothic tower
set at 45 degrees to the picture plane and topped by a polygonal spire. It is of
exceptional quality, both in the intricate rendering of tracery, spires, pinnacles and
statues, and in its near-perfect state of preservation. Beltrami stresses the unusual
features of the drawing, which sits rather uneasily within the known corpus of
architectural drawings from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries: its size (and
thus expense), the decision to render the tower in perspective, and the great care
lavished on minute architectural and sculptural details. It thus challenges previous
assumptions regarding the status and function of such images in architectural
practice; Beltrami contends that the drawing must have been a presentation
piece designed to win over a prospective patron, rather than a ‘blueprint’ for
builders.
If the first significant contribution of this book is bringing an exceptional object
to our attention, the second lies in the reconstruction of its original context. With a
combination of close visual analysis and meticulous archival research, Beltrami
proves that the drawing represents an unrealized proposal for the construction
of a new crossing tower for Rouen Cathedral, the previous tower having collapsed
due to a fire in 1514. Furthermore, she attributes the drawing to Roulland le Roux,
a prominent architect in Rouen, linking it to an entry in the chapter accounts for 8
March 1516, which describes how Roux presented to the cathedral chapter ‘a
drawing made by him, with painting, regarding the construction of the church
tower’ (129). Indeed, Roux had been reprimanded in January 1516 after it was
discovered that he had far exceeded his original remit: the ‘repairs’ of the tower
now comprising almost three metres of new masonry. Set against this context, the
drawing gains a new importance as Roux’s massive and impressive vision of the
tower he wished to build, an example of ‘visual rhetoric’ designed to dazzle and
persuade the cathedral canons. The capitulary accounts are also significant for the
way in which they reveal the agonizing process of deliberation over architectural
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decisions, something rarely recorded at such an early date. Piecing together this
remarkable story, Beltrami oﬀers valuable insights on the status of the architect
and his complex relations with civic and ecclesiastical authorities.
Sam Fogg, a commercial gallery specializing in the art of the European Middle
Ages, purchased the drawing in 2014 and has published Building the Crossing
Tower in conjunction with Paul Holberton Press. Indeed, given the current state
of art historical publishing, it is diﬃcult to see how such a lavishly illustrated book
on a single object could have been published without the support of the gallery.
Building the Crossing Tower is evidence of how fruitful such collaborations can be.
It opens with a short catalogue-style entry on the drawing, followed by a compre-
hensive photographic record. The introduction sets the drawing in various con-
texts: architectural drawing, the problem of architecture that falls between the
‘Gothic’ and ‘Renaissance’, and the significance of macro- and micro-architectural
towers. Chapter 1 is a detailed visual analysis of the drawing, while Chapters 2 and
3 draw on archival evidence to situate it within the context of disputes over the
rebuilding of the crossing tower at Rouen Cathedral. The final two chapters are
shorter in length but broader in scope, analysing the language used to describe
architectural drawings, and the use of perspective as a rhetorical device. The appen-
dix gathers together 31 extracts relating to the crossing tower from the surviving
records of the assemblies of the cathedral chapter for the years 1514 to 1517,
transcribed in full and translated into English for the first time.
Building the Crossing Tower feels more like the beginning rather than the end of
a project: the introduction and Chapters 4 and 5 begin to open out the wider
implications of the drawing for our understanding of building practices and the
status of the architect in the early modern period, ideas which clearly have potential
for development with reference to a wider range of examples. It is heartening,
therefore, to read that Beltrami will follow up these lines of enquiry in her PhD.
Nevertheless, the gathering together of new visual and archival material, supple-
mented with a thought-provoking analysis, means that Building a Crossing Tower
will be of value to anyone interested in sixteenth-century Rouen, architectural
practice and the history of drawing.
Katrin Boeckh and Sabine Rutar, eds, The Balkan Wars from Contemporary Perception to Historic
Memory, Palgrave: Basingstoke, 2016; 350 pp., 2 b/w illus.; 9783319446417, £66.99 (hbk);
9783319446424, £52.99 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Wim van Meurs, Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands
The centennial of the Balkan Wars has been largely eclipsed by the commem-
oration of the Great War, in much the same way that the Balkan Wars them-
selves were eclipsed by the Great War at the time. Nevertheless, the anniversary
has significantly expanded the academic literature on the First Balkan War,
which almost completely ended the Ottoman presence in Europe, and on the
Second Balkan War, fought over the spoils of the First. Shocked reports of
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atrocities and uncontrolled violence by all parties involved, the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace commissioned an ‘inquiry into the causes
and conduct of the Balkan Wars’. The report, ironically published on the eve of
the European conflagration, blamed the uncivilized conduct of war on the sav-
agery of the Balkan nations. Historiography has moved way beyond the 1914
report (which was republished at the time of the Third Balkan War in the early
1990s). Fully integrating the Balkan Wars into the European narrative of the
‘decade of war’ that began with the 1908 Young Turk Revolution, however,
remains a daunting task.
The present volume makes a significant contribution. The 13 contributions are
based on the papers of a conference held in Istanbul in October 2012. It is not
unusual for four years to pass between a conference and a publication, and this
time lag is by no means a guarantee of quality. This book, however, has none of the
typical flaws of conference proceedings: the contributions are well written and
edited diligently. It lacks the comprehensiveness of a textbook, but all authors
focus on warfare and its consequences (Part I), Western renderings of the wars
(Part II) or the memories of the war as trauma or national victory (Part III). Fikret
Adanır’s keynote sets the stage and oﬀers a remarkable series of statements and
quotes by Western observers, to whom the very nationalism (with corresponding
conflicts) of the Balkan nations was the way of history. They greeted nineteenth-
century Ottoman plans for political reform, religious tolerance and multi-ethnic
citizenship with scepticism or even scorned these ideas as obsolete.
As the much-cited Carnegie report demonstrates, Western perceptions of the
Balkan Wars were as important as the wars themselves. French, Irish, Russian,
Austrian and Croatian observers commented on the warfare from afar or, as jour-
nalists, travelled to the capitals of the nations in conflict. In this section (Part II),
the contribution by Florian Keisinger on Ireland stands out. Irish nationalists
immediately noted that the ‘Irish Question’ was generally considered a British
problem, whereas the image of ‘Europe’s powder keg’ assured the Macedonians
(as small a nation as the Irish) the undivided attention of Europe’s capitals. Irish
nationalists envied Bulgaria’s success in uniting territories and populations. They
even claimed that, because of their national predicament, they were better placed to
understand the Balkan imbroglios. Whereas Leon Trotsky’s interest in the Balkan
Wars is well known, Gu¨nther Sandner discusses the Austrian economist Otto
Neurath who similarly travelled from Vienna to the theatre of war before,
during and after the conflagration. They both provid an unorthodox reading of
the wars and their causes. Neurath studied war economies, while Trotsky came to
detest Pan-Slavism and lost his admiration for the national cause of the Serbs and
Bulgarians.
These contemporary observations began the conversion of the Balkan Wars
into objects of academic history-writing, public commemoration and textbook
education. The third section looks at Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia, Romania
and, in what is actually a concluding chapter for the book as a whole, a century
of Western historiography on the Balkan Wars. In an original contribution,
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Stefan Rohdewald highlights how contemporaries considered the religious aspects
of the Balkan Wars, ranging from a Serbian revenge for 1389 and the Crusades
to a re-appropriation of Cyril and Methodius. Western historiography of the
Balkan Wars was eclipsed by the First World War, but in the 1990s, they were
rediscovered as premonitions of the violence and atrocities of the wars of
Yugoslav succession. The Western image of the Balkan Wars was soon domi-
nated by the ‘Balkanization’ and fratricide of the second Balkan War, and the
initial praise for the Balkan nations for shedding the Ottoman yoke quickly
subsided.
In sum, this volume stands out among the numerous edited volumes generated
by the centenary of the First World War and its 1912–1913 prelude. The editors
have encouraged the authors to rework their contributions so that rather than
presenting their research, methods and sources (as they may have at the confer-
ence), the chapters are pitched to a more general readership. The first and last
chapters by Adanır and Michail in particular are argued concisely and clearly.
They would work well in seminars on Western perceptions of the Ottoman
Empire and the wars of the twentieth century respectively.
Greg Burgess, The League of Nations and the Refugees from Nazi Germany: James G. McDonald and
Hitler’s Victims, Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2016; 240 pp., 3 illus.; 9781474276610, £85.00
(hbk); 9781474276634, £84.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Jennifer Reeve, University of East Anglia, UK
Greg Burgess provides a detailed narrative of James G. McDonald’s tenure as
League of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (Jewish and Other) Coming
from Germany, as well as a helpful impression of the refugee crisis between 1933
and 1935. The book begins with an overview of Nazi policy in 1933 and how
this created a growing number of refugees. The restrictive nature of national
refugee and immigration policies in the Americas and Europe are also included,
providing further important context. After establishing McDonald’s background
(including as chair of the American Foreign Policy Association), Burgess out-
lines his contested appointment as High Commissioner and the challenges he
faced in his new role. The most significant of these, which shape the content of
the rest of the book, were: the lack of financial, administrative and political
support from the League of Nations; political intransigence on the part of the
international community over immigration laws and diplomatic relations with
Germany; and tensions between diﬀerent, especially Jewish, charitable organiza-
tions which were expected to bear the majority of the financial burden of help-
ing refugees.
Burgess, importantly, examines the challenges McDonald faced ‘in their own
contexts, and not through our own knowledge of what happened after September
1939’, ensuring that the explanation of international inaction is based on the reali-
ties of 1933–1935, rather than forming part of a longer Holocaust narrative (3).
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This is achieved through the careful selection and presentation of evidence on
several key topics.
For example, Burgess’s account provides information on League of Nations
infrastructures that had developed in the 1920s, including (but not limited to)
treaties such as the 1922 minorities protections (36–40) and refugee bodies such
as the Nansen International Oﬃce for Refugees, established to deal with refu-
gees from Russia and Armenia (47–8). As basic frameworks for international
aid, they reflected attitudes and realities of the immediate post-war years, and
the extent to which these could be applied or expanded to refugees from
Germany was complicated by the economic and political context of the 1930s,
including the importance placed on maintaining German engagement with the
League. This proved a significant obstacle to refugee aid, ensuring it was treated
as a ‘technical’ issue (43) rather than a ‘humanitarian’ one between 1933 and
1935 (151). Although McDonald personally came to recognize that the Nazis
were ‘impervious’ to international moral norms and political negotiations (31), a
conclusive shift within the League in this direction had not taken place by
1935 (157–9).
The two other issues that challenged McDonald – the unwillingness of nation-
states to amend their immigration legislation to help refugees and the tensions
between Jewish refugee aid agencies – are highlighted in Burgess’s discussion of
settlement options outside of Europe and North America. To nation-states, such
schemes oﬀered ‘the illusion that the problem of refugees could be solved by their
resettlement’ outside of Europe (133). However, it became evident, not least
through McDonald’s own ‘Mission’ to South American countries, that ‘there
was nowhere for the refugees to resettle in large enough numbers to relieve
Europe of its refugee burden’ (176). For many states, particularly France, the
central rationale for the creation of the High Commission was to relieve the chal-
lenges of large numbers of refugees in their domestic spheres, rather than adapt
their legislation for the common purpose of refugee relief. This disparity fatally
undermined McDonald’s scope of action. Similar disparities over the ideas of
settlement between Jewish charitable organizations also limited McDonald’s
eﬀorts, particularly as he was so reliant on them for finance. While some groups
wanted to ‘[facilitate] emigration and resettlement across many countries’, Zionist
groups ‘looked upon the High Commission as a means of promoting Jewish settle-
ment in Palestine’ (65).
Burgess’s focus on McDonald’s two years as High Commissioner provides a
helpful lens through which to identify some of the key restrictions on international
action. As Burgess identifies:
The great diﬃculty that McDonald had faced in dealing with the refugee problem was
in managing expectations: of governments that wanted to be rid of their unwanted
refugees; of the refugees themselves who had no safe haven in which to re-establish
themselves and of the agencies that represented their own interests. (176)
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These important conclusions could have been clarified further by placing the study
of the refugee crisis and specifically the role of McDonald in greater historiograph-
ical context. For example, it is only in the conclusion that Burgess outlines how
other historians have viewed McDonald’s role (e.g. that he has been blamed for the
High Commission’s failure) (174). By placing his enlightening interventions more
clearly in the introduction and at the start of each chapter, Burgess could have
made his arguments, which are implicit in the narrative history, clearer to the
reader. Still, this timely book highlights a ‘sorry tale’ (1) that illuminates the past
and has relevance to modern-day global refugee crises.
Jodi Campbell, At the First Table: Food and Social Identity in Early Modern Spain, University of
Nebraska Press: Lincoln, NE, 2017; 252 pp.; 9780803290815, $30.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Allyson M. Poska, University of Mary Washington, Fredericksburg, VA, USA
Although historians agree that Spanish society during the early modern period was
defined by a rigid social hierarchy, we actually know very little about how that
social hierarchy was articulated or how it functioned. In her new book, Jodi
Campbell provides an overview of the many ways that Spaniards, particularly
elite Spaniards, used food and foodways to assert collective identities and to dis-
tinguish one social group from another.
Campbell has combed through a rich array of source materials, including house-
hold books, conduct manuals, recipe books, chronicles, municipal records, as well
as plays and other fictional accounts, in search of moments in which food defined
the many social groups that formed the basis of Spanish society. Bread was a
critical expression of many Spanish identities. Transcending class lines, it was the
staﬀ of life for nearly all Spaniards and was the most common indicator of com-
mensality, as breaking bread together reinforced social connections. However,
Campbell’s focus is on the many ways that Spaniards used food to make distinc-
tions among people more than its ability to create communities. As she reveals, on
some level, every point in the consumption process reinforced the social hierarchy,
separating people into groups by class, race, gender and/or religion. As municipal
authorities in southern Spain oversaw provisioning for their inhabitants, they
regulated the sale of foodstuﬀs to slaves and blacks (at the bottom of the social
hierarchy) while at the same time, setting aside the choicest cuts of meat and
highest quality grains and fruit for the wealthiest inhabitants of the city. On the
streets of Spanish cities, gender determined who cooked and sold what foods and
where. Lower-class women filled Madrid’s markets with an array of vegetables,
eggs and small animals, as well as prepared foods, while the employment of a male
cook increasingly became a sign of status in elite households. At court, the ascen-
sion of Charles I to the Spanish throne introduced complex Burgundian dining
rituals that altered both who ate what and how the food was served, clearly diﬀer-
entiating between the new Hapsburg dynasty and its Trasta´mara predecessor.
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As Spanish society moved towards an increasingly homogenous Christian com-
munity, food was a key indicator of religious heterodoxy or assimilation.
Communities surveilled their neighbour’s eating habits, hoping to identify who
might secretly be maintaining Jewish or Islamic dietary laws. However, Christians
also struggled with dietary restrictions. Monastic communities found it diﬃcult to
comply with Benedictine limits on meat consumption originally established to sep-
arate those who had taken holy orders from the rest of the Christian community.
Finally, food consumption was an indicator of self-control, a quality that diﬀer-
entiated between the virtuous and those prone to vice in Spanish society. Both the
Church and the State were invested in controlling the vice. While the Church
advocated fasting as an expression of religious piety, the state regularly imposed
sumptuary laws in an attempt to control perceived ‘excesses’ of spending on food-
stuﬀs. In one of the most interesting sections of the book, Campbell describes
changes in the use of food in charitable giving. The pre-Tridentine Church had
asserted that the distribution of food to the needy aided both the physical and the
spiritual health of both the givers and the recipients; however, over the course of
the sixteenth century, both the Church and Spanish society increasingly empha-
sized personal responsibility and limited the definition of the worthy poor, leaving
more and more Spaniards to fend for themselves.
Overall, this book is a good, sturdy overview of the role of food in Spanish
society. As Campbell notes in the introduction, her discussions of the myriad ways
that food functioned as an indicator of social identity fit neatly into those described
by scholars of other early modern nation-states. The reader is, at times, frustrated
by the fact the author’s decision to engage with so many diﬀerent social groups and
so many diﬀerent meanings of food. While each of the subtopics is critical to her
overall discussion, many of the subsections and the conclusion seem too brief. I
really wanted Campbell to make more connections and spend more time articulat-
ing a more substantive conclusion. Nevertheless, At the First Table is the only book
of its kind in English, and, as such, provides an important foundation for the study
of food and foodways in early modern Spain.
Jason Coy, Jared Poley and Alexander Schunka, eds, Migrations in the German Lands, 1500–2000,
Berghahn: Oxford, 2016; 270 pp., 4 tables; 9781785331442, £78.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Mark Ha¨berlein, University of Bamberg, Germany
Although the Federal Republic of Germany has absorbed millions of migrants who
arrived as guest workers (Gastarbeiter), resettlers (Aussiedler) of real or alleged
ethnic German origin, and most recently as refugees from civil wars and failing
states, politicians and the general public have long maintained that Germany is not
a nation of immigrants. As this view has become increasingly contested, and as the
future course of immigration policy now constitutes a major area of political
debate, historians have become increasingly interested in the long-term trends
and manifestations of migration in central Europe. Building on the extensive
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body of literature which has accumulated since the 1990s (and which is ably sum-
marized in Alexander Schunka’s introduction), the 11 essays in this volume deal
with a broad range of migration phenomena.
The first four chapters focus on the early modern period. Apart from Jason Coy,
who studies the practice of banishing delinquents from pre-modern communities
and the resulting diﬀerentiation between migrant workers and vagabonds, these
chapters focus on aspects of confessional migration. Andrew McKenzie-McHarg
detects a ‘fundamental shift’ in early modern narratives of martyrdom from reli-
gious constancy to ‘worldly rewards’ (44); Alexander Schunka presents evidence on
return migration to highlight the temporal and often transient nature of religious
exile in the seventeenth century; and Ulrich Niggemann surveys narratives about
Huguenot refugees that variously emphasized ‘persecution as a mark of divine
election’ (90), the French exiles’ economic usefulness to their host territories and
their loyalty to their new rulers. This focus on confessional migration, however,
should primarily be seen as a reflection of historians’ preoccupations, as other
important phenomena – such as the presence of merchants and peddlers from
the Lake Como region or of artisans and construction workers from Tyrol, the
Grisons and the Ticino in numerous German communities – are not covered here.
Nor does the emigration triggered by the French Revolution, which has been the
subject of significant recent studies, receive attention.
Among the three chapters dealing with nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
migration, both Roland Gehrke and Jochen Oltmer’s contributions investigate
Polish seasonal rural labourers in Prussia. While Gehrke analyses the ‘opposition
between economic interest and ideology’ (121) in the treatment of Polish agricul-
tural workers, who were forced to return home each winter, during the period
before World War I, Oltmer points out how this practice was revived after the
war and finally became inscribed into the German-Polish recruitment treaty of
1927. Although Polish farmhands were deemed indispensable for Prussian agricul-
ture, persistent fears of Polish ‘infiltration’ shaped German attitudes and policies
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Nadine Zimmerli’s chapter
on the Anglo-American community in Dresden before World War I provides an
interesting counterpoint by focusing on a group of elite migrants which was openly
embraced by the civic authorities and actively participated in the city’s cultural life.
The final four chapters address migrations to post-war Germany. Anna Koch
compares the experiences of German and Italian Jews who returned to their native
countries after the Holocaust; she points out that most Italian Jews who left per-
sonal testimony emphasized their sense of belonging and identification with Italy,
which was perceived as a victim of Fascist rule, whereas German Jews expressed
emotional distance, estrangement, and the victimization and suﬀering of them-
selves and their people during the Third Reich. Christopher A. Molnar analyses
the relationship between transnationalism and integration in the case of Yugoslav
Guest Workers, who came to West Germany in large numbers during the 1960s
and 1970s. While both the Yugoslavian and German governments strongly encour-
aged them to retain close ties with their native country and many migrant workers
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frequently travelled home, this did not prevent the successful integration of
Yugoslavs into German society – a fact which Molnar explains by pointing to
the migrants’ education and skills. Jannis Panagiotidis presents intriguing evidence
on how citizens of Yugoslavia who applied for resettlement as ethnic Germans
(Volksdeutsche) during the 1950s and 1960s were evaluated by German consular
authorities. Far from accepting everyone who claimed German ancestry, they con-
sidered language, cultural orientation and political aﬃliation as important criteria,
rejecting many ethnically mixed couples and communists. Finally, Bettina Severin-
Barboutie surveys the commemoration of immigration in museums and exhibits
since the 1970s in order to highlight ‘the link between immigration history,
memory, and space in contemporary Germany’ (228).
The essays in this volume are thoroughly researched and address important
aspects of central European migration, especially on three topical areas which
Alexander Schunka raises in his introduction and Jared Poley reiterates in his
brief afterword: ‘religion and exile; flux and the politics of immigration; and cul-
tures of exile and the formation of exile identities’ (248). The fact that they add up
to a patchy overall picture which excludes many facets of elite and labour migra-
tion, however, highlights the complexity of the topic and the need for more vol-
umes like the present one.
Fedor Il’ich Dan, Two Years of Wandering: A Menshevik Leader in Lenin’s Russia, translated, edited,
and introduced by Francis King: Lawrence & Wishart: London, 2016; 236 pp.; 9781910448724,
£15.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: John Gonzalez, Rozhkov Historical Research Centre, New South Wales, Australia
A century after the Russian Revolution, the imbalance of what we know about
Mensheviks and Menshevism as opposed to Bolsheviks and Bolshevism has not
gone unnoticed. Several volumes of archival material looking at the role played by
Mensheviks in the Russian revolutions and numerous studies of diﬀerent aspects of
the Menshevik component of Russian Marxism are testimony to this fact.
Unfortunately, as Francis King points out in the introduction to his book, these
scholarly volumes are only available in Russian. In Appendix VI, King provides a
bibliography of the best information there is in English on Menshevism and it is a
much shorter list of references than students of history might expect. King’s trans-
lation of Fedor Dan’s Two Years of Wandering: Recollections of a Leader of
Russian Menshevism 1919–1921 is an attempt to rectify this shortfall in our under-
standing of Menshevism and Russian history in general.
The usefulness and importance of translations of sources for the study of history
alone makes King’s book a worthwhile resource in any library. However, King’s
book assumes a special value and significance because he has succeeded in bringing
to light an insightful account of two crucially important years that determined the
fate of the newly created Soviet Russia from the point of view of a leading
Menshevik when there are still so few memoirs or biographies by or on
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Mensheviks. Dan’s account of life in Soviet Russia during the latter half of the
Civil War, which devastated so much of the country permanently changing its
social infrastructure and political institutions, has the rare quality of being a per-
sonal account that does not exaggerate the importance of the role played by the
author in the events being described. Dan also readily acknowledges other individ-
uals and groups who experienced events with him. Even though a large portion of
this recollection is about his persecution under the Bolsheviks, Dan oﬀers more
than just an anti-Bolshevik narrative. He tries, as Maxim Gor’kii once wrote about
him, to bring out and foster the truth and while this does not translate into a
thorough historical analysis of the period, Dan provides suﬃcient details and infor-
mation that can be corroborated through other sources, making it possible to verify
many of his statements.
King’s introduction not only provides a brief but comprehensive biographical
sketch of Dan’s life, it highlights the main events and processes that led to the
destruction of Menshevik opposition in Russia. Although he was forced to leave
his homeland in 1922, Dan incorrectly thought he was not going to be away for long.
He was stripped of his citizenship in 1923 and never returned to Russia. He lived in
France until March 1940 at which time he moved to New York to escape the threat
of Fascism. In the USA, he joined other exiled Mensheviks whose collective views
essentially became the accepted, oﬃcial Menshevik position on Bolshevism and
Russian history. Here too, Dan is of tremendous interest because his conception
of Menshevism did not fit comfortably with those of his fellow exiled compatriots.
As well as his political acuity and understanding of Soviets at a time when the
Cheka, the state security organization, was instructed to imprison Mensheviks,
Socialist-Revolutionaries and other critics of the Bolshevik government, Dan’s
critical and discerning insights and commentary on the civil war, his wealth of
observational details while exiled in Ekaterinburg and Petrograd, his descriptive
recollections and reminiscences of being interned in the Peter-Paul Fortess and the
Butyrki prison, all combine to form an invaluable resource for scholars of Russian
history. The six appendices thoughtfully included in the book add yet another
valuable layer to the main text. Two of these appendices relate to a British workers’
delegation that visited Russia in 1920 on a fact-finding mission. Given the manifest
lack of such cooperation between international labour organizations today, the
relevance of the historical importance of this event is not lost on King. The third
appendix contains an interesting selection of Petrograd Menshevik leaflets and
appeals that shed some more light on the much disputed Kronstadt rebellion.
The fourth appendix provides English readers with a valuable translation of rec-
ords pertaining to Dan’s interrogation when he was accused of being part of the
Kronstadt rebellion. The fifth appendix, a review written by the famous Bolshevik
critic and publisher A. K. Voronsky, clearly demonstrates the uncompromising
hatred that was unleashed upon those individuals who were labelled enemies of
the Leninist regime.
A few specialists of Russian history may disagree and dispute some of Dan’s
personal opinions and historical judgements but no one will question the value of
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this testimony and the major contribution it makes to our understanding of revo-
lutionary Russia in the years immediately following 1917. Lawrence and Wishart,
very economically, have done another wonderful job publishing a neat volume of
significant translation that is on the whole exceptionally good and accurate.
Ce´line Dauverd, Imperial Ambition in the Early Modern Mediterranean: Genoese Merchants and the
Spanish Crown, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2015; 310 pp., 4 b/w illus., 2 maps, 6
tables; 9781107062368, £60.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Rolf Petri, University Ca’ Foscari of Venice, Italy
This book oﬀers an enquiry into the Genoese contribution in southern Italy and the
Habsburg Empire during the early modern period. It also investigates the exercise
by the merchants of cultural and religious hegemony over southern Italian society,
and their ability to adapt to its beliefs and habits. It is based on a ‘careful recon-
struction of nearly three hundred years’ worth of dispatches from consuls, ambas-
sadors, ship captains, guild members, princes, merchant bankers, and religious
figures’ (6). The author discusses the relationship between Genoa and the
Spanish Empire against the background of shifting alliances in the
Mediterranean during the Renaissance period. Within this setting, the Genoese
diaspora were acting in southern Italy as bankers and as traders in silk and
grain. Many of them were appointed as grain oﬃcers, port masters, tax collectors
and royal contractors ‘to avoid corruption and to maximize productivity’ (75). It
was in similar roles that they could themselves participate in imperial power,
favouring both Spanish and Genoese interests.
Dauverd also underlines the critical role of southern Italy – then far from being
considered as a ‘backward’ place – in the overall growth of Genoa’s influence and
wealth in Europe and the Mediterranean. Within the Spanish Empire the Genoese
tended to cooperate with their Catalan competitors, while they successfully con-
tained the growing ambitions of the Florentine trade community. The author also
discusses the end of what had been a success story, that is, the evolution towards
‘the financial and economic malaise’ of the mid-seventeenth century: the viceroy-
alty’s reliance on lending from the Genoese fuelled the crisis. The revolt of 1647
‘was a direct response from an exhausted population to the endless demands for
new taxes’ (159).
The last three chapters of the book are devoted to the social and cultural inter-
action of the Genoese merchants with the local society. They intervened as spon-
sors in charitable institutions, church building and religious rituals such as Holy
Week, and successfully competed in these roles with other agents such as the local
nobility and the Knights of Malta. In that sense, they became not only economic-
ally, but also politically, central to Spanish rule. ‘The Genoese reinforced the spir-
itual unity among Spaniards, Genoese, and Neapolitans and reinforced a
commitment to . . .Catholicism in the face of constant Muslim and feudal threats
to the kingdom’ (179).
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The Genoese strategy was genuinely imperialistic, Dauverd concludes,
because the Genoese tried to establish a trade monopoly in the western
Mediterranean and to expand it to north-west Europe. Their empire was mer-
cantile, not dynastic, although it was also family-based. Networks of merchant
family members and friends posted in Naples, Milan, Florence and Rome were
entrenched in the structures of the Spanish political system that dominated the
same places with ‘benevolence’ and ‘despotism’ for roughly three centuries:
‘People like the Genoese financially engineered the creation of the Spanish
Empire in Italy, and through economic and political negotiations, they contrib-
uted to its day-to-day functioning. From their perspective, we can reevaluate
early modern Habsburg imperialism’ (250). In an analogy with biology, where
the symbiosis between two organisms is based on reciprocal advantage, Dauverd
speaks of a symbiotic imperialism that integrated the Genoese mercantile empire
into the Spanish political empire, building on the need of the former for pol-
itical and military protection, and the need of the latter for financial support
and power brokering.
The author uses the nouns ‘empire’ and ‘imperialism’ and the adjective ‘imperial’
throughout the text, but dedicates only limited space to conceptual reflection. Is
this because the endless debate regarding the usefulness of applying these concepts
to diﬀerent phenomena that have manifested themselves over the millennia in vari-
ous parts of the world has become somewhat sterile? There is indeed good reason
for mistrusting canonically fixed or ideal types of ‘empire’ and ‘imperialism’.
Nonetheless, in a book that declares from its title onwards that its subject is
‘imperial ambition’, some additional pages dedicated to a discussion of these con-
cepts might have been helpful, particularly because the empirical findings of the
study oﬀer a valuable contribution to the better understanding of these concepts.
The findings show, for example, that it is possible to exercise command by
mediated forms of power that do not necessarily rely on direct political control
over a territory. They also demonstrate that it was not just profit-oriented eco-
nomic considerations, but also ideological and religious convictions, that drove the
‘imperial ambition’. The book shows convincingly that the symbiosis between the
mercantile empire and the dynastic one ‘was not just a matter of economics, as the
current historiography suggests, but was also underpinned and strengthened by
powerful sociocultural ties’ (4).
C. Scott Dixon, The Church in the Early Modern Age, I.B. Tauris: London, 2016; 288 pp., 1 map;
9781845114398, £29.50 (hbk)
Andrea Vanni, Gaetano Thiene. Spiritualita`, politica, santita`, Viella: Rome, 2016; 208 pp.; E26.00
(pbk)
Reviewed by: Oliver Logan, University of East Anglia, UK
Scott Dixon’s volume completes the I.B. Tauris History of the Christian Church,
edited by Gillian Evans, a series regrettably ill-represented in British copyright and
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university libraries. The present volume, on the period 1500–1685, covers Christian
Humanism, ‘magisterial’ and ‘radical’ Reformations, Roman Catholicism, Eastern
European Orthodoxy, the historic Christian Churches of the Middle East and
Africa, and the expansion of Christianity world-wide through missionary activity
and settlement. The author’s working foreign languages are evidently French and
German, the latter supports his very broad geographical coverage and not just his
sections on Germany. Fruitful comparisons can be made with the volume Reform
and Expansion 1500–1660, edited by Ronnie Po-Chia Hsia (2007), in the Cambridge
History of Christianity series. The latter tome, over three times as long as the Scott
Dixon volume, contains contributions by an international galaxy of leading eccle-
siastical historians; its paperback edition and the Tauris hardback are comparably
priced. The Tauris series is confessionally-motivated in an eminently ecumenical
way. Evans, in her preface to the series, declares its purpose as being to discover the
Church’s ‘innermost self through the layers of its multiple manifestations over
twenty centuries’. Scott Dixon’s volume, in terms of both explanatory content
and richness of anecdote, is likely to appeal to a broader audience than would
the Cambridge tome and is more suitable for the novice student of ecclesiastical
history. The author declares that his book ‘tends to spend more time dwelling on
the key episodes than uncovering the traces of the longue dure´e’. The Cambridge
tome is decidedly stronger on the latter. On the other hand, Scott Dixon’s excellent
chapter on ‘Renaissance Christianity’, covering sacramentality and religious sym-
bolism, civic religion and Christian Humanist scholarship, provides something
missing in the Cambridge tome. Central to his narrative is the rise of antagonistic
visions of Christianity, with vital debates as to what Christianity’s ‘innermost self’
actually was. The weight of his account of Protestantism is on the period up to
c.1560. Such a heavy concentration on the origins of confessional divisions does
entail the danger of a somewhat restricted account of complex religious develop-
ments in this period. Recent Italian scholarship shows that the authoritarian and
repressive trend in the Catholicism of this period was a response to a multi-faceted
religious ferment of which something like Protestantism was only one element. One
way in which Scott Dixon escapes the aforementioned danger is in the section
embracing English Puritanism, the proto-Pietism of Johann Arndt, Catholic
female spirituality and French Jansenism in the early seventeenth century as exam-
ples of a drive for ‘a more sincere, personalised and conscience-driven spirituality’
in the face of a formal and rigid oﬃcial religion. This is but one example of the
capacity for broad syntheses and an often surprising and illuminating grouping of
topics which single authorship permits and which the multiple authorship of the
Cambridge tome only allows fragmentarily in certain thematic chapters with a
trans-confessional spread. Another example is Scott Dixon’s account of how
state control was extended over the Church and religious life, not only in
Catholic and Protestant Europe but also in Russia. In the Cambridge series, by
contrast, the eastern Churches have their own separate volume, whereas the only
treatment of Orthodoxy in the one edited by Po-Chia Hsia is in a chapter on
relations between western Churches and Orthodox ones in Europe. (This topic is
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also covered by Scott Dixon, taking in non-European ancient Churches as well.)
Scott Dixon argues that religious change transformed the secular world. One case
in point is the transformation, primarily in Protestant areas, of the notion of the
‘godly prince’, with an emphasis on his responsibility for general welfare both
spiritual and temporal; this entailed an intensive regulation of both civil and reli-
gious life. Here a significant facet was the promotion of schooling in the context of
the ‘logocentric’ culture inspired by Protestant stress on Bible study for all. On the
Catholic side, with the Hispanic monarchy, the notion of the godly prince was
linked to a messianic ideology of overseas expansion, Again, attention is given
to the arguments of American historians as to how the Puritan notion of covenant
helped to engender the idea of the USA’s national mission. The span of this very
mature and also lively work of scholarship is eminently catholic with a small ‘c’.
Until recently, histories of the new religious orders and the less formal congre-
gations of clergy and nuns founded in this period have generally been written by
members of these bodies, which have tended to maintain exclusive access to their
own archives. In consequence, the relevant historiography was liable to have a
celebratory and somewhat hagiographical character. Vanni’s studies of the
Theatins are examples of a more critical approach by lay academics who have
obtained access to the relevant archives. His work also illustrates two other
areas of recent interest to Italian ecclesiastical historians: the broad range of beliefs
and practices which were of concern to inquisitors and, then, hagiography. It also
provides further information on the much-studied breakdown of the network of
reformers in the 1530s and 40s. Vanni’s new work is a sequel to his ‘Fare diligente
inquisitione’. Gian Pietro Carafa e le origini dei chierici teatini (2010). The two
studies overlap extensively, but ideally they should both be read together. They
centre on the two founders of the Clerks Regular commonly called ‘Theatins’: Gian
Pietro Carafa and Gaetano Thiene. Carafa, a member of the Neapolitan grand
aristocracy and nephew of a cardinal, himself bishop of the minor see of Chieti,
found his further promotion blocked because of his pro-French and anti-Habsburg
orientation. According to Vanni, his foundation of the Theatins (so-called after
Chieti), was intended by him as a personal power-base. In 1542, he was appointed
president of the newly founded Congregation (cardinalatial board) of the Holy
Oﬃce, commonly referred to as ‘the Roman Inquisition’, which was designed to
co-ordinate inquisitorial practice in Italy. As Pope Paul IV (1555–1559), he con-
ducted a reign of inquisitorial terror of a highly political character, particularly
directed at the network of the pro-Imperial Cardinal Morone, suspected of softness
towards ‘Lutherans’. He himself, however, was compromised by the conduct of his
nephews. His successor, the pro-Habsburg Pius IV had them tried and executed,
reversed the anti-Habsburg policy and rehabilitated Morone. Carafa’s creatures,
the chief inquisitors Ghisleri and Peretti resumed his repressive policies as Popes
Pius V and Sixtus V respectively. Carafa, however questionable his reputation, was
truly the creator of the newly centralized Inquisition as the master-power of the
more than ever authoritarian Catholic Church. The strongly contrasting personal-
ity of the Vicentine aristocrat Gaetano Thiene (aka ‘St Cajetan’), of less grand
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nobility, from being an ambitious Curial oﬃcial, underwent religious conversion.
He became involved in the charitable sodalities of the Compagnie del Divino
Amore (Divine Love), under the joint influences of the Dominican Battista
Carioni da Crema and of female mystics (St Caterina Fieschi Adorno of Genoa,
St Angela Merici, foundress of the Ursulines, and Laura Mignani). These souls
stood for a highly individual piety of self-perfection which might seem to dispense
with the organized Church. Carafa was to persecute Battista. The Clerks Regular
were founded to reform ordinations, initially in the Roman diocese; this entailed
dealing with the problem of ‘wandering clergy’, ordained by just any bishop and
without firm diocesan attachments, and it also significantly involved the establish-
ment of control over the anarchic world of the friars. In the 1530s, the Theatins, by
papal commission, became involved in the investigation of heresy in Venice and
Naples, regarded as hotbeds of infection. They developed undercover networks of
informants, often working in collaboration with the established Dominican inquisi-
tors, but not Franciscan ones, regarded as members of a tarnished order. The bases
of Carafa’s role as Grand Inquisitor were thus being laid, while Gaetano was only
briefly involved in investigations. The new material in Vanni’s latest work relates to
the eﬀorts of the Theatins to disassociate themselves from the heritage of Carafa
and to identify their order with Gaetano’s heritage of penitence, humility and
charity. The latter figure was presented as the true founder of the order. The
high point of these developments came with the canonization of Gaetano in
1671. The canonization process was supported by the Theatin historian
Giovanni Battista Castaldo’s somewhat mythological account of the history of
his order in his lives of Gaetano (1612) and of Carafa (1615). Also involved with
the apotheosis of Gaetano was the Theatins’ campaign for the rehabilitation and
canonization of Battista da Crema. However, the style of individualistic mystical
piety which Battista and the ‘Divine Mothers’ stood for, which was very much in
line with what Scott Dixon regards as an exceptionally vital spiritual strain in
Catholicism, was something that inquisitors continued to regard with suspicion,
not least when female visionaries were involved. Condemnations and canonizations
both hung on the wheel of fortune. Here was but one example of the ambiguities
and tensions within the early-modern Catholic Church which make the term
‘Counter-Reformation’ a somewhat misleading form of short-hand.
Burcu Akan Ellis, Catapulted: Youth Migration and the Making of a Skilled Albanian Diaspora, East
European Monographs: New York, 2013; viii + 229 pp.; 9780880337076, £41.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Samuel Foster, University of East Anglia, UK
Among the many outcomes of the global financial crisis of 2007–2008, one of the
most salient has been a refocusing of Western political discourses about globaliza-
tion away from its putative benefits and onto its inimical consequences. The socio-
economic impact of immigration has featured prominently in such debates with
influxes of foreign migrants often conflated with rising crime rates, pressure on
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services, competition for jobs and wage-stagnation. The nature of the political
discourse surrounding this issue has also begun to inform academic scholarship.
However, migration studies have tended to focus on mass population flows com-
prising mostly unskilled or vocationally trained adult males.
As Burcu Akan Ellis observes in this interdisciplinary study of Albanian
youth migration from the immediate post-Socialist Balkans, research into child
and adolescent migrants has remained under-examined in migration studies.
Much of this stems from popular perceptions of child migrants as traumatized
victims: ‘unprotected youth’ fleeing war, poverty or persecution and vulnerable
to exploitation. On arriving in their destination countries, this image is often
quickly subverted as foreign youth are suddenly deemed to ‘spell trouble’ for
their hosts (1). In the case of young Albanians, the West’s cultural othering of
south-eastern Europeans as violent deviants, seemingly confirmed by a growing
Albanian presence in organized crime, has only reinforced these pejorative
assumptions (16).
Based on interviews and research conducted over a period of 15 years,
Catapulted provides a counterpoint to such narratives through its analysis of
how educated Albanian youth transitioned from economic migrants to a highly
motivated skilled labour force. Historical context played a critical role in this
process, with Ellis singling out a generation of migrants who departed from the
region in the shadow of Yugoslavia’s disintegration and Albania’s disastrous
switch to unregulated free markets during the 1990s. While these traumatic
events are acknowledged as having influenced migration patterns, Ellis contests
that they formed part of a broader web of ‘push’ factors including inter-genera-
tional and gender dynamics. Albanian parents, for instance, frequently facilitated
their more talented children’s emigration through a growing awareness that their
own standard of living was declining through economic hysteresis (44–5).
Educational attainment, at home or abroad, therefore became an instrumental
factor in the migratory process, with girls often granted preference owing to cul-
tural perceptions of females as more academically inclined and possessing greater
aptitude for acclimatizing to their host societies (61–4).
The study further departs from conventional understandings of youth migration
by exploring the recent formation of skilled diaspora communities in ‘alternative
destinations’ such as Turkey and the United States rather than the more widely
researched examples of Germany, Greece and Italy which developed before or
during the Cold War period. Increased aspirations saw this community’s members
tending to gravitate away from areas historically associated with migrants, such as
science, engineering and small-scale enterprises, towards academia, the creative arts
or financial and legal services. This in turn, has shaped migrant attitudes towards
their sense of Albanian identity. The Kosovo War and refugee crisis in particular,
were instrumental in revitalizing a sense of solidarity between the skilled diaspora
and their homelands, developing what Ellis terms ‘laptop ethnicity’ fostered
through ‘transnational networks’ (181). Some of these professionals directly
engaged in the international intervention as interpreters and translators, while
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others have sought to promote education and development projects in Albania,
Kosovo and the Republic of Macedonia.
Nevertheless, from a historical perspective, Catapulted pays little attention to
earlier precedents for migration or its role in the development of a modern
Albanian national consciousness. As in Bulgaria, Greece, Romania and Serbia,
many prominent political and intellectual figures, such as Abdyl Frashe¨ri were
often educated beyond their country’s contemporary borders; indeed, the roots
of a distinctive Albanian identity might arguably lie in earlier waves of emigration
to southern Italy during the Ottoman Empire’s conquest of the region. Tracing this
to more recent times, the socialist legacy is also granted only cursory mention.
Would it have been inexpedient for Ellis to have considered the role of Albanian
and Yugoslavian socialism in having given rise to the shared work ethic and
ingrained reverence for educational attainment which she identifies as a shared
trait among diaspora professionals? Such shortcomings are further compounded
by the author’s methodological fixation on Albanians in the United States. How,
for instance, would skilled migrants adapt to the cultural diﬀerences of the non-
Anglophone world? The limited coverage aﬀorded to Turkey, which has an esti-
mated five million citizens of Albanian descent, is particularly disappointing.
The book’s final shortcoming lies in the author’s reluctance to deconstruct dias-
pora identities, appearing to conclude that they remain inchoate and should not yet
be subjected to academic scrutiny. She does, however, admit that the current eco-
nomic uncertainties and anti-immigration attitudes in the West cast doubt on
whether future generations of young Albanians will be able to benefit from migra-
tion and education as in the 1990s (192). While the study presents an original
perspective on this process, applicable to other ethnic groups besides Albanians,
the historian will likely find its most interesting aspect to be the questions it leaves
unanswered.
Rosario Forlenza and Bjorn Thomassen, Italian Modernities: Competing Narratives of Nationhood,
Palgrave: Basingstoke, 2016; 296 + xii pp.; 9781137501554, £63.00 (hbk); 9781137492128, £49.99
(ebook)
Reviewed by: Enrico Dal Lago, National University of Ireland, Galway, Ireland
Italy and modernity have always been in an ambiguous relationship for scholars
and intellectuals. Since its beginnings and as a unified and independent nation,
Italy did not seem to fit the paradigm of modernity that characterized Western
Europe. Italians have been routinely accused, especially by Anglophone scholars
and commentators, of having been slow at constructing a centralized nation-state
and a parliamentary system, at industrializing, and at creating a vocal and influ-
ential civil society – in other words, at modernizing the same way England, France
and Germany have. This has been particularly the case with regard to the south of
Italy, where all the original Italian sins and blocs against modernization have been
taken to explain a persistent economic backwardness and widespread corruption
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and crime. To be sure, since the 1980s, a vigorous new tradition of southern Italian
scholarship exemplified by the work of Piero Bevilacqua and Salvatore Lupo,
among others, has rejected the teleological premises of the paradigm of ‘modern-
ization without development’ – i.e., southern Italy’s supposed peculiar and incom-
plete path to modernity, which has placed the region at odds with the West.
Importantly, these scholars have specifically rejected the practice of biased com-
parisons with commonly acknowledged paradigmatic cases of modernization, and
have successfully argued in favour of analysing modern southern Italian history in
its own right. Even in not referring specifically to this important antecedent, with
Italian Modernities, Rosario Forlenza and Bjorn Thomassen have begun, in many
ways, a similar ‘paradigm shift’ in relation to Italy as a whole. They have also
provided an original contribution to the never-ending debate on the relationship
between Italy and modernity.
In eight dense sections, framed by introductory and concluding chapters,
Forlenza and Thomassen have recounted the main themes running through
modern Italian history from post-unification to the present, summarizing admir-
ably the most important intellectual debates, and showing how every current of
thinkers eﬀectively created an original tradition of thought, at once specifically
Italian and modern. Each of these intellectual traditions sought, in its own original
way, to insert Italian history and culture within the context of a specific path to
modernity, and, at the same time, respond in the most eﬀective way to the par-
ticular challenges posed by the diﬀerent historical periods in which they operated.
Thus, in the early decades of the twentieth century, Liberal philosophers such as
Benedetto Croce, on one hand, and Marxist theorists such as Antonio Gramsci, on
the other hand, together with a number of important Catholic intellectuals, all
sought to provide diﬀerent resolutions to the conundrum represented by the rela-
tionship between Italy and the modern world. In the process, they elaborated ori-
ginal and enduring interpretations of modernity which were specifically rooted in
Italian history and culture, but which could also provide alternatives to the now
prevalent paradigm of western modernization. In this perspective, even the current
growing scholarship on ‘Fascist modernities’ appears as a body of works focused
on only one of a number of competing ‘visions’ originally put forward by Italian
intellectuals – in this case with a prominent role played by Fascist premier phil-
osopher Giovanni Gentile. In diﬀerent ways, all these ‘visions’ have emphasized
both the uniqueness of Italian history and culture and also the universality of their
alternative paths to modernity.
One of the striking features of Florenza’s and Thomassen’s reassessment of
Italian intellectual history in the past one hundred and fifty years is the continuous
reference to the Risorgimento and the period that led to Italian national unification.
In fact, both in its actual historical features and in its mythical interpretations, the
Risorgimento provided always an important terrain of confrontation among the
diﬀerent and competing ‘visions’ of Italian modernity shown in the book under
review. This has continued to be a recurrent theme even in more recent times, as
alternating appropriations and fierce criticisms of both the real and imagined
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circumstances, protagonists, and legacies of the period of Italian national unifica-
tion have continuously succeeded one another, from the 1943–1945 Civil War
through the First and Second Republics, and down to the Presidencies of Carlo
Azeglio Ciampi and Giorgio Napolitano. In sum, to quote Forlenza and
Thomassen, Italian intellectuals have made ‘repeated attempts . . . to articulate a
culture-specific way to the modern’ through ‘constant negotiation over nation-
hood’; in the process, they created alternative and competing paths to modernity
‘of lasting consequence and importance’, far beyond Italian history and culture
(247). Forlenza and Thomassen’s study is an important contribution, which will be
of immense benefit to both historians and social and political analysts of modern
and contemporary Italy.
Mayhill C. Fowler, Beau Monde on Empire’s Edge: State and Stage in Soviet Ukraine, University of
Toronto Press: Toronto, 2017; 304 pp.; 9781487501532, $75.00 (hbk); 9781487513443, $75.00
(ebook)
Reviewed by: Olena Palko, University of Basel, Switzerland
The study of Ukraine’s 1920s has long been dominated by the ‘executed renais-
sance’ paradigm. This approach asserts that this decade was marked by a unique
period of cultural flowering in Ukraine, violently interrupted by Stalin’s terror.
Seen from this perspective, the generation of the 1920s is defined by its inherently
anti-Soviet stance and strong national orientation. Against this, Mayhill C. Fowler
argues that the 1920s’ creative generation contributed to developing ‘something
entirely new: culture both Soviet and Ukrainian, in an entirely new place called
Soviet Ukraine’ (4). Beau Monde on Empire’s Edge oﬀers a necessary reappraisal of
the formative Soviet decades in Ukraine and helps us understand better how Soviet
culture developed across the Soviet Union.
In Beau Monde, Fowler has introduced a number of methodological innov-
ations. The author has developed a model of internal transnationalism for study-
ing the Soviet Union. She argues that there were diﬀerent, yet interrelated cultural
processes unfolding simultaneously in diﬀerent regions of the Soviet Union. Until
the end of the 1920s, the artistic map of Soviet culture remained relatively decen-
tralized, when Moscow, Kharkiv or Tiflis could each boast opportunities for artists
and new elites. This approach of internal transnationalism contradicts the conven-
tional model of diﬀusion, according to which Moscow was the centre of cultural
trends, which were copied by, or transmitted to, other Soviet republics. Fowler’s
study of the theatre in Soviet Ukraine oﬀers an excellent case study for examining
the non-linear developments in the cultural sphere of the 1920s–1930s. Overall,
Beau Monde reassesses the centre–periphery relationship in the Soviet Union,
bringing to the fore the uniqueness of the cultural experiences in the provinces.
Beau Monde is a collective biography of a group of playwrights, actors and arts
oﬃcials, who equally contributed to the creation of Soviet Ukrainian culture in the
early Soviet decades. The author focuses on the Soviet Ukrainian beau monde, a
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world in which artists and oﬃcials were thoroughly intertwined. The book chapters
tell the stories of the theatre director Les’ Kurbas, the playwright Mykola Kulish,
the comic writer Ostap Vyshnia and the arts manager Andrii Khvylia, all of whom
had joined the Soviet elite through the ranks of the Red Army and the Communist
Party. These protagonists are compared to their Russian counterparts, Mikhail
Bulgakov, Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov, and Solomon Mikhoels, in order to present
diﬀerent options and career paths available in Kharkiv, the capital of Soviet
Ukraine, and in Moscow. In certain respects, this approach contradicts Fowler’s
intention to emphasize parallel cultural developments in the centre and the prov-
inces. By choosing first to tell the story of prominent and successful artists in
Moscow and then to compare their achievements with those of their counterparts
working in Soviet Ukraine, the author has introduced a certain hierarchy in Soviet
culture. As a result, Vyshnia is presented as ‘the Il’f-Petrov of Soviet Ukraine’ (99).
However, the representatives of the Ukrainian ‘literary fair’ themselves constantly
and ardently rejected such comparisons. For instance, Mykola Khvyl’ovyi, the
leader of the 1920s’ artistic generation in Ukraine, painfully and even aggressively
reacted to being dubbed the ‘Ukrainian Pil’niak’ (a reference to Boris Pil’niak),
which for him suggested the subordinate status of Soviet Ukrainian literature.
Beau Monde explores the process of constructing Soviet Ukrainian culture
amidst continuous debates between competing groups within Soviet Ukraine,
and between Soviet Ukraine and Moscow. Indeed, throughout the 1920s there
was no overall consensus on what the Soviet Ukrainian cultural project was
about. Fowler alludes to the political debates between Soviet Ukrainian managers
and those centrally-oriented party oﬃcials on the status of Soviet Ukraine. In this
regard, the study could benefit from comparing the visions of Soviet Ukrainian
culture promoted by the Ukraine-minded Kulish and the oﬃcial Soviet artist
Oleksandr Korniichuk. In greater depth, Fowler considers another challenge for
Soviet culture in Ukraine, the need to accommodate diﬀerent ethnic cultures within
the overall context of Soviet culture and the borders of Soviet Ukraine. Her study
of the Jewish theatre and references to the Polish theatre in Soviet Ukraine exposes
the multiple contradictions of the korenizatsiia (indigenization) campaign, which
often favoured ethnic Ukrainians as the republic’s titular nationality.
The book also investigates a neglected aspect of popular culture in Soviet stu-
dies, within the matrix of oﬃcial artist, arts oﬃcial and oﬃcial audience. The focus
on the audience challenges the standard timeline of Soviet culture, arguing that
greatest artistic achievements in popular Soviet culture came in the 1930s.
Undoubtedly, the emergence of the working-class audience was a by-product of
korenizatsiia, introduced Union-wide in 1923. Hence, Beau Monde oﬀers a new and
original angle to studying Soviet nationalities policy. The book examines the dec-
ades-long process of cultural construction, in which not only the concept of Soviet
Ukrainian culture needed to be defined, but the audience for this art needed to be
nurtured. From this perspective, it was the theatre in which ‘Soviet oﬃcials, artists
and audiences recalibrated what was culture for the masses, and what was culture
for the elites, what was entertainment, and what was education’ (5).
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Against the narrative of the ‘executed renaissance’, Fowler argues that the beau
monde did not perish, despite the purges of the late 1930s and the failure of many
projects of Soviet Ukrainian culture. New figures emerged who continued to
develop oﬃcial Soviet culture, as endorsed from Moscow. In this way, she re-
narrates the story of Soviet Ukrainian culture, which did not end with the
murder of its greatest representatives, but was transformed into all-Soviet culture.
Overall, Beau Monde on Empire’s Edge is a necessary and timely contribution to the
scholarship on Ukrainian and Soviet history and culture.
Marina Frolova-Walker and Jonathan Walker, Music and Soviet Power: 1917–1932, Boydell and
Brewer: Woodbridge, 2012; 404 pp.; 9781843837039, £25.00 (hbk); 9781783271931, £19.99
(pbk); 9781782049722, £19.99 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Francis Maes, Ghent University, Belgium
When compared to disciplines like general or literary history, music history often
displays a tendency to lag behind. The main reason for this may well lie in music’s
overwhelming emotional power, which may keep critical thinking at bay longer
than a content-driven art form like literature. In general terms, this statement may
be somewhat unfair. For Soviet music scholarship, however, it rings true. The
problem there resides not only in the fact that music in itself may easily lead to
spontaneous mythologizing, but that this mythologizing has defined the content of
serious scholarship until recently. Since the demise of the Soviet Union, music
scholars could not avoid dealing with the rather irrational responses to that
major historical upheaval. Whether or not Shostakovich sincerely believed in com-
munism is the typical question quoted by Marina Frolova-Walker in this volume as
representative of Soviet music reception. As the book demonstrates, the question
becomes irrelevant as soon as historians command enough source material about
the diﬀerent phases in Soviet cultural history.
The field demands much perseverance to work through piles of scores that no
one would ever want to listen to again, or through volumes of short-lived journals
and other obscure publications, as this volume attests in its focus on Soviet musical
discourse between 1917 and 1932. The result turns out to be more rewarding than
expected. Much criticism proves to be interesting to read and sometimes even
compelling.
The main reason, however, to collect the highlights of music criticism of the
period is its capacity to reflect the main tensions and trends in the process of
shaping a Soviet identity in music. The authors divide the period into three
stages: 1917–1922, 1923–1928 and 1929–1932. The first comprises the revolution
and the civil war, the second the period of New Economic Programme (NEP), and
the third the First Five Year Plan. For every stage, relevant documents are
assembled and provided with intensive commentary. All the way, the authors
arrive at correctives or nuances to the standard historical view. Many stages in
the narrative are clarified, for instance the survival of opera in the unlikely context
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of a proletarian state and the establishment of both the Bolshoi and Mariinsky
Theatres as stable Soviet institutions. The relationship between Association for
Contemporary Music (ACM) and Russian Association of Proletarian Musicians
(RAPM), usually taken for two defining trends during NEP, is clarified as a strug-
gle for government funding by two associations that may otherwise have coexisted
peacefully. Due attention is given to personal agency. The history that emerges
from these pages is as much defined by individual rivalries as by ideological dogma.
The discussion of the First Five Year Plan’s period nuances the standard view of
RAPM’s dominance, in so far as it demonstrates that the Russian Association of
Proletarian Musicians did not achieve unchallenged domination even then.
Most importantly, the book as a whole traces the evolution of the musical
intelligentsia from scepticism to cooperation with the Soviet state. The explanation
lies in a cluster of developments, from ideological matters to personal agency in an
unreliable context. The discussion arrives at a plausible explanation for why the
musical community greeted the centralizing measures of 1932 as a liberating move.
The book stops at this point, but hints – with a reference to the Lady Macbeth of
Mtsensk case – towards a near future in which the compromise between creativity
and state goals arrived at in 1932 would turn out to be short-lived.
The authors’ text is densely written and takes some eﬀort to digest. The cause
lies, undoubtedly, in the complexity of the historical questions involved. The revi-
sionary impulse behind the collection is clear from the tendency to use retrospective
arguments. The narrative abounds in references to better-known later develop-
ments in Soviet cultural policy, which are used as a perspective to make sense of
specific details. This approach weakens the account as a historical narrative in its
own right, in that events should be explained as a rule through what preceded
them, and not through references to later developments. At this stage in the revi-
sionary process, however, these retrospective arguments are still unavoidable. A
new telling of Soviet music history may be in the making, but for now it is import-
ant that the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle begin to fall into place.
For those who fear that the humanizing of Soviet music history might entail a
normalizing eﬀect, the book oﬀers plenty of reminders of the extraordinary nature
of Soviet political history and its pressure on the arts. The stakes were high and the
risks serious, which makes the compliance of the musical intelligentsia with state
measures all the more understandable.
Paul Garfinkel, Criminal Law in Liberal and Fascist Italy, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge,
2016; 536 pp.; 9781107108912, £75.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: R. J. B. Bosworth, Jesus College, University of Oxford, UK
Paul Garfinkel has composed a detailed and scholarly monograph, labouring
mightily in a variety of archives and across a massive selection of oﬃcial publica-
tions about the law and its functioning in regard to ordinary crime. A number of
pages devote as much space to footnotes as text. He has no English-language
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competitor in his narrative of Italian legal thought from before national unification
through to the Rocco Code of 1930, itself destined to survive its origins under
Fascist dictatorship into the Republic after 1946, with many of its provisions still
active today.
Garfinkel’s book has two parts. The first commences with an intricate account
of the key preoccupations of penal jurists from the Restoration in 1815 to the First
World War, including their quest for accurate statistics. It is supplemented by three
specific chapters that focus on recidivism, juvenile delinquency and ‘alcohol-
related’ crime. Garfinkel rarely essays descriptions of the social behaviour that
lay behind the lawyers’ debates, but he does tell us that landowners often paid
their harvest workers in wine, and that the peasants were capable of consuming ‘up
to twenty-fives glasses per day’. ‘Elementare’ schoolboys in Milan are cited daily
drinking ‘eight or nine’ (324–5).
In a second section, Garfinkel resumes his narrative, with two chapters devoted
to the arrival of Fascist administration and the emergence of the Rocco Code, first
as a pubic draft in 1927 and then in final form three years later. In a brief conclusion,
Garfinkel sketches some developments during the 1930s, when, after 1933, ‘the
government imposed an unprecedented range of regulations, controls, and discip-
linary standards on lawyers and magistrates’ (465) and set legal practice sternly into
the ‘authoritarian’ rules of a government that was pioneering totalitarianism
(Italian-style). By 1938, Garfinkel acknowledges, Italian jurists did not hold back
from harmonizing the ‘judicial interests’ of their country with Nazi Germany.
So much, so straightforward. Yet, Garfinkel’s rigorously assembled facts are
designed to prove a thesis, one that the author repeats on many occasions, with a
regular assertion that ‘past interpretation’ must now be viewed as inadequate and
wrong. His predecessors depicted the functioning of Italian law as disputed between
‘two Caesars’ (2), the classical liberal, Cesare Beccaria, and the (pseudo-)scientific
positivist, Cesare Lombroso, viewed as a precursor of Fascist tyranny and racism.
But, in reality, we learn, Italian jurists over many decades stuck to a majority line of
‘moderate social defense’ as the key purpose of the law. While doing so, they
remained perpetually alert to transnational developments, only conditioned by
their determination to restore what they deemed to be the natural and ancient jur-
idical primacy of their nation. Thus, the Rocco Code was neither ‘fundamentally
Italian’ nor ‘uniquely fascist’, while ‘the great majority of penal reformers were not
passive and helpless victims of ‘‘fascistisation’’ but active and willing supporters’ of
a reform which they had long desired (11). In a variety of nationalism that Garfinkel
reports but does little to analyse, jurists were deeply pessimistic about the level of
civilization to be found among the ‘Italian people’ (Garfinkel eschews most consid-
eration of ‘class’), especially but not merely in the south, while committing them-
selves to a nation whose pre-eminence they thought approved by history.
Successive liberal governments, notably as expressed in the Zanardelli Code of
1889, continued to fail in the admirable and necessary project to control and contain
crime and amend the situation whereby Italy was ‘the most lawless country in
Europe’ (16).
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In tracking this continuity, Garfinkel underlines, with a whiﬀ of the worthiness
of a PhD thesis, that he has achieved a ‘radical shift in interpretation’ (11), that
could and should be extended to other sectors of legal history. Perhaps. Certainly,
much of his argumentation about the superficiality of the criminological reckon-
ing with Italy’s problems and the failure of Lombroso, Enrico Ferri and their
friends to persuade the highest circles of jurists when they were planning reform
that their ‘science’ was the way to the future, is convincing. Yet, among more
general studies of Mussolini’s dictatorship, the idea that it carried more than one
history and scarcely achieved a totalitarian atomization of the minds of all
Italians, is scarcely new. Almost in passing, Garfinkel notes his recognition of
‘the extraordinarily repressive, coercive and violent nature of Mussolini’s rule’
(19). But, after such a ritual parade of anti-Fascist virtue, it is more useful to
be reminded that, in the legal arena, as in so many others, Italian history did not
stop in 1922 or 1925 (or 1945). Any portrayal of the many currents that con-
tinued to eddy through Italian life needs to be alert to what went before and what
came after as well as to the propaganda of the Fascist dictatorship about its
‘totalitarian’ self.
Eagle Glassheim, Cleansing the Czechoslovak Borderlands: Migration, Environment, and Health in the
Former Sudetenland, University of Pittsburgh Press: Pittsburgh, PA, 2016; 288 pp., 35 b/w illus.;
9780822964261, $28.95 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Andrew Demshuk, American University, USA
In 1979, a US-UK production of All Quiet on the Western Front used the ecological
devastation in northern Czechoslovakia’s coal-producing moonscape as a filming
location for total war (231, fn 95). Why had open-air strip mining been allowed to
turn this once beautiful mountain valley into a warzone bereft of an optimistic
future? In his innovative new monograph, Eagle Glassheim traces how ethnic
cleansing and runaway utopian modernism combined to demographically and eco-
logically ravage the formerly German Sudetenland. Building on scholarship about
the formation of exclusionary national identities such as his own Noble Nationalists
(Cambridge, MA 2005), as well as extensive research in German, Czech, and
American archives, Glassheim reveals how, after ethnic cleansing tore the once
shared German-Czech world asunder by pushing Germans across the Iron
Curtain, Sudeten expellee nostalgia for an ecologically pristine and culturally
rich borderland coincided with Czech concern that ‘the polluted and depressed
borderlands’ symbolized ‘Communist failure to create an ideal society in
Czechoslovakia’ (5). Paralleling uprootedness due to forced migration with the
dislocations inflicted more generally by twentieth-century modernist projects,
Glassheim shows how the borderland became a realm for conceptual crossings,
‘a projection screen for utopian and dystopian visions of past and future’, in which
the former German world loomed as an absence and indictment for post-1945
development (7).
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After redeeming interwar Heimat movements as antithetical to homogenizing,
centralizing modernization that (starting with Nazi occupation) destroyed a once-
beautiful landscape, Chapter 1 builds on Philipp Ther’s The Dark Side of Nation-
States (Berghahn 2016) to trace how wartime Czech plans to ethnically cleanse
the Sudetenland built on Nazi racial rhetoric about Lebensraum and early inter-
war Western approval for Greco-Turkish population exchanges. After Chapter 2
reviews how the Sudetenland was ethnically cleansed, Chapter 3 explores how
Sudeten expellees sustained psychological trauma from uprootedness long after
their material integration into East or West German society, yielding nostalgic
memory cultures neither inherently political nor pathological. Chapter 4 exhibits
plunder and exploitation in the ‘Wild West’ of the depopulated Sudetenland; in a
process that deeply resembled circumstances in ethnically cleansed Polish Silesia
across the border, Czech communists gleaned popular legitimacy through redis-
tributing property and generating a nationalized mythology culminating in an
exhibition in the ‘capital’ of the colonized regions, suﬀused with rhetoric about
successful modernization, socialist planning and the de-Germanization of ancient
Czech lands (106–7). Chapter 5 examines how ethnic cleansing and modernizing
ecological devastation coalesced to obliterate the historic city of Most to make
way for a brown coal pit: while ethnic cleansing had placed 75% of city property
in state hands, modernist rationale akin to Le Corbusier justified eliminating an
allegedly antiquated city in favour of modern housing (135–6). A 1966 study
commissioned by the city apparently proved that ‘Most’s residents themselves
shared the materialist premises of Communist planners: that the production of
coal and energy was Most’s raison d’eˆtre, and that modern housing was more
eﬃcient and desirable than the decaying city center’ (139). Particularly unique is
Chapter 6, which shows how both expellee and Czech accounts lamented what
Glassheim calls a ‘Heimat deficit’ in the socially, culturally, ecologically deva-
stated borderlands, wherein settlers lacked a sense of attachment and thus need to
care for historically complex landscapes (176). As he asserts in his afterword,
restorative nostalgia (so defined by Svetlana Boym) need not be reactionary
and conservative, but can be pursued by left-leaning forces interested in building
community.
At times, this monograph gestures to conclusions that can only be corroborated
and refined through larger case-study analysis. Glassheim argues that ethnically
cleansed industrial borderlands in Czechoslovakia and Poland ‘could boast an even
broader canvas for social and industrial experimentation after the war’ (114, 119).
Yet, citing Jane Jacobs, Paul Goodman, and his own father, he claims that the
death of American cities like his native Grand Forks, North Dakota stemmed from
a loss of ‘ecological consciousness’ comparable to communities ravaged by ethnic
cleansing and high modernism in the Sudeten borderlands (187). But if German
and Czech borderland nostalgias are just another iteration of global alienation
from homogenizing modernity, to what extent did ethnic cleansing actually
create the Sudeten dystopia? Brown coal fields also uprooted populations in
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sizeable towns south of East German Leipzig and east of West German Cologne
that have also been memorialized as lost spaces. To measure the extent to which
forced migration heightened the modernizing ‘gardening’ of industrial borderlands,
future scholarship might compare ecological abuse across the same geological sub-
stratum in the ethnically cleansed Sudetenland and neighbouring Polish Bogatynia
with southern Saxony, where Johanngeorgienstadt (heavily populated by Sudeten
expellees) also ‘moved’ due to heedless exploitation. Such comparison could illu-
minate the extent to which ethnic cleansing uniquely prompts ecological devasta-
tion and disarms popular initiative against it.
Ultimately, Glassheim’s terse monograph moves beyond allegedly singular suf-
fering by expellees or Czech settlers. Through creative juxtaposition, it apprehends
shared experiences, meanings and memories across an artificial and destructive
national divide. Hopefully, this critical deployment of transnational frameworks
like ecology and forced migration will inspire further case studies to measure how
intertwined racial and modernizing policies have produced culturally, socially and
environmentally depleted homogenized nation-states that engender nostalgic
memory cultures of an elusive lost world.
Nancy Goldstone, The Rival Queens, Weidenfeld & Nicolson: London, 2015; 448 pp., 20 illus.;
9780297868637, £20.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Estelle Paranque, Kings College London, UK
In Rival Queens, Nancy Goldstone brings to life one of European royalty’s most
intriguing and complex rivalries, one which saw a powerful mother pitted against
her free-spirited daughter. Introducing Marguerite de Valois through her mother,
the very well-known Catherine de Medici, was a brilliant strategy. While the
French are very familiar with her life, often tarnished by scandals and gossip,
the character of Marguerite de Valois remains rather obscure to an English audi-
ence. Moreover, the manner in which the story of these two rival queens unfolds is
highly compelling.
The volume is divided into three parts. Each chapter begins with a quotation
from Niccolo` Machiavelli’s The Prince, thus reinforcing the importance of polit-
ical manoeuvre in relations among the nobility during the sixteenth century. The
first part focuses on Catherine, providing an overview that gives the reader an
understanding of the queen’s struggles. While the very first chapter relates
Catherine’s arrival to the French court and the years she spent as Henry II’s
bride, Francis I’s second son, the discussion quickly moves forward to the years
she spent as Henry’s consort, ending with her husband’s death on 10 July 1559.
The remainder of the first part examines Catherine’s ascension within the political
sphere. It reads as a preliminary introduction before delving more deeply into the
core of this book, which consists of Goldstone’s analysis of Marguerite de
Valois’s intrepid life.
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While it is understandable that Goldstone explores Marguerite’s teenage years,
adolescence as such was not a recognized condition during the early modern
period; therefore, the reader may find some explanations of her behaviour to be
anachronistic. Nevertheless, the author oﬀers an interesting analysis of
Marguerite’s younger years, when her mother became regent of France.
Goldstone relates the diﬃculties behind the marriage negotiations between
Marguerite and her cousin Henry of Navarre, Jeanne d’Albret’s son, in a
manner that is most compelling. She also provides a detailed depiction of the
ways in which Marguerite was often used as a pawn by Catherine de Medici.
Goldstone shrewdly elucidates the manifold tensions that disrupted the relation-
ship between mother and daughter, such as clashes over Marguerite’s passionate
spirit, her rivalry with her brothers Charles and Henry, and her thirst for a pas-
sionate love. This book positions the St Bartholomew Massacre Day as a pivotal
event in Marguerite’s personal and political development, demonstrating how she
reacted to such atrocities and became the queen she was meant to be.
The final part of this book examines the rivalries between mother and daughter,
and describes how Marguerite fell from grace among her royal family. Goldstone
reveals the aﬀair between the Queen of Navarre and Jacques de Harlay, seigneur de
Champvallon. She also contemplates the harm that Marguerite’s love for this man
caused to her reputation and her relations with her brother, Henry III of France,
her mother Catherine, and finally, her husband Henry, King of Navarre. This part
sheds light upon Marguerite’s conflicted relationship with Henry III, as the author
reveals howMarguerite turned her back on her family and allied herself with Henry
III’s arch-nemesis, Henry, Duke of Guise. Marguerite only remained close to her
younger brother, Franc¸ois of Anjou; providing aid in his military eﬀorts against the
Spanish Netherlands, and continuing to support him secretly even when he lost
important battles.
The final chapters of the volume review the tragic deaths of Henry III and
Catherine in 1589, as well as the annulment of Marguerite’s marriage with Henry
IV of France. In these last chapters, the reader can only sympathize with the harsh
events that plaguedMarguerite’s life, such as death threats, attempted murders, and
numerous humiliations; though, towards the end of her life, she made peace with her
ex-husband and even developed a friendship with him and his second wife, Marie de
Medici. Bonding with their children, she became a part of the royal court as a grande
dame, and was eventually remembered as Queen Marguerite.
Overall, this book oﬀers valuable insights into crucial French historical events
through its analyses of the lives and actions of two very intriguing queens. The
volume relies heavily on English sources in its analysis of these French royal figures,
and as a historian with a strong interest in Catherine de Medici, I was not always
convinced by the evidence Goldstone provides. Yet, while some events are slightly
simplified – notably, the English victory over the Spanish Armada – Goldstone
brilliantly sheds light on the story of Marguerite de Navarre as a free-spirited,
strong queen in a manner that is accessible to a general audience. Through the
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scandals, religious civil wars, betrayals, condemned love and rivalries rendered, the
reader gains a greater appreciation of the conflicts and obstacles confronted by the
Queen of Navarre during her lifetime. Goldstone’s examination of these challenges
indicates that Marguerite’s reputation deserves further assessment.
Mischa Honeck, Martin Klimke and Anne Kuhlmann, eds, Germany and the Black Diaspora: Points of
Contact, 1250–1914, Berghahn: Oxford, 2013; 270 pp., 25 b/w illus., 9780857459534, £85.00
(hbk); 9781785333330, £24.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Lauren Stokes, Northwestern University, IL, USA
This volume emerges from a 2009 conference held at the German Historical
Institute in DC, and presents readers with a wide variety of research that ‘chal-
lenges widespread assumptions about Germany’s historical relationship with
people of black African descent’ (1). The chronology in the title, ‘1250–1914’, is
in fact somewhat misleading. Although several authors mention that black
Christians were depicted in twelfth- and thirteenth-century art in the German-
speaking lands, none of the chapters deals substantively with the period before
1500. Regardless of this discrepancy, the volume serves as a welcome corrective to a
historiography of black Germany that has focused on the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
The first section focuses on encounters between Germans and Africans before
1800. Paul H. D. Kaplan and Kate Lowe’s chapters examine images of black
Africans in medieval and early modern art, ranging from depictions of black
African saints and pious black courtiers to the heraldic Moor’s head. Anne
Kuhlmann explores the lives of black Africans who lived at German courts and
their possibilities for social advancement in this setting, while Rashid-S. Pegah
writes about how black Africans were represented in entertainments at the same
courts. Finally, Maria I. Diedrich examines the group of Hessian soldiers who
fought in the American Revolution and their encounters with black Americans.
Roughly 150 black Americans travelled to Kassel after the war in an ‘act of self-
liberation’ (107) that transformed them from slaves into court subjects. Although
much of the archival material on the group was destroyed during World War II,
and what remains was largely written by white Hessians, Diedrich reads the avail-
able sources against the grain to oﬀer a textured account of black agency in initial
encounters with Hessian soldiers and in individual decisions to migrate back across
the Atlantic to start a life in Kassel.
The second section moves into the nineteenth century, which the editors identify
as the period of the ‘proliferation of more rigid notions of racial and ethnic diﬀer-
ence’ (11), demonstrated in the volume by Bradley Naranch’s contribution on the
popularization of this racial science. The rest of the essays focus on people who
fought the changing tides, such as Jeannette Eileen Jones’s chapter on Heidelberg
physiologist Friedrich Tiedemann, whose anatomical investigations – based in part
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on the skeletons of the Kassel blacks – led him to reject the notion of inherent black
inferiority even as he accepted the idea of separate races. Heike Paul’s chapter on
African-American literature in nineteenth-century Germany shows that German
translators and editors often sought to ‘authenticate’ the black voice in a way that
ultimately erased black agency, turning the German into the ultimate arbiter of the
black experience. Mischa Honeck’s chapter on two African-American men who
travelled in nineteenth-century Germany argues that both used their European
travel to develop cosmopolitan identities.
The final two chapters deal explicitly with German colonialism, focusing on the
agency of the Africans and African-Americans who came into contact with the
German colonizers: Robbie Aitken contributes material from his project on the
educational migration of elite Cameroonian children to Germany, while Kendahl
L. Radcliﬀe shows how African-Americans from the Tuskegee Institute translated
an ideology of racial uplift from the United States to the German colony of Togo.
While the agricultural scheme disappointed German hopes for a new source of
cotton, the Togolese learned to ‘benefit on their own terms’ and thus to ‘undermine
the German agenda’ (208).
Connections between the essays make the volume somewhat more than the sum
of its parts. The unacknowledged debt of Tiedemann’s science to the Kassel blacks
is the most explicit such connection, but not the only one. Christian Ferdinand
Mohr, a black servant sent to the Bayreuth court in the 1660s, appears in
Kuhlmann’s essay, where we learn that he converted to Christianity and achieved
a reputation as a drummer, while in Pegah’s chapter, we learn that he appeared as a
musician in court ballets. The first two essays both discuss whether images of
people of colour in medieval and early modern art represent generic types or por-
traits of individuals, and considering this question gave me a new appreciation for
the final image in the collection, a stained glass window in Douala, Cameroon
featuring portraits of two of the children whose families sent them from the
German protectorate of Cameroon to Germany for an education.
In the afterword, Dirk Hoerder places research on Germany within a European
context, and suggests that contemporary historians have often struggled to see the
contributions of black people in European history because we have learned to
think within misleading ‘dichotomies – black-white, European-African, or free-
slave’ – that were only solidified in the nineteenth century (238). This raises an
important question: if ‘blackness’ itself is a construct of the nineteenth century,
what do we gain and what do we lose by understanding this volume as a contri-
bution to the study of the Black Diaspora? Would ‘eight centuries of encounters
between Africa and Germany’ be more useful (6)? Even ‘Germany’ is a category in
question: since many of the essays come from periods before the formation of the
German state, readers must think in terms of Prussians and Africans or Hessians
and Africans. The volume oﬀers a combination of precise historical detail and
conceptual and temporal range, and the editors have made a strong case that
‘accounts of German nation making that conceal or ignore black agency are no
longer acceptable’ (14).
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Mark Hurst, British Human Rights Organizations and Soviet Dissent, 1965–1985, Bloomsbury
Academic: London, 2016; 264 pp., 6 illus.; 9781472527288, £85.00 (hbk); 9781350054417,
£28.99 (pbk); 9781472522344, £84.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Paul Rubinson, Bridgewater State University, Massachusetts, USA
During the 1970s, the Cold War became entwined with the global movement for
human rights. In the West, critics on the left and right argued that de´tente and the
diplomatic agreements upon which it was built forced the United States to grow too
cosy with the Soviet Union and in eﬀect condone that nation’s deplorable record on
human rights. Within the discussion of human rights and the end of the Cold War,
the role of Soviet dissidents has loomed large. Dissidents spoke out against the
Soviet regime and appealed to the West to do the same, and consequently faced
reprisals that violated their human rights. Expanding our understanding of the dis-
sidents and their allies is Mark Hurst’s British Human Rights Organizations and
Soviet Dissent, 1965–1985, which chronicles Western activists’ interactions with
the Soviet victims of human rights abuses. Hurst traces how nongovernment organ-
izations (NGOs), activists, psychiatrists and researchers became authorities on
human rights, what he calls the ‘rush to expertise’ that began in the 1960s (3).
Hurst first addresses British eﬀorts to aid Soviet dissidents imprisoned in psychi-
atric institutions. Soviet authorities claimed that opponents of the state were victims
of mental illness, and used psychiatry as a weapon to punish them. Dissidents were
detained in psychiatric wards and debilitated with heavy doses of anti-psychotic
drugs. This brutal repression mandated the collusion of the psychiatric discipline,
whose practitioners obliged by making up bogus disorders with which many
dissidents were diagnosed, including ‘sluggish schizophrenia’, a ‘socially dangerous
disability’, in its creator’s words, that ‘developed very slowly, without showing
any outward signs or in any way impairing the patient’s intellect’ (13).
With Soviet psychiatrists complicit in repression, Western psychiatrists mobi-
lized to challenge the perversion of their discipline. Scholars have written on nat-
ural scientists and physicians who used their professional identity to advocate for
human rights, but Hurst’s discussion of psychiatrists is illuminating. Like other
scientific and medical professionals, British psychiatrists faced a debate over
whether to engage with the Soviets along the lines of de´tente, or punish them
with professional shaming.
Hurst’s case studies show that the shaming model worked. The plight of
Vladimir Bukovsky, one of the earliest dissidents known to the West, ‘oﬀered
the fuel that kick-started a number of Western campaigns’ (26). Eventually,
British psychiatrists pressured the World Psychiatric Association to expel its
Soviet members, threatened to revoke honorary positions awarded to Soviets,
and even visited institutionalized dissidents in Soviet hospitals. These eﬀorts
eased repression according to the dissidents themselves. Marina Voikhanskaya,
a Soviet psychiatrist who helped mitigate abuse of patients, told activists: ‘only
pressure from the West helps’ (51).
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Hurst next turns to the Soviet persecution of religion, which most often involved
the so-called refuseniks, Jews who were denied permission to emigrate. In Britain,
the Women’s Campaign for Soviet Jewry, colloquially called the 35s, arranged
dramatic spectacles, including a prisoners’ banquet, where the public was invited
to dine on an imprisoned dissident’s daily rations of ‘watery cabbage soup, a lump
of black bread, a boiled potato, an ounce of raw cod, a lump of sugar, a pat of
butter, and a glass of water’ (82). Years of sustained public protest and civil dis-
obedience yielded results. The 35s eventually garnered support from members of
Parliament, showing the group’s evolution from inexperienced protesters to recog-
nized experts on the refusenik issue.
Another British response to the Soviet persecution of religious believers was the
Centre for the Study of Religion and Communism, colloquially known as Keston
College. Operated on a shoestring budget, the institute became known for its
extensive archive of samizdat material, the self-published underground writings
that dissidents used to communicate with each other and allies in the west.
Keston’s leaders worked relentlessly on the professionalization of their archive,
which documented the innumerable crimes of the Soviet regime. Ultimately, how-
ever, the end of the Cold War led to the College’s decline since its goals had,
essentially, been achieved.
Hurst’s final case study examines Amnesty International’s attempt to remain
impartial in the Cold War, an attempt Hurst describes as ‘noble in ambition but
nonetheless flawed’ (147). Amnesty faced a dilemma with the Chronicle of Current
Events, an exceptionally detailed samizdat periodical that was particularly damning
to the Soviet Union. But because Amnesty did not conduct the research for the
Chronicle itself, the NGO’s leaders debated whether their organization should pub-
lish the information. Amnesty ultimately did, but with a disclaimer attached.
Although Amnesty’s researchers were initially torn between the instinct to help
and the desire to remain impartial, the Chronicle was ultimately too important
to ignore.
Hurst argues that NGOs did not single-handedly create the movement for
human rights. Rather, changes in the Cold War allowed human rights to emerge
as a geopolitical force. But after this transformation, organizations and activists
powered the movement forward and weakened the Soviet government’s grip on its
people. Human rights activists may not have ended the Cold War by themselves,
but thanks to works like Hurst’s, it is increasingly diﬃcult to imagine the Cold War
ending without them.
Peter M. Jones, Agricultural Enlightenment: Knowledge, Technology and Nature, 1750–1840, Oxford
University Press: Oxford, 2016; 288 pp.; 9780198716075, £60.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Paul Warde, University of Cambridge, UK
If one examines the chapters on agriculture in the most recent volumes of the
Cambridge Economic Histories of both Britain and Europe, one will find much
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discussion of productivity, although with precious little data, but none at all about
knowledge and the direct means by which innovation occurred. This reflects the
general trend in the last three decades of agricultural history, which has focused
heavily upon yields and other forms of quantitative data. Virtually nothing on these
can reliably be found at a national level before themid-nineteenth century, and hence
productivity is discussed in abstract terms, often through proxies. The consensus is
that while land productivity was rising during the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, labour productivity was generally not. As yields seem to have been higher
in the most urbanized parts of Europe, explanations of change have tended towards
accounts of Smithian growth stimulated by the demand side and the presence of
more reliable and integrated markets. Old-fashioned institutional explanations of
change, such as enclosure, have become less prominent although the agency of the
state in creating transport infrastructure and legal security still looms large. Yet the
overall picture of drivers of change remains unclear, and as so often in economic
history, linkages between the micro- and macro-level remain weak.
Peter Jones frames his book on the ‘Agricultural Enlightenment’ as something of
an antidote to these trends. It is a continuation of his own work on the ‘Industrial
Enlightenment’, published in 2008, and modestly takes inspiration from Joel
Mokyr’s insistence on the importance of changes in what we might now call the
knowledge economy for understanding economic change. A focus simply on factor
prices and property relations neglects, Jones argues, the wellsprings of innovation
and the lines of transmission of new techniques that tend only to be inferred in
more quantitative approaches. He is careful to distinguish this from any clear-cut
relationship with the ‘Agricultural Revolution’, and argues that what characterized
this period was above all processes of inductive response to new knowledge and the
diﬀusion of techniques that were, for the most part, not very novel: a ‘farm-gate
empiricism’.
This represents a very welcome return to the intellectual history of agriculture, a
topic much neglected with only a few exceptions (such as the indefatigable Joan
Thirsk). It is well known that there was a very significant rise in the publication of
works on agriculture from the 1750s across Europe, but little research has devel-
oped the field since the now dated surveys of George Fussell or Andre´-Jean
Bourde. Importantly, Jones has the capacity to demonstrate that this literature
was a pan-European, transnational phenomenon, ranging over much of western
Europe and Scandinavia (perhaps only Italy gets rather neglected, although recent
studies of Sweden could have been utilized too). It is very welcome to see a book
where the primary case studies are Scotland and Denmark.
The book is divided into three parts. Firstly, two chapters deal with theories of
development (Physiocracy, political economy and cameralism), and the role of the
state – the ‘single institution most directly involved in the process of agricultural
growth’. These histories will be familiar to those working within the field, but are
succinctly and magisterially summarized. The second and most important part
surveys vectors of new agricultural knowledge (especially published literature
and associations), and practices of diﬀusion (especially of technology). Here,
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Jones eﬀectively makes the case for the breadth and depth of engagement with
innovation across many countries – but equally the unevenness and complexity of
such processes. There is no return to the view of ‘revolution’ as being the product of
‘a select band of far-sighted individuals’.
The final chapters are less clearly focused, covering the relationship of the
‘Enlightenment’ to ‘Agricultural revolution’; the rise of agronomy and particularly
agricultural chemistry; and a chapter on ‘nature and environment’ which is in fact
primarily concerned with changes in property relations that impacted on the land-
scape. The 1840s is seen as a watershed, after which the professionalization of
agronomy and shift towards the hypothesis-testing of the laboratory and techno-
logical change replaced a more inductive and inclusive ‘spirit of Agricultural
Enlightenment’. This is perhaps to take too unquestioningly the word of Justus
Liebig, who retrospectively set such a divide in relation to his own published work
of 1840. The diﬀusion and influence of such techniques was also surely very long-
drawn out and uneven.
This is a cautious, measured and highly informative book. It argues eﬀectively
against easy generalization and the necessity for understanding how knowledge
travels. It makes the historical case for contingency in the uptake of new ideas,
reflected in a final conclusion that the explanation may lie in a ‘trait of character’,
although it is unclear whether this should be viewed in an ethnographic or psycho-
logical light. In the end, it means that we still fall short of a clear linkage to those
factors that make innovation economically attractive and viable: good old factor
prices, profits, rents and productivity. It is one thing to be entrepreneurial; another
to succeed as an entrepreneur. Indeed, there is relatively little discussion here of
productivity of the kind that has preoccupied macro-level studies to the neglect of
so much else. Yet Agricultural Enlightenment was, in the end, about raising output
and returns. It may be that answers to such questions cannot be found at the
national level, and require a return to the farms, estates and villages where agri-
cultural history finds its richest source base, replete with new questions and per-
spectives gained from this transnational enquiry.
Robert Knight, Slavs in Post-Nazi Austria: Carinthian Slovenes and the Politics of Assimilation, 1945–
1960, Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2017; 264 pp.; 9781474258906, £85.00 (hbk);
9781474258920, £84.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Martin Moll, University of Graz, Austria
Robert Knight, currently a Senior Lecturer in International History at
Loughborough University, UK, has devoted a considerable part of his scientific
research to the generally unenviable fate of Austria’s Slovene minority during the
twentieth century. The Republic, founded in autumn 1918 as one of the successor
states of Austria-Hungary, hosted and still hosts two Slavic minorities: Slovenes in
Southern Carinthia and Croats in Burgenland. As the Burgenland Croats were
much better oﬀ than the Slovenes during the last century and did not experience
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any serious troubles even during the National Socialist rule over Austria between
1938 and 1945, Knight devotes his scholarly attention to the much more compli-
cated and contested situation in Carinthia, Austria’s southernmost province
(Bundesland) which after World War I shared borders with Italy and Yugoslavia.
Yugoslavia fervently stoked an ethnic situation there – characterized already prior
to the Great War by heated disputes between German and Slovene speakers – in
the post-war period. Following the armistice of November 1918, Yugoslav militias
invaded and occupied Southern Carinthia without Allied approval in the (ultim-
ately vain) pursuit of annexing the southern part of the province to the newly
established Kingdom of Yugoslavia. This attempt – according to Belgrade’s
demands – would have established a huge German minority in the Kingdom, if
successful. The Paris Peace Conference decided to organize a plebiscite in the
contested districts which in October 1920 resulted in a clear vote in Austria’s
favour, made possible by a considerable number of Carinthia’s Slovenes who
cast their ballots in favour of their homeland.
This outcome, interpreted as a clear vote for maintaining the province’s unity,
expressed by a majority of its inhabitants irrespective of their national aﬃliation,
could – one might assume – have paved the way for ending the ethnic struggles in
the wake of the plebiscite. But this did not occur as fears of future aggression on the
part of the deeply disappointed Yugoslav Kingdom prevailed among German-
speaking Carinthians. Understandably, such fears were fuelled by renewed
Yugoslav attempts to seize Carinthian territory after World War II by the new
Communist leadership under Josip Broz Tito. As Yugoslav territorial demands
towards Austria were justified continuously by the existence of large numbers of
Slovenes in the disputed areas, the continued presence of this minority became even
more undesirable for the German-speaking majority. The (overall) fully democratic
character of the Republic of Austria (re-established in April 1945) and its unlimited
respect for human as well as minority rights did not influence the local situation in
Carinthia – in stark contrast to that of the rest of the country – until most recently.
After having explained this prehistory in some length, Knight shifts his attention
to what is the main argument of his book: that the dominant (German-speaking)
political elite of Carinthia – irrespective of their party aﬃliation and internal quar-
rels – more or less continued in practising Nazi methods with the clear and
common target of further reducing the size of the Slovene minority – this time
first and foremost by applying administrative chicanery, not ‘ethnic cleansing’. In
an area characterized by a mixed population, the result of centuries of cohabitation
and – most importantly – interethnic marriages, determining who was a Slovene
and who was not largely depended on individual discretion. This decision could
express itself, for example, in the declaration of ethnic belonging stated at the
censuses or in sending one’s children to a school where they were educated in
Slovene or German, respectively. It is at this crucial juncture of ethnic (mainly
linguistic) self-definition, where pressure from the German side was able to set in.
As Knight explains on an extensive basis of sources mainly from Austrian arch-
ives, the Carinthian provincial government (dominated for decades after 1945 by
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the Social Democratic Party) did not hesitate to exert such assimilatory pressure by
harassing Slovene schools, cultural associations, etc., by means of – on the surface
– alleged administrative obstacles put in their way wherever feasible. The result
seems to confirm the boldness of this – in today’s view, awkward – strategy, as the
number of Carinthians declaring themselves Slovenes dropped from census to
census, a development which encouraged hope among German-speaking radicals
that their Slavic opponents might disappear by ‘natural ways’ within the foresee-
able future. Limiting his study to the most controversial fifteen years after the Nazi
regime’s downfall, the author commemorates one of the most unpleasant aspects of
domestic Austrian policy after 1945. His arguments, painstakingly based on a huge
mass of primary sources (see the sixty-page appendix with endnotes) and rich with
details on how the above-mentioned administrative bullying worked in practice, are
convincing, although Knight’s position is clearly oriented on the Slovene side
which sometimes seduces him to exaggerate his thesis of Nazi continuity into
post-war Austria. The author downplays fears of future Yugoslav aggression in
favour of his assumption of a continuity of ‘Nazi values’ among German speakers
after 1945. This notwithstanding, Robert Knight has written a passionate, much
needed and readable book.
Laura Kounine and Michael Ostling, eds, Emotions in the History of Witchcraft, Palgrave: London,
2016; 321 pp., 10 colour illus., 2 b/w illus.; 9781137529022, £74.50 (hbk); 9781137529039, £58.99
(ebook)
Reviewed by: James Brown, University of East Anglia, UK
Emotions in the History of Witchcraft represents the first attempt to apply the
perspectives of the so-called ‘emotional turn’ to the history of witchcraft and
magic. That witchcraft has not yet been explored within this framework is surpris-
ing. Not only has the crime always been ‘saturated with emotion’ (218) – from the
anger of the imagined perpetrators to the fear of their victims to the lusts that were
believed to render women more susceptible than men to the blandishments of the
Devil – but several key historiographical interventions already rely on attributes of
feeling for their explanatory force. This includes work by Lyndal Roper and Diane
Purkiss on the interior lives and representations of witches, and in particular the
‘charity refused’ model associated with Alan Macfarlane and Keith Thomas, which
turns (in turn) on two emotionally freighted transactions: the disappointment then
resentment of denied beggars; and the guilt then fear of those who refused them
alms and subsequently suspected supernatural retaliation. So this outstanding col-
lection of explicitly emotionological perspectives from 14 historians, art historians
and anthropologists is timely indeed.
After a sophisticated general introduction – in which the editors assess the use-
fulness of the history of emotions’ various theoretical ‘neologisms’ (6) for the sub-
ject of witchcraft – the collection falls into four parts. Part I explores
representations. Tamar Herzig oﬀers a novel reading of Heinrich Institoris’s
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Malleus Maleficarum (1486), arguing that the German friar’s suspicion of women’s
unbridled emotionality went ‘hand in hand with his profound admiration of the
traditional features of somatic female spirituality’ (30), while Charles Zika exam-
ines the witch iconography of seventeenth-century Dutch illustrator Jacques de
Gheyn II, characterized by its ‘extreme cruelty and violence’ (42), which Zika
relates convincingly to contemporary understandings of hallucinations and their
relationship to melancholy at the University of Leiden. Laura Kounine explores
Nicholas Remy’s depiction of a jealous and angry Devil in his Daemonolatria
(1595) – significant for our gendered understanding of witchcraft because these
‘violent passions. . . could easily befall any human’, not just women (69) – while
E.J. Kent oﬀers an examination of how the languages of tyranny ‘provided a res-
ervoir of cultural descriptors for masculine evil’ (77) that were applied to male
witches in Anglophone pamphlets and trial narratives.
Part II shifts the focus to witch trials themselves. In a methodologically bracing
contribution Rita Voltmer warns against taking these ‘drama[s] of aﬀective per-
formance’ (97) at face value (arguing that trial records are ‘exceedingly complex
composite constructions’ (98) in which inquisitorial and scribal voices always
drown out the emotions of the accused), while – in an especially fine piece –
Valerie Kivelson discusses intimacy and distance in early modern Russian love
magic, looking in particular at the ways in which the preˆt-a`-porter spells carried
by Muscovite men were understood to magically inoculate their mobile bearers
within a travelling ‘forcefield of love’ (132). Robin Briggs outlines ‘pattern[s] of
emotional overflow and management’ in the Lorraine witch trials, while Michael
Ostling imaginatively approaches the records of early modern Polish prosecutions
not only as representations but also as ‘windows into the feeling hearts of accused
witches’ (155), especially by reading them against the grain for ‘friendlier emotions’
(159) such as aﬀection and romance. Charlotte-Rose Millar provides a lively essay
on familiar spirits in English witchcraft pamphlets, embodiments of the Devil who
forged strong aﬀective bonds with witches and enabled them to act out their ‘over-
whelming emotions’ (175), and whose ubiquity in these sensationalized trial nar-
ratives urge us to ‘re-evaluate the importance of diabolical beliefs within English
witchcraft’ (174).
Parts IV and V explore witchcraft ‘In the Mind’ and ‘In History’. In a provoca-
tive and original contribution Edward Bever uses modern studies of adult bullying
and social neuroscience to explore how ‘interpersonal emotional aggression’ (195)
on the part of accused witches could cause very real psychological and physio-
logical harm in their victims, while, drawing on his anthropological fieldwork
among the Maka, Peter Geschiere identifies the intersection of intimacy and witch-
craft as a common ‘hotspot for the emotions’ (222), one especially strategic for
teasing out variations across space and time. Sarah Ferber uses the placement of
witchcraft within the Dewey Decimal System of library classification to emphasize
the role of ‘agencies and institutions’ (232) in emotions’ history – in particular by
‘quarantin[ing] belief in demons and witchcraft from considerations of rationality
and mainstream religion’ (242) – while Laurel Zwissler oﬀers an empathetic and
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incisive analysis of the afterlife of ‘The Burning Times’ (an emotive but discredited
understanding of the early modern witch-hunts as ‘an explicit and international
gendercide’ (249)) among Pagan and feminist activists in present-day North
America. Malcolm Gaskill’s thoughtful, elegant afterword draws together the vol-
ume’s themes, and oﬀers some refreshingly practical and optimistic recommenda-
tions for future work.
Emotions in the History of Witchcraft is a collection of unusual quality and
significance that successfully unites two hitherto separate fields to the enormous
enrichment of both. The standard of individual essays is uniformly excellent, while
the fact that they originated as papers at two workshops makes for a high degree of
coherence and dialogue across the pieces. The collection is essential reading for
anyone working within the new sub-discipline of the history of the emotions or the
more venerable and ever-vibrant field of witchcraft studies.
E. I. Kouri and Jens E. Olesen, eds, The Cambridge History of Scandinavia: Volume II, 1520–1870,
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2016; 1207 pp., 104 illus.; 9780521473002, £150.00
(hbk)
Reviewed by: Mathias Persson, Uppsala University, Sweden
Along with its precursor, the second volume of The Cambridge History of
Scandinavia constitutes the first thorough historical account of this region in its
entirety. The volume reviewed here is a highly ambitious attempt to outline the
history of the Nordic countries from the Reformation and the disintegration of the
so-called Kalmar Union to the onset of modern nation-states and more substantial
industrialization, three and a half centuries characterized by – as the volume editors
point out – increasing Europeanization and transnational transfer. The reader is
confronted with a beast of a book, which includes a wide array of topics – cultural,
economic, intellectual, political and social history – all amply represented in 50
contributions penned by 38 researchers, most of whom either are or have been
aﬃliated with an institution of higher education in one of the nations covered by
the articles. The twin problems of representativeness and accurate portrayal that
tend to aﬄict appraisals of anthologies become even more acute when the object of
the review comprises over a thousand pages. Arguably, the best way for the
reviewer to approach the daunting task at hand is to describe the composition
and themes of the book, and to highlight some of the individual texts in order to
give the reader concrete examples of its content.
The first part of the tome focuses upon the Reformation and the aftermath of
the dissolution of the Kalmar Union, a medieval creation that had encompassed all
of Scandinavia and was superseded by two separate kingdoms, Sweden-Finland
and Denmark-Norway-Iceland. Part II deals with material expansion, that is,
developments in population, settlement, economy, and the social order, during
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. For instance, Knud V. Jespersen draws
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attention to the economic heterogeneity of Scandinavia and discerns three eco-
nomic zones – Denmark, Norway, and Sweden-Finland – defined by natural and
historical diﬀerences. The third part, which likewise dwells on the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries but also presents longer vistas, explores the protracted strug-
gle for Baltic dominion between Denmark and Sweden, their militarization and
military organization, the fortunes of aristocratic and royal power, social and reli-
gious regimentation, the internationalization and Europeanization of Scandinavia
– not least with regard to the Netherlands – and Scandinavian empire building, in
the Baltic and beyond. In a noteworthy piece, Øystein Rian sheds light on the
internal configurations and conditions of Denmark-Norway and Sweden-Finland
from the vantage point of centre and periphery.
The fourth part, ‘Society in the Eighteenth Century’, considers demographic,
economic and social aspects, the circumstances of the commoners, material, popu-
lar, court, and aristocratic culture, arts and literature, education and social care,
and religious and intellectual outlooks, especially pietism and rationalism. Two
entire chapters, both written by John Bergsagel, are devoted to music, at the six-
teenth- and seventeenth-century courts and in eighteenth-century Scandinavia,
respectively. In this part of the volume, a comprehensive examination of the elusive
and disputed term ‘enlightenment’ would have benefited the book as well as the
reader, given its central position in the eighteenth century and the fact that it is
used by several authors who desist from pinpointing it.
Part V revolves around political aﬀairs and consists of only a couple of articles.
Panu Pulma’s ‘Constitution and Politics’ is broader in scope than the title implies
and slightly confusing with respect to disposition and delimitation. Its relationship
to the companion article, Ole Feldbaek’s ‘Denmark in the Napoleonic Wars, 1807–
14’, is likewise somewhat unclear, as is the rationale for juxtaposing them as a
particular part of the anthology.
Part VI looks into the new economic order that took hold in the nineteenth
century and begins with a short overview of Scandinavia between the Congress of
Vienna and the Paris Commune. The following texts discuss Scandinavia’s demo-
graphic transition, agricultural development, and industrial expansion. The latter is
delineated by Markku Kuisma, who connects it with multiple other factors, such as
liberalization and entrepreneurship. Part VII, ‘The New Social Order’, continues
on with the nineteenth century and delves into the emergence of novel social
groups, class society, and civil society, the commencement of the Great
Emigration, everyday life, and arts and literature. In an article on education,
Lars Petterson revises the teleological history writing pertaining to schooling and
questions the significance that has been attributed to a handful of ordinances,
which were in actuality no game changers. Part VIII of the volume concerns nine-
teenth-century politics – constitutional and governmental facets, Scandinavianism
(i.e. notions of a culturally or politically unified Scandinavia), and the rise of the
modern nation-state, a subject that is illuminated in five whole chapters, each
dedicated to one of the Nordic countries.
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The ninth and final part of the book provides a conclusion devised by the edi-
tors, E. I. Kouri and Jens E. Olesen, who summarize its contents, with an emphasis
on the early modern period.
The Cambridge History of Scandinavia: Volume II has some overarching prob-
lems. It at times comes across as a bit uneven or straggling, most probably because
the contributors were allowed to complete their tasks ‘without editorial constraint’.
There is occasional overlapping, and a few of the texts tend to be a bit too invested
in individual actors, which results in distracting tonal diﬀerences. All in all, the
book would have profited from more regulation and may well have been more
concise. That being said, the anthology no doubt serves to furnish international
readers with in-depth and easily accessible knowledge about Scandinavian history.
What is more, it mostly succeeds in striking a balance between the Nordic states,
while continuously comparing them to one another and frequently linking them to
the wider world outside of the Baltic. This is no small feat and makes for a solid
addition to the ongoing re-evaluation – in Scandinavia and elsewhere – of a past
that has all too often been exhibited in nation-state terms.
Martha Lampland, The Value of Labor: The Science of Commodification in Hungary, 1920–1956,
University of Chicago Press: Chicago, IL, 2016; 368 pp., 11 halftones, 5 tables; 9780226314600,
$40.00 (pbk); 9780226314747, $40.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Nigel Swain, University of Liverpool, UK
This book is a ‘prequel’ to Lampland’s path-breaking The Object of Labor
(Chicago, 1995) and is a ‘must read’ for anyone who shares her curiosity about
the nature of labour in socialist Hungary. In the first chapter, she considers debates
concerning Hungary’s pre-socialist manorial estates. Their defenders argued in
favour of their economies of scale and the higher living standards enjoyed by
their workers when compared to independent peasants. The moral character of
estate workers was also considered superior, because they were separated from the
immorality of village pubs, were ethnically pure Hungarian, and produced large
families. In the second chapter, she turns to the application of modernist ration-
alization, underpinned by new universities and research institutions, to good estate
organization, while the third chapter moves the focus to how labour contribution
might be measured. All agreed that payment in cash would be ideal, but it was
impractical given the estates’ limited cash flows. The 10-hour day based on male
labour became the norm, yet, despite the science, payment by results continued to
be in the form of traditional share-cropping, while discussion of the quality of
labour was suﬀused with racial assumptions about lazy Slovaks and hard-working
but selfish Germans.
Cash lies at the centre of Chapter 4 – uncertainties about it in an era when some
feared it would breach the bond between servant and master, when land was valued
in terms of the volume of crops it produced, when financial intermediaries such as
stock or futures markets were viewed with disdain and Hungary struggled to
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establish a stable currency, in the aftermath of both world wars. Chapter 5
addresses the communist takeover and the disjuncture between radical ambition
and what was achievable in practice when taking over an existing bureaucracy, in
this case the Ministry of Agriculture, which was the subject of an early show trial,
in part because of the hesitancy of its agricultural work science experts concerning
the land reform and the viability of the agriculture that would follow.
The core of the book comes in Chapter 6. Following the decision to collectivize
in the summer of 1948, the beleaguered experts in agricultural management science,
who had cut their teeth on manorial estates, were required to design the Soviet-
imposed ‘work unit’ or ‘labour day’ to be used on collective farms, They retained
the 10-hour day together with a 10-point system that derived from manorial
Hungary, not the Soviet Union: a key designer was familiar with both systems,
having worked on a Soviet state farm as a prisoner of war. Yet, as Chapter 7
indicates, in the coercive atmosphere of early collectivization, ‘work units’ were
rarely implemented as designed. Farms failed to calculate or record them, reason-
ing that everyone worked equally hard.
The final chapter addresses the consequences of the New Course for farms which
did not break up following Stalin’s death. Remainers were reluctant to be generous
to leavers, and often prevented them taking their own land out of the collective,
oﬀering alternative, often worse, land in its stead. Particularly important to the
success of the farms was a reduction in requisition levels and the gradual permitting
of ‘kulaks’ to join and even lead them. In the field of remuneration, there was a
retreat to the family unit rather than the socialist brigade, or rather permission was
given for brigades, operating on the basis of share-cropping, to consist of family
members only. The ‘work unit’ was reviewed and simplified, and proper book-
keeping was encouraged; but neither measure addressed the ‘remainder principle’
by which all obligations to the state had to be paid before income could be dis-
tributed to members. In the build-up to 1956, experts agreed that this too must
change.
Two minor reservations might be noted concerning this fascinating and compel-
ling read. First, as an aficionado of labour under socialism, I would have preferred
more extensive comparative analysis of socialist ‘work units’ with manorial work
science models and less contextual material on rationalization, science and the
interwar uncertainties of money. Second, the ‘remainder principle’ does not
always figure in Lampland’s discussion of ‘work units’, yet it is surely intrinsic to
them. ‘Work units’ were not so much a non-market matrix of the value of labour as
a measure of the scale of labour contribution whose precise value would only be
determined in the future when the harvest was in and taxes paid. That was their
point, as a socialist, labour-based, form of remuneration in a world of uncertain
finance; but it was also their fatal flaw. Some collective farm members, with
Lampland, mourned the loss of the elaborate system of numbers and decimal
points based on intrinsic levels of diﬃculty, skill and temporal duration that was
the work unit, but most, especially the young, readily succumbed to the attraction
of guaranteed monthly incomes in cash.
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Guenter Lewy, Harmful and Undesirable: Book Censorship in Nazi Germany, Oxford University Press:
Oxford, 2016; 280 pp., 23 photographs; 9780190275280, £22.99 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Gary D. Stark, Grand Valley State University, Allendale, MI, USA
This is a welcome, thoroughly researched, persuasively argued, and highly illumi-
nating account of the Third Reich’s eﬀorts to exercise book censorship to imple-
ment Nazi cultural policy. We have long known that, for all its totalitarian
aspirations, in practice the Third Reich was polycratic, unsystematic, and disorga-
nized. When it came to book censorship, Lewy shows, egregious jurisdictional
conflicts between a multiplicity of state and party organizations ‘resulted in a
less than orderly, not to say chaotic, outcome’ (x).
Censorship regulating ‘trashy’ books and films already existed in the Weimar
Republic; indeed, they did before 1914. These laws, supplemented by presidential
emergency decrees after 1930, meant that by January 1933 much groundwork had
already been laid for the Nazis’ more repressive measures. The first of such meas-
ures, beginning in March, culminating dramatically on May 10, but lasting into
October, were initially spontaneous, then increasingly organized, ‘purgings’ and
book burnings. Conducted in 70 German cities by Stormtroopers, Hitler Youth,
the SS, the Deutsche Studentenschaft, and Rosenberg’s Kampfbund fu¨r deutsche
Kultur, these book purges targeted leftist publishers, school, university, and public
libraries, and commercial lending libraries especially. The goal was to proactively
remove from public circulation ‘un-German’ books by Jewish, Marxist, ‘subver-
sive’ and ‘corrosive’ authors.
As the new regime took shape, multiple state and party agencies, headed by
ambitious party functionaries pushing diﬀerent agendas and given ambiguous,
sometimes overlapping purviews, competed for control of books: the Ministries
of Propaganda and Education, the Reichsschrifttumkammer, the Gestapo and
SD, the Parteiamtliche Pru¨fungskommission zum Schutze des nationalsozialis-
tischen Schrifttums and the Beauftragter des Fu¨hrers fu¨r die U¨berwachung des
gesamten geistigen und weltanschaulichen Erziehung der NSDAP. These agencies,
furthermore, had subsidiary oﬃces on the state, district and local levels that
often acted on their own initiative. Lewy delights in showing these feuding fief-
doms working at cross purposes, quarrelling over jurisdiction, encroaching on
each other’s territory, overriding rivals’ decisions, and sometimes issuing contra-
dictory lists of banned or permitted publications. ‘In few other areas of govern-
ment was the resulting disarray more extensive than in regard to the censorship
of books’ (145).
There was broad consensus about what types of works or authors must be
banned (‘Jewish’ books and authors, ‘traitorous’ e´migre´s, Marxists, pornography
and sexually explicit fiction), but no uniform standards, and some materials (e.g.,
scientific publications) were generally exempt from censorship. About other
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authors or subjects (e.g., certain interpretations of World War I, theosophy, or
‘confusing’ books about racial issues) there were conflicting assessments, depending
on diﬀerent oﬃcials’ personal fixations or because of special pleading from influ-
ential quarters. Borderline cases constantly bedeviled Nazi censors. Some corrupt
oﬃcials granted ad hoc exemptions for certain authors or publishers due to per-
sonal friendship, connections to Nazi higher-ups, or bribes and kickbacks.
The gaps, inconsistencies and corruption of this ineﬀective quagmire left ample
room for evasion and exploitation by enterprising or courageous individuals:
‘. . . even under the harsh conditions of Nazi rule there existed a sphere of circum-
scribed space that a resolute person could use to create literature with a hidden
political message’ (195).
If Lewy is excellent on the emergence, agencies, practices and evolution of Nazi
book censorship, his assessment of its impact is less satisfying. He can cite the
number of book titles banned over certain periods, or of authors – 564 – who
had all their writings forbidden, but he seldom contextualizes such numbers. For
example, what fraction does this represent of all books published during that
period, or of all authors? And we can assume, as he does, that authors and pub-
lishers internalized the mechanisms of control by exercising some (Lewy says
‘extensive’) self-censorship, but since self-censorship leaves behind no evidence,
we can only conjecture about its importance and its significance is easily over-
estimated. In a nuanced and elegant penultimate chapter (but one that seemed to
me excursive and better suited as a stand-alone essay elsewhere) he examines cen-
sorship’s eﬀect on writers through the lens of ‘the inner emigration’ – some dozen
or so prominent and not-so-prominent authors who remained in Germany and
wrote only ‘for the drawer’ or ‘between the lines’ using allegories, parables or
oblique historical novels to express veiled opposition to the regime. Censorship
surely pushed these authors to ‘inner emigration’, but as Lewy concedes:
we don’t know how many readers did indeed understand what these writers wanted to
say ‘between the lines’, whether their readership comprehended the allegorical lan-
guage or simply enjoyed the work as an unpolitical good book . . . [and thus we don’t
know] the impact of the books written by the members of the Inner
Emigration . . . (192)
So, while Lewy’s fine study may now be the best for understanding Nazi book
censorship from the top down, there is still much work to do on understanding it
from the bottom up: its everyday economic, social, professional, even psycho-
logical impact on ordinary readers, librarians, book dealers, publishers, editors
and obscurer authors. This will require less mining of oﬃcial archives and more
digging into widely scattered private diaries, memoirs, correspondence, court
proceedings, business and professional association records, and other imaginative
sources.
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Stephen Lovell, Russia in the Microphone Age: A History of Soviet Radio, 1919–1970, Oxford
University Press: Oxford, 2015; 256 pp.; 9780198725268, £35.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Simon Huxtable, Loughborough University, UK
In Russia in the Microphone Age, Stephen Lovell shows clearly and insightfully how
the story of Soviet radio’s emergence as a mass medium is also a history of Soviet
society and culture. Drawing on research from 13 archives across Russia and
Estonia, as well as a range of other primary sources, the book narrates the history
of Soviet radio, from the technological experiments of the nineteenth century until
the start of the 1970s. In contrast to the existing Russian-language histories of
Soviet radio, which predominantly focus on political controls and censorship,
Lovell oﬀers readers a socio-cultural history that shows how the technological,
political, aesthetic and social aspects of broadcasting intertwined. In narrating
this history, Lovell illustrates how, despite a range of conflicts in its early decades,
radio came to play a vital role in Soviet public life, as exemplified by images of
wartime listeners gathering around wired sets to hear the voice of Moscow, or of
Russian pensioners listening to transistor radios in a Soviet village.
To use Isaiah Berlin’s metaphor, Lovell’s book is a fox, rather than a hedgehog:
rather than one grand thesis, it contains a number of far-reaching ideas. But, if we
were to condense the book to a single question it would be this: how did Soviet
radio become Soviet radio? In his introduction Lovell reminds us, via Rick Altman,
that ‘new technologies are always born nameless’, but the book suggests that they
are actually born with a surfeit of names, such as the ‘radio telephone’, before the
more familiar term ‘radio broadcasting’ stuck. The creation of a radio network,
Lovell suggests, requires its protagonists to form a mental picture of the new
medium’s capabilities. These media imaginaries rely heavily both on existing
media and predominant norms of communication. Some professionals viewed
their craft in dialogue with cinema and theatre, while Lenin imagined radio as a
‘newspaper without paper and without distances’ (71). But, as Lovell shows, the
shape of this imaginary changed dramatically, from a vision of radio as a top-down
disseminator of information during World War II to a ‘friendly’ source of educa-
tional and entertainment programming for diverse listeners by 1970.
Gauging exactly how Soviet radio changed over time is rendered more diﬃcult
by the loss of much of Soviet radio’s programming – either because of the strategic
destruction of archival material during World War II, or because a lack of
resources led to the erasure of recordings. Despite this setback, Lovell’s book
brings to the forefront many of the pressing questions faced by radio professionals.
What should radio’s aesthetic be? Was it ‘formalist’ to use sound eﬀects? Who had
the right to speak and how? Professionals soon learned that the voice of the agi-
tator translated badly to the airwaves, and that a more intimate mode of speaking
was required. Yet the authorities’ desire for control trumped professionals’ desire
to make eﬀective radio. Stalinist radio often oﬀered up a performance of spontan-
eity, where seemingly oﬀ-the-cuﬀ on-air presentations were checked and double-
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checked, rehearsed and re-rehearsed. In its first decades, Soviet radio did become a
‘newspaper without distances’, with the problem that this radio-newspaper
sounded stilted and bureaucratic to many listeners. Thanks both to development
of mobile recording technology after World War II, and to the relaxation of pol-
itical controls after Stalin’s death, post-war listeners heard a diﬀerent voice.
Presenters, reporters and interviewees were expected to speak spontaneously on
air in the belief that, to quote a 1960 article, it was important to ‘speak more
calmly, straightforwardly and emotionally on the radio’ (191). Post-war Soviet
radio became to many listeners a kind of ‘media friend’ (to use Joshua
Meyrowitz’s term): a source of one-way ‘parasocial’ relationships which fostered
individual and group identities. In this way, Soviet post-war broadcasting contrib-
uted to the development of an emotional public sphere in which shared aﬀective
experiences became a means of building community.
Following in the footsteps of other key monographs on Soviet media, including
Kristin Roth-Ey’s examination of post-war media culture, and Christine Evans’s
work on Central Television, Russia in the Microphone Age is a hugely impressive
work, drawing on extensive research and including a wide range of voices. The
book raises important questions for the growing number of researchers examining
the history of socialist mass media and, at the same time, shows why the story of
socialist media is so vital to our understanding of the Soviet project as a whole. Not
only does Lovell’s monograph touch on many of the perennial questions of Soviet
history, from the nature of its modernity to the relationship of centre to periphery,
but it also shows clearly how Soviet radio shaped that history by becoming the
unmistakable voice of the country’s public culture.
Thomas Marsden, The Crisis of Religious Toleration in Imperial Russia: Bibikov’s System for the Old
Believers, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2015; 304 pp.; 9780198746362, £60.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: James M. White, Laboratory for the Study of Primary Sources, Ural Federal University,
Ekaterinburg, Russia
For many Russian and non-Russian observers, the Old Believers were and remain a
great riddle. Often, they have been represented as the very embodiment of
Russianness, whether in a positive sense (as uncontaminated repositories of a
purely national tradition) or in a negative one (as fanatical and ignorant opponents
of modernity). For some, their seventeenth-century revolt against the Orthodox
Church and the Tsar made them the quintessential dissidents against the autocracy
and potential allies in the struggle for national liberation (such was the view briefly
entertained by Aleksandr Herzen). Others, meanwhile, looked on them as the con-
servative’s conservatives: monarchist, sober, reliable, productive and patriarchal,
they were thought to be stalwart supporters of the imperial regime by both Prime
Minister Petr Stolypin and early Soviet anti-religious agitators, a fact used to jus-
tify their enfranchisement and persecution respectively. The frequent silence of Old
Believer representatives (they were forbidden from printing for much of their
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history) has encouraged others to view them as a blank slate on which to impose
their own dreams regarding Russia’s national destiny.
The imperial state’s quest to know the Old Believers and fit them within an
ideological schema in the 1840s is one of the major areas of investigation in
Thomas Marsden’s book. The principal goal of this work is to contextualize and
explain the mass persecution of Old Belief during the reign of Nicholas I (1825–
1855) in terms of state- and nation-building. Seeking bureaucratic rationalization,
the state in this period deployed administrators and investigators charged with
discovering the true nature and scale of Old Belief: they made the astonishing
discovery that a large proportion of the Russian people obstinately lived lives
entirely unregulated and unpermitted by the state and its oﬃcial church.
However, these same bureaucrats were among some of the most progressive elem-
ents in Russian society at the time, containing in their midst individuals who later
became famed nationalist thinkers and writers (the Slavophile Sergei Aksakov, for
instance). These men were motivated by the cause of national unity and initially
studied Old Belief in the hope that the centuries-old schism could be healed, bring-
ing the well-spring of piety represented by the Old Believers back to the nation. The
radicalism with which the Old Believers held their beliefs and their sheer numbers
dashed the hopes of these progressive bureaucrats and transformed the schism
from a symptom of national disunity into a cause: they were thus fair game for
the repression sought by the state in the name of administrative homogeneity.
This repression was spurred by two events: first, the 1846 establishment of the
Old Believer Belaia Krinitsa hierarchy in Austrian Bukovina with the connivance
of the Habsburg government confirmed for many the fundamental disloyalty of the
schismatics. Second, the discovery of the beguny, radical priestless Old Believers
who traipsed around the countryside with little regard for vagrancy laws, con-
firmed the threat the Old Believers posed to order and sound administration. In
the early 1850s, under the auspices of Minister of Internal Aﬀairs Dmitrii Bibikov,
the principle of religious toleration typically maintained by the state was com-
pletely abandoned in favour of a full campaign of persecution that in particular
targeted the Old Believer merchant communities, the alleged leaders of the schism.
However, the assault proved short lived, provoking as it did considerable dissent
within the state leadership.
This brief synopsis of the book’s central argument already suggests the consid-
erable importance and originality of Marsden’s approach. Typically, the campaign
against Old Belief under Nicholas I has been represented very much as the personal
project of the tsar himself, with perhaps the ober procurator of the Holy Synod and
the Orthodox Church riding on his coat tails. Certainly, the role of the tsar was
crucial but, as Marsden shows, one of the most severe bouts of religious persecu-
tion in the history of the Russian Empire needs a wider and more structural explan-
ation. By placing Old Belief at the centre of a complex nexus of contradictory
principles, aims and ideals (religious toleration, state-building, nation-building,
economic modernization, developing discourses of Russian national identity,
etc.), Marsden reveals that the assault on the schism was marshalled by forces
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far beyond the person of the tsar and for a great many diverse political and philo-
sophical reasons. In short, this book is a tour-de-force revision of a vital historical
epoch in the development of the modern Russian state. Its observations far outstrip
its somewhat modest title, and therefore it is an absolute must for those studying
Russian religion, politics and society.
The completion of this review was supported by the grant of the Russian Federation
for attracting leading scholars to Russian educational establishments of higher pro-
fessional education, scientific institutions of the state academies of science, and the
state academic centres of the Russian Federation (Laboratory for the Study of
Primary Sources, Ural Federal University). Agreement no. 14.A12.31.0004 from
26.06.2013.
Kevin Morgan, International Communism and the Cult of the Individual: Leaders, Tribunes and Martyrs
under Lenin and Stalin, Palgrave: Basingstoke, 2017; 363 pp., 12 b/w illus.; 9781349717781, £74.50
(hbk); 9781137556677, £58.99 (ebook)
Reviewed by: E. A. Rees, University of Birmingham, UK
This book is the first attempt to study communist leader cults in the age of Lenin
and Stalin in its international aspects. It deals with the cults that flourished in the
eastern bloc states – Dimitrov, Gottwald, Ra´kosi – as well as lesser figures from
Romania and Poland. It analyzes the cult of Tha¨lmann in Germany, Thorez in
France, Togliatti in Italy, and Jacquemotte in Belgium. It examines how Gallacher,
Pollitt and Mann were promoted in Britain, Foster and Browder in the USA, and
Prestes in Brazil. It also brings in leader cults from Japan, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. It explores how cult construction was undertaken and examines the
role of biographies in the elevation of these leaders. It outlines how leading intel-
lectuals and artists willingly lent their authority to such endeavours. It oﬀers also
interesting observations regarding the cult in the post-Stalin era, in China under
Mao, and argues that 1968 was a kind of watershed marking the end of the era of
communist great leader cults.
This is a work of considerable accomplishment and erudition. It displays a deep
familiarity with the available literature on individual leaders. It is enlivened with
telling insights into the appeal of the cult, its multi-faceted forms, the variations
between countries, and the appeal which it carried for followers and acolytes. It
explores how Carlyle, Marx, Bernstein, Le Bon and Weber addressed the issue of
power and leadership. Hegel and his ‘world historical individual’ is the one big
omission. It raises fundamental questions regarding the widespread tendency in
human history towards the personalization of power. The sacralization of power,
the pantheonization of leaders, the biblification of texts reflect a desire to construct
reassuring narratives that oﬀer meaning to human existence. Here the study of
leader cults links to the burgeoning scholarly field of political religion.
And yet one reads the book with reservations. It depicts the Soviet regime as a
modernizing regime, whose development was distorted by revolutionary isolation, by
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the threat posed by Nazism and Fascism in the 1930s, by the burden of war, and by
the pressure of the Cold War in the 1940s. Central to the analysis is the role of the
cult in enkindling support in the 1930s and as an integrating force with the onset of
the Cold War. In this, it oﬀers an uncritical assessment of communism’s sentimen-
talized, bathetic, self-heroizing narratives. Marxism through its ‘scientific’ conception
of historical development and its moral absolutism provided the basis for the repudi-
ation of politics as conventionally understood. Four of the figures discussed – Lenin,
Trotsky, Stalin and Be´la Kun – were unabashed practitioners of revolutionary terror.
The development of the Stalin cult was the direct concomitant of the emergence of a
tyrannical police state, which pursued domestic policies which had catastrophic con-
sequences. The horrors and genocidal features of the Stalin regime, its Machiavellian
conception of domestic and international politics, are glossed over.
The cult’s function was to terminate political debate, to enforce discipline, to
construct a view of political unanimity, and to project an idealized image of reality
that accorded with its needs. At the heart of the cult lay the chasm of a crisis of
legitimacy. Communism produced mobilizing regimes marked by political primi-
tivism and regression. The symbiotic relationship between Stalinism and Nazism
and Fascism as cultic regimes is alluded to in passing but never analysed. There is a
tendency to give the benefit of the doubt to leading intellectuals, such as Louis
Aragon and Henri Barbusse, who willingly supported the Stalinist regime. Why
France should have produced the most Stalinist communist party outside of the
bloc requires further reflection in terms of the country’s politics and intellectual
traditions. Apologists for the communist states condescendingly imply that the cult
met the needs of common people. Yet the most susceptible to cultic ideas and
practices were those self-deluded intellectuals, students and activists, who saw
themselves at the centre of the revolution.
In examining communism in its international dimension, the book highlights how
its cultic aspects were not simply an imposition from Soviet Russia. The USSR’s
influence in this regard was immense also through emulation, as reflected in the
process of ‘self-Sovietisation’ in the satellite states of central and eastern Europe.
There were aspects of this that were culturally specific. The deification of the leader,
the self-abasement of the intellectual, the tradition of lavish gift giving, the cult of the
dead leader and his mausoleum shrine were all seen as ‘Asiatic’ rather than
European, and were viewed with embarrassment by those communist intellectuals
who sought to fuse communism with their own more democratic national traditions.
Karen Newman and Jane Tylus, eds, Early Modern Cultures of Translation, University of Pennsylvania
Press: Philadelphia, PA, 2015; 368 pp., 16 illus.; 9780812247404, $55.00 (hbk); 9780812291803,
$55.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Amelia Papworth, Cambridge University, UK
The art of translation is placed at the heart of the Renaissance in this scholarly yet
exuberant collection of essays, the inspiration for which came from a Folger
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Shakespeare Library Conference in 2011. Their wide-ranging purview takes the
reader from 1400 to 1800 and around the globe, from Long Island to the
Forbidden City in China to the fantastical Riphean Mountains in eastern
Europe. Impressively interdisciplinary in scope, these 12 essays show how transla-
tion was crucial in the early modern period, and are a useful addition to the
growing body of literature on the subject. At its heart, the dynamism and (un)con-
trollability of translation serve as a reflection of the seismic developments unfolding
around the early modern world.
An essay by Peter Burke opens the volume, in which the translation of the
language of architecture from Latin and Italian into other vernaculars is used to
trace the path of ‘cultural translation’. New technical terms, such as ‘frieze’, are
markers of new concepts spreading across Europe, accompanying visual develop-
ment. This theme of movement between visual and linguistic translation is picked
up in Katharina N. Piechocki’s essay on the mapping of eastern Europe, specific-
ally the shifting and final disappearance of the apocryphal Riphean Mountains, a
supposed natural border between Europe and an unimaginable beyond.
Translation between spoken language and the written word is also the subject of
Sarah Rivett’s exploration of seventeenth-century attempts to transcribe and thus
preserve the language of indigenous North American tribes, through which Anglo-
Americans might also create their own cultural heritage separate from that of
European ancestors. Bound up with a Protestant missionary eﬀort to produce
Bibles and religious texts in native languages such as Massachusett, as well as
theories on universal language, translation was ultimately unsuccessful in its
aims of conversion.
Naomi Tadmor’s deft essay on the Hebrew Bible in early modern England gives
an account of the more fruitful translation of religious texts, not just linguistic
translation but also the ‘social and cultural translation’ of her title, beginning
from a tapestry dating from around 1667 in which ‘King Solomon’ resembles
Charles I or II. Fourteen Hebrew words for types of leader are ‘Englished’ into
‘prince’ in various English Bibles, ensuring that princely rule was understood to be
of indisputably ancient and holy origin. The eﬀorts of groups of translators also lies
at the heart of Carla Nappi’s discussion of the Chinese Translators’ College, active
from 1407 to 1748 under the Ming and Manchu dynasties. Through study of
glossaries of miscellaneous words, Nappi shows how early modern China was a
linguistic tapestry, and translation meant more than merely to and from the
Chinese language. This is an interesting counterpoint to other largely Europe-
centred essays, but not the only contribution which considers translation into lan-
guages other than English: La´szlo´ Kontler looks at the translation into German of
William Robertson’s History of Charles V in the eighteenth century, focusing in
particular on the challenges of ‘polished/polite’ and ‘police/policy’ and their sup-
posed etymological link.
Translation into English is the centre of most chapters however, including
Jacques Lezra’s engaging ‘On Contingency in Translation’ in which translation is
interwoven with the advent of modernity. The translator is both a providential
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arrival and a chance occurrence, and Lezra argues that grammarian Antonio de
Nebrija shows his modernity in entertaining this double conception of the history
he describes. A similarly self-aware translator is found in Line Cottegnies’ essay on
Katharine Philip’s Pompey (1663), in which Philips is presented as using translation
as an important reputation-building tool central to her personal and literary
agenda. Robert Greene and his translation of Louise Labe´’s De´bat de Folie et
d’Amour (published in 1584) is another compelling example of how a translator
can manipulate a text, to the point of adaptation; in this case, Greene de-fangs
Labe´’s audacious text, writing ostensibly to please women but currying favour with
his male readers. Margaret Ferguson, on the other hand, looks at how translation
can function within a play, and between players and audience, in her study of The
Taming of the Shrew, which is interesting to read, but perhaps would have bene-
fitted from being drawn out in fewer directions.
Gorden Braden’s contribution on Ovid and the ways his exile poems appear in
degrees of translation is a useful addition, but its consideration of a Latin poet
points to one, perhaps surprising, omission in the volume. Given the importance of
Greek to Latin translation in the early modern period, an essay which dealt with
such subject matter might have been a welcome addition. Perhaps the most unex-
pected, and one of the most stimulating contributions, is that of A. E. B. Coldiron
on macaronic verse. After all, macaronics depend upon plurilingualism, reassigning
the work of translation and cultural negotiation to the reader. This troubling of the
meaning of ‘translation’, explored further in the stimulating introduction and coda,
lies at the heart of the volume. A valuable contribution to the growing field of
translation studies in all its facets, the combination of breadth with scholarly
insight and genuine interdisciplinarity is impressive.
Anne-Marie Pathe´ and Fabien The´ofilakis, eds, Wartime Captivity in the Twentieth Century: Archives,
Stories, Memories, translated by Helen McPhail, Berghahn: Oxford, 2016; 344 pp., 6 illus.;
9781785332586, £92.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: James Crossland, Liverpool John Moores University, UK
Interest in the history of prisoners of war (POWs) has grown exponentially in the
last two decades, manifesting in a steady stream of popular and scholarly histories
on the life of soldiers behind barbed wire. This growth in interest led to an inter-
national conference at the E´cole Militaire in 2011, the papers delivered at which are
presented as expanded chapters in this welcome addition to the scholarly discourse
on POW history. The breadth of topics covered in this volume is impressive. This is
despite the book – with the exception of two chapters, one on French POWs taken
during the Algerian War of Independence, and the other on the changing nature of
captivity and conflict as concepts – being focused primarily on histories from the
First and Second World Wars, and their aftermaths. Within this chronology, how-
ever, there are a number of fascinating out of the box contributions that explore
questions few have attempted to ask, let alone answer, in some of the broader POW
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histories of recent years. A standout in this regard is Patrizia Doglani’s discussion
of the Rimini Enclave, a system of camps on the Adriatic Coast in which POWs
were kept in limbo during the period between the end of hostilities in May 1945,
and the fall of the Iron Curtain. A similarly engaging tale of captivity is provided
by Peter Scho¨ttler, whose chapter on Fernand Braudel’s experience as a POW –
which included him drafting what would eventually become La Me´diterrane´e et le
Monde Me´diterrane´en a` l’e´poque de Philippe II – provides insights not only into the
day-to-day experiences of Braudel the prisoner, but into the emotional and intel-
lectual impact of those experiences on his work as a historian. A similar journey is
explored in Suzanne Snizek’s chapter on the Austrian-born Jewish composer Hans
Ga´l, who after fleeing the Nazis for Britain in 1938 was interned at the hastily
erected and poorly equipped Huyton Camp in Woolton, before being transferred
to the more well-known Hutchinson camp (the so-called ‘Musician’s Camp’) on the
Isle of Man.
Original and illuminating stories told from exciting new perspectives, however,
are not the only gifts proﬀered to the scholar of POW history in this notable
volume. Both Bob Moore’s chapter on the attitudes held in Britain towards Axis
POWs during and immediately after the Second World War, and Fabien
The´ofilakis’s thoughtful piece on the multifaceted interpretations of German
POWs in France during the war and into the period of reconstruction, expose
and explore two important themes: namely, the human element of the POW experi-
ence, and the legacy of that experience in post-war eras. In addressing the former
issue, Felicia Yap’s chapter breaks down many long-held assumptions about the
interactions between uniformed captives and civilians residing near camps, a topic
that, though often featured in the current literature, clearly requires greater and
more in-depth exploration. Similarly fascinating and ripe for further research is the
eﬀect of the twin burdens of time and uncertainty on POWs. The success and
failures of various coping mechanisms for dealing with these uncertainties, such
as retreating into domesticity, routine-creation and mundane amusements, are
brought to the fore in Iris Rachamimov’s chapter on social life and time awareness
in First World War camps. Like so many of the human-focused chapters in this
volume, Rachamimov’s work is multi-layered, drawing on the interrelated experi-
ences of captors and captives to paint a picture of camp life as inspiring, flawed,
lonely, demanding and utterly, unforgettably, real.
This more personal and emotive focus on the experience of captivity can often
overload a book on POW history. Thankfully, however, in this volume there are
enough chapters on the rules, regulations and regimes of camp life – see the con-
tributions of Delphine Debons, Ru¨diger Overmans and Heather Jones – to provide
the necessary balance for the reader. Jones’s chapter in particular lays out a clear
and very useful exploration of how international humanitarian law regimes func-
tioned (or didn’t) during the First World War, which provides an excellent refer-
ence point for understanding the various suﬀerings and privations that feature in
the chapters to follow. Aside from Jones’s chapter, the book’s varied topics are
held together by a novel framework, which involves short concluding chapters for
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each section that are dedicated to discussing captivity and the POW experience
through the lens of international law, ethnology, social science, humanitarian stu-
dies and political science. The sum of this is a framing of the book that is truly
interdisciplinary, which complements the already diverse arrays of themes and
ideas discussed in such a way that further scholarship is not simply encouraged,
but demanded.
Guillermo Pe´rez Sarrio´n, The Emergence of a National Market in Spain, 1650–1800, Bloomsbury
Academic: London, 2016; 360 pp.; 9781472586452, £90.00 (hbk); 9781350056176, £28.99 (pbk);
9781472586476, £28.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Carlos Alvarez Nogal, Charles III University of Madrid, Spain
This ambitious book combines deep theoretical reflections, challenging questions
and new historical data from archives. It is focused on the development of Spanish
markets during the eighteenth century. Before analysing the details about traders
and their transactions, the book oﬀers a review of several debates, with references
to the most classic historiography. This work was published first in Spanish five
years ago, and now we have the English translation.
Pe´rez Sarrio´n believes that the roots of the Spanish industrialization are to be
found at the end of the Ancien Regime when the domestic market surged. In order
to understand clearly the diﬀerences among economic regions in the nineteenth
century, it is necessary to study first what happened right after the second half of
the seventeenth century. How was it possible to create a national market in a
country that was traditionally very fragmented? The author describes this process,
allowing us to understand why we can observe product specialization, but also why
there were important inequalities among regions. The book combines a macro
analysis of Spain and its political economy, with a micro-analytic view that
describes the mechanisms used by natives and foreigners to trade.
The author examines the relationship of Spain in trading with France and
England, and how these countries fought among themselves to control the
Spanish economy beginning in 1650. There are two chapters focused on the char-
acteristics that shaped the state in Spain and France, showing the French influence
in many of the reforms applied by the new dynasty. According to Pe´rez Sarrio´n’s
view, the history of Spain coincides with that of France, at least in the delimitation
of public and private interest in politics. France is always the mirror into which the
Spanish reformists looked for inspiration and new ideas, instead looking at
England’s successful economic growth during the same period.
The last two chapters explain the commercial networks created by French tra-
ders in Navarre, and by Catalan merchants around Barcelona. These merchants’
networks, developed in the North and East of the Iberian Peninsula, were a key
element for spreading French goods throughout Spain and its colonies, and for
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importing English manufactured goods some decades later. Once these networks of
merchants were created, they operated not only in their original regions but also
throughout the whole country, contributing to shaping the development of the
domestic Spanish market. Pe´rez Sarrio´n is not only interested in answering an
economic question; he provides information about the social and political aspects
linked to this topic.
The administrative organization of the Spanish state was a key factor that
helped the expansion of all these networks. Individuals belonging to specific
social and political networks informally influenced the legal framework of the
national market, which explains why it is diﬃcult to distinguish between public
and private spheres in economic matters during the eighteenth century.
The Borbo´n dynasty inherited a large empire that was mired deeply in deca-
dence. The Spanish seventeenth century is described as the time of political and
economic collapse. The country suﬀered with the secession wars in Catalonia and
Portugal, the oligarchic control of the state, the intellectual censorship commanded
by the Inquisition and the expulsion of moriscos. The contrast is clear with the
achievements reached during the eighteenth century. However, the author con-
siders that Spain’s backwardness was not only caused by internal factors, but
also because of its economic dependence on England and its strong diplomatic
links with France.
Corruption declined but cronyism increased. This was economically ineﬃcient
because a favour could not be priced like corruption, since the favour’s existence
was not known by all parties concerned. It also reduced the eﬃcient allocation of
resources to the factors of production, and it influenced the type of rules or insti-
tutions linked to trade. However, it is interesting to see how neither corruption nor
cronyism was a problem for the development of the market in England. Yet they
are usually the arguments used to explain why the economy failed on the other side
of the Canal de la Mancha, in Spain and France.
The new French dynasty introduced changes and transformed old institu-
tions but it was not as successful as had been expected. It is hard to see the
arbitristas of Spain in the first half of the eighteenth century as an intellectual
movement like that of the British political economists. Pe´rez Sarrio´n’s book
explains why reforms did not work in Spain and why the diﬀerences persisted
among regions. For example, one of the most relevant institutional reforms
was to move custom taxes to the external frontiers of Spain, but its imple-
mentation had diﬀerent consequences in the Basque provinces, Navarre,
Catalonia and Aragon.
This book is more than just a research project about the Spanish domestic
market. It oﬀers an interpretation of the economic history of Spain during the
eighteenth century, where the models provided by countries like France and
England allow the reader to understand the problems faced by merchants in the
Iberian Peninsula.
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Christine Marie Petto, Mapping and Charting in Early Modern England and France, Lexington Books:
Lanham, MD, 2015; 250 pp., 13 illus.; 9780739175361, $95.00 (hbk); 9780739175378, $90.00
(ebook)
Reviewed by: Sarah Tyacke, University of London, UK
This is a comprehensive comparison of map and chart making in France and
England circa 1650–1800. As such, it illuminates the diﬀerences between France,
which had state control of cartography, and England, which certainly after 1600,
had a more commercial approach to cartography and was trying to challenge the
Dutch monopoly of map production. The reasons for this, as the author says, were
to do with the nature of the two governments: while the French were ruled by an
absolutist monarch, the English, having had a Civil War and cut oﬀ the king’s head,
had eventually devised a form of constitutional monarchy which depended on
Parliament for funding to a great extent. The English crown was always strapped
for cash and support for cartographic enterprises was limited to Royal endorsements
of the cartographer. Map publication was by subscription or by forming commercial
partnerships to put up the capital required to produce the map or atlas.
The French central and direct control of cartography often produced superior
mapping in terms of scientific accuracy and comprehensive coverage – see, for
example, the Neptune Franc¸ois (1693) compared to Grenvile Collins’s Great
Britain’s Coasting Pilot (1693) – and this continued into the eighteenth century.
The mapping of France was also carried out long before that of England. Clearly,
the cartographic production model in England was less successful in publication
terms than that of the French, as indeed it had been less successful in comparison
with the Dutch in the seventeenth century.
But mapping, as the author points out, is dependent on the purpose of the
mapping, which in turn depends on the requirements for mapping and charting
at the time. These requirements are set by governments, by the market and patrons
and ultimately by users of all sorts. Military, maritime, colonial, national, admin-
istrative or cadastral mapping were all dependent on what the society and users
wanted or indeed did not want cartographically.
The diﬀerences in requirements between the two countries need to be taken into
account; for example, the landowners in the English Parliament were not inclined
even to consider a national survey necessary. They had no desire to be mapped by
the State and stuck to estate mapping for their own purposes. Things did not
change until the late eighteenth century. The English Royal Society concentrated
on cartographic matters relating to overseas expansion and maritime knowledge
not on countrywide mapping. The French Monarch, by contrast, required to know
the territory of France, its borders with other countries, where the wealth was and
to have it all mapped. It was powerful enough to have at its disposal oﬃcials, the
Intendants, across France who could organize the gathering of cartographical
information locally.
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Comparing French and English mapping is very helpful in understanding the
diﬀerences and the strengths and weaknesses in, for example, the maps’ scientific
construction and styles. The author carefully examines what and how they mapped
in France and England: the Channel coasts, their respective colonies, especially in
America, and navigation in the East Indies and later the Pacific. It is clear from
these comparisons that the two countries were cartographic rivals in the colonies
and in the oceans, and the cartography reflects it. But as rivals, they also copied
each other’s products too; the English for example, used or copied French publi-
cations (e.g., Neptune oriental (1745) a volume covering the waters of the Indian
Ocean and Southeast Asia and the East Indies).
There is, however, a more general point to make about European mapping, in
which the French and English operated, which is surely that if mapping from
whichever country was available which served the user’s requirements then there
was little point in producing a home-grown product – except when there was a
political reason to do so, for example border disputes or for reasons of national
prestige – hence, the extensive use of Dutch atlases and charts in both England and
France until they became progressively out of date in the 1700s. Then both coun-
tries began to produce their own. In Great Britain, for example, Murdoch
Mackenzie, surveyed and published Orcades (1750), which included a general
map and seven more detailed maps of the Orkney Islands and waters at
c1:65,000, which was very large scale for the period.
Both countries had of course MS land surveys and charts for particular uses,
and this trade, certainly for charts, was not finally overtaken by printed charts
until the mid-eighteenth century, by which time both countries were using com-
mercial publishers as outlets for their cartography, however the surveys were
financed.
This volume is a fascinating history of the two countries’ mapping and will be
essential on any course on the history of cartography for students and for those
who wish to know how mapping is interwoven into the societies’ and governments’
requirements and interests of the time.
Matthew Riley and Anthony D. Smith, Nation and Classical Music from Handel to Copland, Boydell
and Brewer: Woodbridge, 2016; 245 pp., 6 b/w illus., 12 line illus.; 9781783271429, £25.00 (hbk);
9781782048923, £25.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: R. J. Arnold, Birkbeck, University of London, UK
Throughout his short career, Fre´de´ric Chopin returned to the mazurka more fre-
quently than any other musical form. His 58 published mazurkas might plausibly
be read as expressing the homesick longing of an exile, or as more positive asser-
tions of the viability of Polish culture at a period of annihilating foreign pressure.
Yet for all his patriotic sentiment, Chopin seemingly never interested himself much
in the folk traditions from which the mazurka had sprung. In exile, he moved away
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from Polish revolutionary associations; his mazurkas were written not as public
manifestos, but as salon entertainment for the Parisian aristocratic and bourgeois
circles in which he felt more comfortable.
Chopin’s mazurkas are a microcosm of the problems of labelling music as defini-
tively nationalistic, or even national. What were the strategies by which a composer
of art music might incorporate folk influences, and what did it mean when he did?
Can music communicate identifiable aspects of a national character, without
recourse to extra-musical associations? And to what extent should the original
intentions or preoccupations of a composer colour the subsequent reception and
usage of his work?
As Matthew Riley and Anthony D. Smith admit, an exploration of the expres-
sive subtleties of Chopin’s mazurkas could fill a book by itself. Yet their purpose is
very diﬀerent: while many previous studies have explored national music in the
context of a particular locality or period, they cast their gaze across Europe and
America, drawing on examples from Zadok the Priest to the Leningrad symphony.
This expansive approach allows them to investigate the ways that diﬀerent national
traditions intersected, whether combatively or compatibly. And in particular, it
demolishes a long-standing but lazy assumption: that while musicians in Italy,
the German lands and – perhaps to a lesser extent – France were seen as contribut-
ing to universal human culture, those in the smaller, more vivacious nations have
frequently been viewed through the prism of nationalism, and therefore diminished
as marginal, regional and folkloric.
The structure of Riley and Smith’s study is thematic. This is wise: there is no
useful diachronic trajectory through this material, since national self-realization
proceeded at diﬀerent tempi in diﬀerent places. They begin with music’s participa-
tion in the formation of self-conscious national communities, built around some
notion of popular sovereignty – a process exemplified, but by no means initiated,
by the French Revolution. Of particular importance here is their concept of ‘ver-
nacular mobilization’ – the notion that music was capable of rallying enthusiasm
more profoundly than any amount of political rhetoric. In their second and third
chapters, they burrow further into the music, examining how composers introduced
folk elements and evocations of the national landscape. They usefully identify a
number of characteristic topoi, notably the ‘sound sheet’ – a numinous, busy mur-
muring over a static background that might, mutatis mutandis, stand for the rus-
tling forest or the babbling stream. Even so, as the authors acknowledge, we
scarcely know what we mean when we assert that the music of, for example,
Grieg, is unmistakeably redolent of a national Volksgeist. The fourth chapter
takes these topics further by reference to musical representations of national myth-
ology, most commonly in vocal and programmatic works. As in the preceding
chapters, the authors identify an increasing gradient of sophistication, as an
approach originating essentially in pastiche, reliant on literary and other extrinsic
cues, eventually gave way to a more integrated, personal fusion of story and music
in the works of Mussorgsky, Sibelius, Wagner and Verdi.
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The final two chapters shift the perspective to the reception and usages of
music, within rituals of mobilization, commemoration and mourning, and as
elements in the formation of national musical canons. They show musical mean-
ings accreting and evolving through not only repetition and re-contextualization,
but also the intervention of politicians, performers and broadcasters. In a brief
conclusion, the authors suggest that national musical movements, increasingly
captured by conservative interests of all political persuasions, had run out of
steam by the Second World War – a judgement perhaps premature in light of
recent events.
This is intentionally a concise conspectus of an almost limitless topic. At any
given point, the informed reader is likely to want more detail, or more provocative
argumentation. Is, for example, suﬃcient justice done to America, which for all its
filiation to the European tradition clearly had strong political, territorial and even
technological particularities? Is due weight given to the public, as opposed to the
actions of artists and the elites? Throughout, the authors’ tone is judicious, perhaps
to the point of caution; the examples they deploy rarely surprising. Yet the value of
this study consists not in minutiae but in the breadth of its synthesis. Folding the
political and cultural history of more than two hundred years into as many pages is
perhaps impossible to achieve to the satisfaction of every reader, and it is diﬃcult
to imagine it being done better than it has been here.
Charles Rist, Season of Infamy: A Diary of War and Occupation 1939–1945, translated by Michele
McKay Aynesworth, foreword by Robert O. Paxton, Indiana University Press: Bloomington, IN,
2016; 576 pp., 1 illus.; 9780253019448, $50.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Andrew W.M. Smith, University of Chichester, UK
In the depths of France’s wartime occupation, a despairing diarist asked, ‘in fifty or
a hundred years, who will be interested in this story?’ (230). The singular nature of
that diarist, Charles Rist, is testament to a story which is not only vibrant but vital
as an eloquent chronicle of dark times. Far from a raw, unfiltered diary of personal
reflections, this is a work of considerable insight and perspicacity. Rist’s worldview
is replete with cultural, classical and historical allusion, yet steadfast in its condem-
nation of the small-minded ambition that puﬀed up the ‘idolatrous reactionaries
who surround[ed] Marshal Pe´tain’ (190). Entries oscillate freely between the polit-
ical, the technical and the emotional. Discussion of grand strategy and Vichy’s
internecine politicking sits easily alongside accounts of his crisis meetings to keep
the Banque de Syrie and the Suez Company afloat. Rist was 66 at the Fall of
France, and though his considerable political, economic and social influence was
side-lined during the war, he was not entirely put out to pasture at his family home
in Versailles. He remained prominent enough that Pe´tain wished to deploy him as
an Ambassador to Washington, though disagreements with Darlan about the aims
of the posting put paid to the scheme.
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Rist’s high profile gives us a keyhole onto the rumours and uncertainty that
dogged Vichy, and a sense of how the bungling, malfeasance and dishonesty of
the regime progressively alienated a defeated nation. Rist’s take on Laval’s arrest
in December 1940, for example, provides a fascinating survey of ‘the royalist team
on one side (Alibert, Weygand) and the demagogic-authoritarian on the other
(De´at, Laval) playing tug of war around the marshal’ (99). As a protestant, there
is a strong sense that Rist equates Vichy’s ills with a reactionary thread of
Catholic ultra-conservatism, connecting Maurras with the Ligues and the coun-
ter-oﬀensives launched ‘under the Restoration and the Second Empire’ (236). For
Rist, this was ‘the continuity since 1789 of the anti-France’ (243). Yet, it is Rist’s
impressions of the everyday depredations around him that give a sense of real
crisis: from soaring rates of venereal disease (166), to the conscription of workers
(298) and Allied bombing (223). Moreover, the shadow of the Shoah suﬀuses
these diaries, from ‘ominous dread’ (198) at the anti-Semitic laws to the ‘horrific
and terrifying measures’ of the Vel d’Hiv round-ups (245), and the denunciation
of Rist’s daughter-in-law Franc¸oise for refusing to wear a yellow star (353). His is
not a fiercely ideological response, nor one characterized by vitriolic resistance
(though his son Jean was active, and Charles aware), but rather of growing
frustration with the dysfunctional cabal in power and its ‘scandalous illegality
and grotesque arbitrariness’ (246). Indeed, as early as September 1941, Rist diag-
nosed widespread public ‘disgust’ at the ‘cowardice . . . vengeance and terror’ that
characterized the bad faith governance of the Vichy regime and its abortive
‘National Renewal’ (167–8).
As mentioned in Robert Paxton’s useful foreword, this diary sits usefully
alongside those of He´le`ne Berr (London, 2008) and Jean Gue´henno (Oxford,
2014) in its remarkable insight into life during the Dark Years. Further, this is
a laudably full and richly supported edition, with a fluent and natural translation
of Rist’s voice. The introduction to Season of Infamy provides valuable context,
whilst the translator’s introduction highlights the sterling work in reviewing and
updating the 1983 edition of this diary to create a new iteration that is more
faithful to the original manuscript. In addition, the appendices oﬀer some excel-
lent additional resources, in particular: a timeline of Rist’s travels, an evocative
poem by one of Rist’s relatives, and a series of post-war letters that oﬀer some
useful reflections. Amidst the text of the diaries itself, a strong editorial hand is
present in the historical introductions oﬀered for new periods, and in the copious
footnotes which buttress a broader understanding of the diary’s wider relevance.
The footnoting is deserving of special mention, for excellent work has been
undertaken to translate and supply the notes from the 1983 edition intact, but
also to clearly mark where they have been updated and bolstered for this new
edition.
At times, Rist can seem prissily upper-crust and he is frequently dismissive both
of the petits bourgeois and the provinces beyond Paris. Indeed, although he is keen
to distance himself from the ‘collaborators’ on the board of the Banque de Paris
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(298), he is equally unwilling to support ‘some so-called Resistance groups’, whom
he dismisses as ‘people with the outlook of La Rocque and the lingo of the Popular
Front’ (324). Rather, what is striking is Rist’s consistent focus on family. He
formed part of a well-connected network of influential families, and this is a notice-
able thread throughout the diaries. After reminiscing how he ‘could physically feel
my heart suddenly expand’ when his son was born, Rist poignantly laments what
the future holds for his son’s daughters: ‘We are caught up in a maelstrom, with no
light on the horizon’ (13). This aﬀective element is a powerful complement to the
wealth of detail to be found as Rist navigated the choppy waters of his high-status
networks, and represents one of the most salutary aspects of the diaries. Our sense
of Charles Rist as savvy central banker and wary political observer never eclipses
our view of his private life and his family loyalties.
Andrew Robarts, Migration and Disease in the Black Sea Region: Ottoman-Russian Relations in the Late
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries, Bloomsbury Academic: London, 2016; 280 pp., 5 b/w
illus.; 9781474259491, £85.00 (hbk); 9781474259514, £84.99 (EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Julia Leikin, University College London, UK
The Russian and Ottoman empires may have faced oﬀ four times between 1768 and
1829, but this chronological period was not exclusively marked by ongoing warfare.
The fraught relationship between the two empires has been the subject of numerous
studies, including comparative examinations of their approaches to war and cultural
dimensions of these military confrontations, for example: Brian L. Davies’s The
Russo-Turkish War, 1768–1774: Catherine II and the Ottoman Empire (London,
2016) and Victor Taki’s Tsar and Sultan: Russian Encounters with the Ottoman
Empire (London, 2016). In his recent dissertation-turned-monograph, Andrew
Robarts shows a diﬀerent dimension of the relationship between the two Eurasian
powers, one that highlights the cooperative aspect of the two regional powers’ rela-
tionship. For him, the period was marked by the empires’ mutual interest in regulat-
ing cross-border movement as part of the two states’ developing infrastructure to
better manage their population resources. The mobility of human populations and
diseases along the ‘long migration corridor’ (13) prompted interaction, and in some
cases even coordination, between the two empires. These migratory patterns con-
structed the Black Sea region as a discrete zone of human interaction, a historical
precedent that might extend to shape the region today.
The book’s opening chapter orients the reader well to the landscape, settled
populations and microbes that are then revisited throughout the narrative. Of
the book’s five main chapters, two tell the stories of diﬀerent refugees and settlers
making their way across the Danubian Principalities to settle on either side of the
ever-shifting Russian-Ottoman border. The second couplet – Chapters 5 and 6 –
describes the institutional responses in the Russian and Ottoman empires to these
peregrinating peoples. Chapter 2 oﬀers a case study of one of these groups with a
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discussion of the ‘push and pull factors’ (41) that motivated relocation to the
Russian Empire, and, the less familiar story of return and seasonal migration
back across the Danube river. This truly comparative regional study is only pos-
sible with Robarts’ mastery of several languages needed to work across several
regional archives – Russian, Ottoman Turkish, and Bulgarian – as evident from the
list of primary archival sources and secondary scholarship he has surveyed. To the
available historiography that recounts policy at the highest level of government,
Robarts adds evidence from local archives filling out the provincial and individual
dimension where possible. Such attention to detail gives insight into imperial men-
talities that no analysis of formal government policies can, such as the actual
interpretation of treaty clauses by local oﬃcials. For example, from a close scrutiny
of travel documents (bilety) issued by Russian authorities to migrants and settlers
we see Russian oﬃcials making a distinction between specific provinces belonging
to one empire or the other (21–4).
Plague plays a dual role in the narrative, as both an impetus for migration, but
also as the cause for the burgeoning state infrastructure consisting of quarantines,
lazarettos and checkpoints. Robarts reminds us throughout that it was not only
merchants and migrants that travelled between the two empires but also epidemic
diseases. The plague was a catchall term for many diﬀerent ailments, but it was its
attachment to the migrants and other travellers that made quarantines and check-
points along Russian-Ottoman borders ideal for managing migrating populations
as well. These regulatory lines served not only to control the spread of diseases but
also to ‘surveil and reassert central state control over displaced and migratory
populations’ (120). For the Russian and Ottoman states, these sites became ‘a
fundamental part of the . . . state’s migration management regime’ (160).
Despite challenging nationalist narratives of population movements, Robarts,
oddly, gives much credence to national categories to describe these settlers. This is
particularly striking in the continued use of ‘Bulgarian’ to describe select migrants
originating in the Rumelian provinces. It is clear that this is shorthand for Ottoman
Christians from a specific part within the Ottoman Empire (reaya in Ottoman
sources), perhaps, marked by unique linguistic variations. Some Russian sources
did identify some of the migrants as ‘Bulgarian’, but in this period, many such
identifications were stand-ins for a social role rather than a precise ethnic category.
It is therefore misleading to see the experience of many Ottoman Christian subjects
from Ottoman provinces lumped into one ethnic category that only partially over-
laps with the imperial categories used by Russian oﬃcials to mete out privileges.
Still, this should not detract from the contribution Robarts makes to our under-
standing of the Russian-Ottoman frontier and the experiences of those crossing it in
either direction. This monograph sheds light on population management as an
important aspect of Russian-Ottoman diplomacy. In this analysis, the Russian
Empire is shown to be responsive to Ottoman anxieties about illicit migration,
giving context to initiatives to reform Russian consular practice throughout the
Ottoman Empire in the 1820s and Ottoman Tanzimat reforms in the 1830s and 1840s.
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Mary Louise Roberts, What Soldiers Do: Sex and the American GI in World War II France, University
of Chicago Press: Chicago, IL, 2013; 363 pp., 23 halftones; 9780226923093, $30.00 (hbk);
9780226923116, $19.00 (pbk); 9780226923123, $19.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Jeremy Black, University of Exeter, UK
Based on a sound grasp of relevant archival sources, notably in France, and on
extensive interview testimony, in both France and the United States, this is an
important and well-written study, although one that is also deeply problematic,
both in specifics and as an instance of a wider literature. Roberts, professor at the
University of Wisconsin, and a specialist on French gender history, focuses on the
conduct of the invading American troops in 1944–1945 and reveals a history of
romance, prostitution and rape, indicating the harshness of American conduct.
With most young Frenchmen separate from Frenchwomen, often because they
were in prison camps or in forced labour, these women were subject to the
highly assertive conduct of the American troops. The latter had been encouraged
to think of French women as willing and receptive, and this encouraged American
abuse.
There is much focus on prostitution and the attitudes and conduct bound up in
both ‘sides’. The nature of the relationship is presented as very unequal, and this is
discussed as highly significant for post-war attitudes and relations, both American
and French. The idea of a fractured French masculinity is deployed to explain
political issues.
In the treatment of rape, there is a discussion of racialization. The American and
French authorities are regarded as complicit in ensuring that a heavily dispropor-
tionate percentage of those tried and hanged for rape were African Americans. This
issue is seen as a linkage between American and French attitudes. Incidentally, the
Germans had murdered large numbers of French African soldiers during their
conquest of France in 1940.
This book constitutes an important history, one that throws much light on a
major aspect of military conduct. Yet there is also a problematic dimension.
Roberts finds and frequently reiterates an instrumentality in the process that
requires critical consideration, and proposes a Zeitschrift that deserves qualifica-
tion. For example, the use of press accounts needs contextualization, with discus-
sion of the methodological pitfalls entailed.
Moreover, Roberts’s study sits alongside discussion of racist attitudes in the case
of American Marines in the Pacific War, notably by John Dower and Craig
Cameron, but it has also been argued that issues of battlefield practicality need
to be considered. Moreover, in both cases, there have been attempts to incorporate
both perspectives, the ideological and the instrumental, an approach that is prop-
erly grounded in conceptual and methodological complexities.
So also with Roberts’s book. It would be useful to consider the role of practi-
cality in sexual regulation, which she terms the struggle over people and territory,
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and also to be far more cautious in identifying GIs with one set of values. Roberts
claims that sex was fundamental to how the US military framed, fought, and won
the war in Europe, but she certainly does not prove her assertion and, somewhat
troublingly, solely looks at sources that confirm her assertion. Moreover, as far as
the French are concerned, it is appropriate to assess other causes of hostility to the
United States, notably the strength of communism. A fascinating book, but
unconvincing.
Jan Ru¨ger, Heligoland: Britain, Germany and the Struggle for the North Sea, Oxford University Press:
Oxford, 2017; 384 pp., 29 b/w illus., 1 map; 9780199672462, £25.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Colin Storer, University of Warwick, UK
The Anglo-German relationship has long been a source of fascination for histor-
ians, though, as Jan Ru¨ger points out in his admirable new book, one which has
been apt to be misunderstood. All too often focused on the first half of the twen-
tieth century and dominated by the paradigms of ‘Antagonism’ and
‘Appeasement’, scholarly discussion of the relationship between Britain and
Germany has, until recently, tended to treat ‘the nineteenth century . . . as a mere
prehistory of the catastrophes of the twentieth century’ (3). This book provides a
corrective to such interpretations, taking both a long view and a microhistorical
approach to provide a novel and thought-provoking account of Anglo-German
relations that stresses the complexity and contingency of this relationship.
The focus of Ru¨ger’s study is the tiny North Sea island of Heligoland, just 29
miles oﬀ the coast of northern Germany. Like all microhistories, the aim is to
illuminate the general through the consideration of the specific circumstances of
a particular event, person or place. In this, the author succeeds admirably, using
the story of the island and its inhabitants, sandwiched both geographically and
politically between two great European powers, as a lens through which to view
Anglo-German history more broadly. If this sometimes leaves the reader wishing
for more information about the Heligolanders and their way of life, this is forgiv-
able considering the wealth of insight that the author provides.
When reading this pacey and erudite book it is striking that for a sizable chunk
of the last two centuries Heligoland exerted an influence out of all proportion to its
size and strategic importance. Throughout the nineteenth century it provided a
space where, as one of its governors put it, ‘the British empire and ‘‘the people
of Europe’’ were bound up with one another’ (32). It also served as a focal point for
the great historical forces then playing out in Europe. In an age of romantic
nationalism, Heligoland exerted a powerful hold on the imaginations of poets,
artists and musicians whilst providing a safe haven for radical refugees from the
Continent. The Heligoland Treaty of 1890 which saw Britain cede the island to
Germany in exchange for recognition of a British protectorate in Zanzibar and
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other concessions in East Africa was a testament to the closeness of the Anglo-
German relationship in the second half of the nineteenth century. Although inter-
preted as a historic mistake by later generations, Ru¨ger shows that at the time the
agreement was seen as evidence of the ‘tight bonds of friendship between Britain
and Germany’ and ‘the basis for increased unity between England and Germany in
all great questions of politics’ (109).
However, with Germany’s decision to embark on a ‘world policy’ from the
1890s, a key plank of which was a massive expansion of its navy, Heligoland
increasingly became a symbol of Anglo-German conflict. As befits a historian
who has published extensively on this topic, Ru¨ger provides a thoughtful and
nuanced interpretation of the Anglo-German naval rivalry in the early years of
the twentieth century and underlines the unprecedented economic (and to a lesser
extent cultural) interdependence that existed alongside this competition on the eve
of the First World War (124–5). In both this conflict and the Second World War
the island exerted a fascination on both the military and popular mind, a fascin-
ation that culminated in the needless destruction of the island by RAF bombing on
18 April 1945 when over 1000 aircraft dropped 5000 tons of high explosives on
Heligoland, leaving 95 per cent of housing destroyed and the island’s infrastructure
decimated.
Through all this the islanders themselves developed a curiously ambivalent
mixed identity which raises interesting questions about how ‘ordinary people’
thought of themselves and their place in the world in an era of rising nationalism.
The Heligolanders were ostensibly at the mercy of forces beyond their control, yet
they stubbornly resisted all attempts to turn them first into British subjects and
later into German citizens, making them objects of frustration and suspicion to
first one government and then the other. They jealously guarded their ‘ancient’
rights and privileges – particularly when it came to exemption from taxation –
and repeatedly sought to play one side oﬀ against the other in their dealings with
London and Berlin. Indeed, it was only after the Second World War that, ‘para-
doxically, the British . . . convinced the Heligolanders that their future lay with
Germany’ (228).
In a book that covers so much ground, there are inevitably areas which do not
receive as much attention as one would like. The history of Heligoland before its
capture by the Royal Navy in 1807 is left largely untouched and some important
events and personages (Queen Victoria, for example) are hardly mentioned.
However, this is forgivable given the richness of the analysis presented in the
book. The author makes no claims to provide a comprehensive history of the
island and its people, but instead sets out to use these as a prism through which
to view the larger relationship between Britain and Germany over the past two
centuries. In doing so he provides a rich and highly readable study that is a valu-
able addition to the literature on Anglo-German relations in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
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Oliver Jens Schmitt, ed., The Ottoman Conquest of the Balkans: Interpretations and Research Debates,
Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften: Vienna, 2016; 289 pp., 9 maps, 11
tables, 2 graphs; 9783700178903, E65.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Gordan Ravancˇic´, Croatian Institute of History (Zagreb), Croatia
The Ottoman Empire and its conquest of south-eastern Europe undoubtedly
aﬀected the historical development of many European countries. Given the
recent disturbing events in this region, from the Turkish borders to Macedonia
and Kosovo’s problems with its neighbours, a volume considering the origins of the
process of ‘constructing’ the Balkans area is timely. One particular contribution to
this book, by the recently-deceased Dubravko Lovrenovic´, sums up the question
well: ‘The Ottoman Conquest of Bosnia in 1463 as Interpreted by Bosnian
Franciscan Chroniclers and Historiographers (A Historic(Al) Event With
Political and Psychological Ramifications That Are Still Present Today)’.
Though not explicitly stated, the volume contains part of the proceedings of an
international conference held in November 2013 in Vienna, and includes Schmitt’s
introduction and nine further chapters, mainly by scholars from the region and
experts in the field. Schmitt sets out the main goals of the volume as follows:
‘assessing approaches and explanatory models for the Ottoman conquest’ (13),
and ‘opening and structuring a new heuristic approach’ (10).
Surveying the scholarship on the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans, Schmitt
provides a clever review of the national historiographies. He shows the shortcom-
ings and pitfalls of narrowly-orientated approaches to Ottoman rule in the
Balkans, given that the empire was a supra-national, multi-ethnic, political and
multi-cultural entity. As such it simply cannot be properly viewed and assessed
through the lenses of national historiography alone.
The first article, by Maurus Reinkowski, presents a methodological reflection on
the concepts described in the introduction. Reinkowski discusses the similarities
between the ways the Ottomans pursued the cultural, economic and political inte-
gration of the conquered peoples both in the Balkans and in the realms of the
former Persian Empire. In other articles, Andrei Pippidi presents examples of his-
torical research on relations between the Ottoman Empire, Wallachia and
Moldavia, while S¸tefan S. Gorovei and Maria Magdalena Sze´kely consider the
shortcomings of traditional national historiography, and how new information
could be gleaned from the preserved sources with new methodological approaches.
Schmitt’s introduction also highlights the limitations of present-day Ottoman
studies, and proposes an ideal framework for future research, which he derives
from the example of Late Antiquity studies. He rightly suggests that a simultaneous
and coordinated investigation of the triplex confinium of the Ottoman Empire,
Habsburg Monarchy and Venetian dominion could provide better insight into
the complex relations between these powers (31), although he seems unaware
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that just such a project was set up in Croatia in 1996, conducted by Drago
Roksandic´. Nonetheless, Schmitt provides a very good overview of the problems
in national historiographies and Ottoman studies, especially when he counterposes
traditional approaches against a methodologically more appropriate discussion:
was this a conquest, integration or a complex transition from the multi-ethnic
Byzantine Orthodox world to the multicultural Ottoman Empire? Such an
approach is well-represented in the two pieces by Mariya Kiprovska and Tijana
Krstic´ respectively. The contributions of Hungarian and Croatian historiographies
are, however, almost completely absent from this volume, although there are some
useful references to their findings in some of the subsequent chapters – especially in
the piece by Grigor Boykov, which is also the most detailed study in the volume.
I agree with the authors that we need a new set of methodologies, that we need
to make use of new ‘tools’ developed in other disciplines such as sociology, archae-
ology, anthropology or demography, and that we need more suitable terminology.
However, I would argue that some of the terms the volume introduces, such as
‘Balkan-Orthodox Commonwealth’ (7) or ‘Orthodox Commonwealth’ (32) are
inadequate. In accordance with the new methodological approaches he proposes,
and trying to avoid a simple addition to an incoherent histoire totale (42), Schmitt
introduces this ‘new’ terminology in order to encompass the sociological and ‘meta-
historical’ dimensions of the process(es) he is considering. Some of these terms are
well explained and grounded either in methodological concepts or preserved his-
torical sources. However, the examples cited above seem to be derived from pre-
sent-day cultural and sociological images of south-eastern Europe which simply do
not correspond with the reality of the late medieval Balkans. The ‘Orthodox com-
monwealth’ (a term incorrectly adopted from P. M. Kitromilides) is not the same
thing as the Byzantine Commonwealth. Moreover, no such cultural, economic or
political entity ever existed. In the late medieval period (Orthodox) Balkan political
entities were very often in conflict against one other, and even more often against
the Byzantine Empire. Their common religion did not provide a firm basis for a
common political, economic or cultural unity in any way, and therefore conse-
quently they could never form a stable and coherent alliance against the
Ottoman conquest. This is well described in most of the articles in this volume;
especially in Toni Filiposki’s contribution.
All in all, this volume is great and inspirational reading for anyone interested in
the history of the Balkans. It oﬀers a good and critical overview of the present-day
historiography on the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans, and introduces new meth-
odological patterns in the field. Nonetheless, I believe that the collection would
have been even stronger if the editor had included more of the papers from the
above-mentioned Vienna conference, especially those of Konstantinos Giakoumis
and Fodor Pa´l. The volume would also have been enhanced by including some of
the work and findings of certain Italian scholars, like Maria Pia Pedani, which
would have complemented the contribution from Ovidiu Cristea.
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Florian Schui, Rebellious Prussians: Urban Political Culture Under Frederick the Great and his Successors,
Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2013; 236 pp., 5 b/w illus., 1 map; 9780199593965, £67.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: David Taylor, University of Tasmania, Australia
Florian Schui presents his work on the systems of rebellion, resistance and public
debate that developed in Prussia’s urban centres under Frederick II and his suc-
cessors. Schui’s interests lay in the dynamics of political thought, political rule, and
fiscal dynamics. The work under review here digs beneath a number of the persist-
ent assumptions regarding Prussia, its regime and civil resistance.
Schui sets out to examine the underexplored fiscal debates that expose the
deeper arguments over the role of the state in private life. Schui’s core theses are
these: that the urban centres of Prussia experienced conflict with their ruling mon-
archs on the subjects of taxation and religion; that this conflict incited public
debate and mostly non-violent resistance against incursions on private liberties
by the state; and that both the state and private individuals found a working
balance between economic and press liberty, religious toleration, and the reason
of state. Schui aims to bring civil society, rather than the state itself, back into the
discussion of Prussian historiography, thereby identifying the powerful and vocal
‘urban public sphere’ of town dwellers. Here he successfully reinterprets Ju¨rgen
Habermas’s bourgeois ‘bu¨rgerliche O¨ﬀentlichkeit’.
The book’s central ideas are neatly arranged and the opening chapters provide
interesting background, helping the reader to understand the particular growth of
Prussia out of the religious turmoil and destruction of the Thirty Years War, and
why many (but not necessarily Schui himself) see Prussia’s development trajectory
as a Sonderweg, or special path to democracy and modernization. From this begin-
ning, Schui articulates the core values of Prussia and its rulers that marked it out
for special consideration: religious toleration (and a key role for Pietism), no doubt
as a reaction against Germany’s divisive past experiences; and the militarism that
Prussia is so often associated with, but which in itself, as Schui notes and corrects,
overlooks the finer elements of Prussian growth. Chapter 2 takes a long leap for-
ward and brings the reader more closely into the central themes of the book. Schui
argues that despite ongoing debates about things such as luxury consumption and
labour division in manufacturing, Prussian urban citizens enjoyed increasing free-
dom to act and live according to their individual will. Schui creates an interesting
theoretical dialogue in which native authors like Su¨ßmilch and Gedike are con-
trasted with foreigners such as Mirabeau, and those in-between, such as Mauvillon.
The exploration of Frederick II’s eﬀorts to introduce and justify new fiscal
policies in Chapter 3 is a springboard from which Chapter 4 develops and brings
together the two strands of exploration in the book – the government and its
burghers. The widely detested Regie´, or excise oﬃce, is the vehicle through which
Schui argues that mainly non-violent protest and public debate allowed Prussian
urban dwellers to live their own lives. Specifically, this protest and debate railed
against the intrusive Regie´. Two problems arise here: while Schui’s argument on
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the eﬀect of the tax regime on the dynamics and self-perception of urban popu-
lations is innovative, the author’s claim to widespread resistance and rebellion
would have benefited from more vocal contemporary evidence to elucidate this
point. For example, British diplomats in Berlin at the time regularly commented
on perceptions of Frederick’s financial schemes among the same demographics
explored by Schui. Secondly, contemporary debates presented to represent popu-
lar opinion, such as Mirabeau (attacking the schemes) and de Launay and von
Borcke (defending the schemes) might have been utilized in a larger dialogue
with newspaper or printed information to thicken the reader’s understanding of
these well-made points, and to convey the extent to which popular feeling trans-
lated into popular thought, and how this was expressed. A discussion of
Frederick II’s legacy and the fate of the Regie´ (abolished by his successor) is
very well done, but it distracts from the excellent work earlier in the chapter. The
following chapter on the resistance to religious change brought about by
Woellner’s unpopular edicts later in the century is the best chapter in the
book and aptly evokes the widely held contemporary sentiment that religious
toleration was an absolute.
The final argumentative chapter of the book is a deep exploration of Humboldt
as a defining thinker in this area of historical study, which works to some degree in
uniting many of the strands of thought outlined in the book. Schui’s brings
together Humboldt, Mirabeau and John Stuart Mill to analyse and elaborate on
thinking about personal liberty and the education of the people in Prussia and
abroad. Certainly these men, as well as Schui, have important things to say on the
nature of man and the state in civic life, and Schui has successfully shown that
examining resistance to fiscal and religious policy, rather than simply the glamour
of eighteenth-century political radicalism, can inform us about Prussian and
European history on a deep, engaging and critical level.
Petra M. Schweitzer, Gendered Testimonies of the Holocaust: Writing Life, Lexington Books: Lanham,
MD, 2016; 152 pp.; 9780739190074, $75.00 (hbk); 9780739190081, $71.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Lisa Pine, London South Bank University, UK
This book provides a useful articulation of gendered analysis in life writing.
Schweitzer focuses on the gendered aspects of expression and language and exam-
ines how gender diﬀerences are reflected within testimonial writing. She considers
the diﬀerences between writing among men and women and their testimonies ‘as
the sites for specifically gendered representations’ (xiii). As survivors, such writers
took it upon themselves to relate what the dead could not testify. Schweitzer shows
how the writers, in presenting their intimate personal narratives, call upon readers
‘to step inside the space of their constructed memory’ (xiv). Furthermore, these
works are envisioned as nothing less than acts of survival. Schweitzer uses the
works of two philosophers, Jacques Derrida and Emmanuel Levinas – both sur-
vivors of the Holocaust – to provide a theoretical framework for the book. She has
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selected for analysis the testimonial writings of five authors from diﬀerent back-
grounds and nationalities – Dan Pagis, Paul Celan, Charlotte Delbo, Gisella Perl
and Olga Lengyel.
Schweitzer begins with an analysis of ‘Written in Pencil in the Sealed Railway-
Car’, a poem by Dan Pagis, a Romanian Jewish survivor. This short poem recalls
the torment of innocent victims in transit. The main character, Eve, demonstrates
the urgency of recording such events by writing a message in the wood of a sealed
railway car. The poem draws attention to the deportation of Jewish victims to Nazi
camps. It is a testimony left by an eyewitness who did not survive, asking for others
to pass the message to her son. Thus, Eve calls upon individual readers to become
belated witnesses. Schweitzer contends that Pagis uses this poem ‘to ensure the
displacement of an untellable experience into figurative language that permits its
telling’ (5). The poet creates a space to bear witness by inviting us to step into the
cattle car to read Eve’s testimony. The poem invites the reader to continue Eve’s
story from inside the cattle car into popular memory.
The second chapter focuses on Paul Celan’s poem ‘Sprich auch Du’ (‘Speak you
too’). Celan, a Romanian Jewish survivor, responds to the atrocity of the
Holocaust in his poetry by giving testimony to the murder of his parents and the
mass murder of millions of Jewish victims. In this poem, Celan acquaints the reader
with knowledge about the human suﬀering during the Holocaust. He writes in
German, his mother tongue, which he believed was the only way he could express
his own truth. Schweitzer notes that his ‘conflict with German as his mother tongue
and his persistence in using this language as a vehicle to write poetry again in the
aftermath of the Shoah is integral to understanding his oeuvre’ (23). Celan uses the
German language to create his ‘poetics of survival’ (44), despite his ambivalent
relationship to this – his mother tongue – as also the language of the Nazi
perpetrators.
The third chapter explores a story entitled ‘La jambe d’Alice’ (‘Alice’s Leg’)
written by Charlotte Delbo, which centres on the wooden leg of a dead inmate.
Delbo was a non-Jewish French survivor of Auschwitz, imprisoned for her involve-
ment in the resistance movement. She wrote a trilogy of memoirs detailing her
experiences at Auschwitz and Ravensbru¨ck. Her narrative describes individual
and collective experiences inside the camps. In this story, Schweitzer notes,
‘Delbo’s text could be said to be a figurative, or literary, testimony of the
Holocaust, a text that passes on through figures what cannot be conveyed in literal
terms’ (63).
The final chapter examines the memoirs of Gisella Perl and Olga Lengyel – two
Jewish, Hungarian survivors of Auschwitz – particularly focusing on the violence
and brutality of Nazi perpetrators towards female victims. Perl’s I Was a Doctor in
Auschwitz and Lengyel’s Five Chimneys: A Woman Survivor’s True Story of
Auschwitz both centre on the experiences of Jewish women as mothers, detailing
camp life, the treatment of inmates, ‘the intersections between life and death’ and
the ‘complexities of survival’ (71). These narratives demonstrate the diﬃcult
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circumstances Jewish women had to face and the hard decisions (or ‘choiceless
choices’, as Lawrence Langer puts it) they had to make, in particular, in regard
to pregnancy at Auschwitz, where pregnancy was life-threatening for both the
mother and the baby.
The book might have benefited from a more direct contextualization within the
existing secondary literature at the outset, although Schweitzer does explore this
carefully throughout the main part of the book. The balance of the book might
have been more even – the author devotes a chapter each to the first three writers,
from whose work she has selected one example each, yet gives just one chapter to
the testimonies of both Perl and Lengyel. Schweitzer successfully brings together an
analysis of the testimonial work of Holocaust survivors, both male and female;
poets and prose writers. She rightly and persuasively concludes that ‘each sur-
vivor’s testimony attests to an unconditional aﬃrmation of life after survival
undeniably linked to the act of writing’ (86).
S. A. Smith, Russia in Revolution: An Empire in Crisis, 1890 to 1928, Oxford University Press: Oxford,
2017; 472 pp., 20 b/w illus., 3 maps; 9780198734826, £25.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Anton Fedyashin, American University, Washington, D.C. USA
Saturated with statistics and comparisons with the Chinese experience, Smith’s
volume is an excellent summary of the deep cultural and socio-economic causes
and continuities of the revolutions of 1917. Smith argues that the Great War’s
biggest impact on Russia was economic. When a transportation crisis interrupted
food deliveries, fuel and raw material supplies, it slowed down production, and led
to declining wages, layoﬀs and strikes. By December 1916, a ‘fully fledged system of
grain requisitioning had emerged – one that adumbrated the food monopoly insti-
tuted by the Bolsheviks in late 1918’ (95).
The February Revolution not only failed to prevent this economic collapse, but
contributed to it. Yet the absence of a right-wing nationalist component, unlike in
1905, made the revolution ‘the first case in world history of the triumph of inter-
nationalism and the class idea over nationalism and the national idea’, as Pyotr
Struve put it (137).
To handle the crisis, committees and soviets (councils) proliferated. But peas-
ants and workers understood ‘freedom’ as ‘entailing real economic power to the
people and this heavily ‘‘socialized’’ conception of democracy was in tension with
the liberal conception of civil and political rights tied to the defence of private
property’ (377). The Bolsheviks would exploit this dissonance to take power in
October 1917.
‘Although the trend was towards centralization of power in the hands of the
party oligarchy, the command-administrative system functioned more like a loose
set of rival and overlapping jurisdictions than a centralized bureaucratic hierarchy’,
Smith argues. ‘In the absence of a clear division of authority, the system relied for
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cohesion on powerful individuals. Party oﬃcials thus developed networks of clients
to consolidate their control and fend oﬀ outside interference. While the centre
disapproved of influential power blocs . . . in practice it knew that letting local
bosses amass power was the only way to get things done’ (209–10).
The Bolsheviks presided over a massive growth of the state apparatus and bur-
eaucracy, with the number of those working in state institutions growing from
about 1 million in 1917 to 2.5 million in 1921, and from 6.4% of the population
in 1913 to 13.5% in 1920. By eliminating private property in the means of produc-
tion, the Bolsheviks also destroyed the working class as an independent political
force, argues Smith. ‘Absent the force to make socialism, Lenin came to believe
that the state had become the guarantor of progress towards it, and that any
strengthening of the state broadly equated to the strengthening of the ‘‘proletar-
iat’’’ (216). By March 1919, Lenin could declare that Soviet rule was rule for the
proletariat rather than by it.
The food situation that was already bad during the Great War became even
worse during the civil war. European Russia had 21 consumer provinces and 24
exporter provinces, but during the war, the Bolsheviks controlled all the consumer
areas and only five producers. The amount of money in circulation was 150 times
the level of 1917, but prices had risen 6290 times from the 1914 level. It would have
been cheaper to stop collecting payments for services by making them free, which
explained some of the utopian schemes of the early Bolshevik period.
Smith pays admirable attention to agriculture, noting that it recovered with
astonishing speed and returned to pre-war levels of production by 1926. The
Ministry of Agriculture became the largest in the government, while the 1926
census revealed that the population stood at 147 million and had grown by
5.5% since 1914, which was ‘remarkable and almost entirely due to the rapid
recovery of the rural population’ (315).
The best chapter explores Lenin’s New Economic Policy (NEP). Although it
implied political and economic liberalization, the leadership compensated for this
with ‘an intensification of the party’s monopoly of power’ (282). The NEP’s
paradox was that its ‘forced’ retreat into ‘pragmatic gradualism’ inspired ‘bold
imaginings and anticipations of the communist future’ (328). Although propa-
ganda as entertainment became crucial during this period, and Soviet studios
made 514 films between 1925 and 1929, Smith argues, the public preferred
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks movies, and no less than 85% of films
screened were imports, mainly from the USA (334). ‘Increasingly, the avant-
garde’s ethos of permanent revolution was at odds with the party’s concern for
political stability’ (338).
The revolution both liberated women and kept them at arm’s length in empha-
sizing the military front over the home front, production over reproduction, and
public over private. Although the fraternal culture of the revolution necessitated a
struggle on women’s part, it was a better alternative to the paternalistic system
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ahead. Considering the imbalanced male-to-female ratio after the wars, however,
sexual liberation during the 1920s favoured males over females.
Nathan Stoltzfus and Birgit Maier-Katkin, eds, Protest in Hitler’s ‘National Community’: Popular Unrest
and the Nazi Response, afterword by David Clay Large, Berghahn: Oxford, 2016; 288 pp., 4 illus.;
9781782388241, £75.00 (hbk); 9781785337338, £24.00 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Geoff Eley, University of Michigan, USA
This is a welcome and suggestive if slightly obsessive volume. Its concern is with the
undecidable ambiguities of the now-proverbial ‘grey zone’, meaning here that
complicated space of never-pure and always-compromised ethical agency still
remaining for anyone wanting to observe protocols of human decency and
fellow feeling under the Third Reich – in other words, that space of agency still
available outside the lines of true belief, the pragmatics of making it through and
going along, the opportunistic forms of collusion, the traps of advantage, or the
exigencies of shameful acquiescence. Given the ruthlessness of Nazi repression and
the extreme perils of any organized opposition after 1933 – from the mainly aris-
tocratic resistance of the 1944 July Plot to the illegal activity of the left-wing and
Catholic undergrounds – historians approached these questions for many years
through the straightforward binaries of resistance and persecution, perpetrators
and victims, conformity and opposition. By the 1970s, the most challenging
work (e.g. Martin Broszat, Tim Mason, Ian Kershaw, Detlev Peukert) was seeking
to escape those dichotomies by complicating our grasp of the practical bases from
which any realistically permissible decision-making necessarily occurred. Best cap-
tured in Broszat’s concept of Resistenz (i.e. ‘impedance’ or ‘limiting eﬀect’, rather
than the English ‘resistance’), the resulting treatments preferred a language of
nonconformity, non-compliance, subterfuge, deviance and evasiveness in order to
extend that of dissidence, heterodoxy and dissent, suggesting certain defensive
barriers against Nazi intrusiveness provided by the small but significant protections
and non-permeabilities of everyday social life. The impact of Alltagsgeschichte
(everyday life history) from the 1980s then carried this further into the microhis-
torical settings of workplace, neighbourhood, family, leisure and entertainment,
often with tremendous insight and acuity, showing the reworking of Nazi ideology
once it reached the social settings of life on the ground. Over time, significantly,
such readings revealed as much the distressing completeness of Nazi penetration
into ordinary social values and behaviour as they did the eﬀectiveness of any hin-
drances. Most recently, the Volksgemeinschaft (community of the race-people-
nation) has become a main means of tackling these abiding complexities.
Nathan Stoltzfus and Birgit Maier-Katkin have gathered a useful dossier of
contributions to address a very specific piece of this problematic. They ask:
under what circumstances might the Nazi regime have been willing to compromise
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over any of its policies in response to the public pressure of popular protests? Their
answer is practically and conceptually circumscribed by the decision to focus on a
small number of already familiar cases. The bulk of the book (four out of nine
chapters, plus nine of the ten documentary appendices) concerns the so-called
‘Factory Action’ of 27–28 February 1943, when non-Jewish wives and relatives
protested the arrest of some 2000 intermarried Jewish men held in the Jewish wel-
fare oﬃce at Rosenstraße 2-4 pending deportation. Facing fraught scenes of popu-
lar contention sustained over the following week, amid much administrative
consternation, Goebbels rescinded the deportation orders on 6 March and ordered
the men released, including 25 who had already been deported to Auschwitz. In
their respective essays, Katharina von Kellenbach, Joachim Neander, Antonia
Leugers and Stoltzfus himself show that the women’s collective protest was able
to succeed by testing the Nazi leaderships’ confidence in the solidity of popular
morale. Coming immediately after Goebbels’ ‘Total War’ speech on 18 February,
under the impact of Stalingrad and the intensifying bombing war, the incident
scratched on deep-seated Nazi fears about the fraying of popular resilience. In
the most successful essay in the collection, Julia Torrie finds a similar dynamic
in the October 1943 protests of women in Witten and elsewhere in the Ruhr against
aspects of the compulsory evacuation measured for women and children ordered in
response to Allied bombing, while Jill Stephenson surveys elements of women’s
wartime protests more generally. Christiane Kuller and Winfried Su¨ß discuss popu-
lar demonstrations in support of Protestant Bishop Hans Meiser in October 1934
and Catholic Bishop August von Galen in August 1941 respectively. In each of
those cases the regime notably backed down from its intentions, in the former by
tolerating the autonomy of the Bavarian Evangelical Church, in the latter by
sanitizing its euthanasia policy. The volume is rounded oﬀ by Gerhard
Weinberg’s rather slight reflection on ‘Aspects of German Procedures in the
Holocaust’ and David Clay Large’s jaunty and jejune ‘Afterword’.
With its image of a fist raised defiantly against the swastika and Hitler salute, the
book’s cover promises what the cases in question cannot deliver. They bring slen-
der warranty for arguments about ‘protest’ or ‘popular unrest’. In these accounts,
they lack such larger ramifications, involving very specific versions of personal or
institutional self-interest with little evidence of any broader political or ethical
disagreement with what the Nazis pursued, let alone any actions against them.
Indeed, rather than opening up the topic of opposition and popular protest, the
volume revisits the grounds first occupied by Edward N. Peterson’s The Limits of
Hitler’s Power (Princeton, 1969) all those decades ago. The terms of discussion
remain far less challenging or sophisticated than some other recent treatments,
above all those in Martina Steber and Bernhard Gotto’s fine edited collection,
Visions of Community in Nazi Germany: Social Engineering and Private Lives
(Oxford, 2014). For judging the eﬃcacies of popular nonconformity and dissent
under the Third Reich, given everything we have learned from the historiographies
of the past few decades, the normalizing pervasiveness of Nazi ideological pene-
tration will remain the best place to begin.
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Dan Stone, Concentration Camps: A Short History, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2017; 176 pp.,
10 b/w illus.; 9780198790709, £12.99 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Marc Buggeln, Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany
Dan Stone, a professor at Royal Holloway College in London primarily known for
his works on the history of the Holocaust and post-war Europe, has successfully
mastered the challenge of writing about the thorny issue of the ‘concentration
camp’ in a short and comprehensive way. His introduction to the topic reflects
the very latest research. Key questions are dealt with skilfully and answered at
times rather pointedly, and at times with due consideration to a number of diﬀerent
points of view.
The book is subdivided into six chapters. The first chapter oﬀers a brief intro-
duction that focuses primarily on the early attempts, after the Second World War,
by Patrick Gordon Walker and Hannah Arendt to gain an understanding of the
Nazi concentration camps. This chapter also includes a working definition of a
concentration camp as ‘an isolated, circumscribed site with fixed structures
designed to incarcerate civilians’ (4). This definition is the book’s greatest weak-
ness because it completely fails to diﬀerentiate a concentration camp from a
prison. In fact, far more convincing attempts at narrowing down the scope of
the term exist in the literature. However, since the author makes no subsequent
references to this definition, this shortcoming is of no consequence for the remain-
der of the work.
The second chapter deals with the origins of the concentration camp. Here Stone
subscribes to the general opinion that the first camps date back to the colonial wars
of the late nineteenth century. The four cases listed here are the Spanish in Cuba,
the Americans in the Philippines, the British in South Africa, and the Germans in
Namibia. Stone goes beyond previous research in emphasizing that long before the
nineteenth century, colonists, primarily in the US and Australia, forcibly moved
indigenous peoples to reservations, where they lived under squalid conditions with
high mortality rates. In addition to the camps of the colonial era, the book deals
with the POW and civilian camps of the First World War, which in many respects
served as a model for subsequent Nazi and Soviet camps, even though the author
rightly emphasizes that such precursors provide little help in coming to terms with
these more recent systems of internment (42).
Taking into consideration the mountains of literature available on the Nazi
camps, it is especially challenging to write a summary of this topic in only
twenty pages. Stone organizes his narrative of the Nazi concentration camps
according to various phases, and uses this as an opportunity to emphasize that
our view of the early camps has occasionally been obscured by the Holocaust and
the situation at the liberation of the camps. The end of Chapter 3 deals with the
camps that the National Socialists established to forge Germany’s youth and to
groom a number of hand-picked groups to become elite Nazis. This is an immen-
sely important aspect to our understanding of German society, but it has little to
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do with the book because, even according to Stone’s very general definition, these
institutions do not qualify as concentration camps.
The fourth chapter on gulags cleverly points out that, even today, this form of
camp remains far more diﬃcult to imagine than a Nazi concentration camp because
Soviet internment facilities were not liberated and there were no photographs of
masses of starving or dead prisoners. Today, most of the surviving images are of
empty camps. Due to this dearth of photographic material, it is above all the
memories of former prisoners that have shaped today’s image of the gulag.
Chapter 5 deals with a number of other internment systems dating from the
Second World War as well as the post-war camps. First, it studies the camps under
the yoke of fascism in south-eastern Europe. Then it examines the camps that Stone
lists under the title ‘Liberal Internment’. These were mainly camps to intern enemy
civilians in the US, displaced persons (DP) camps, particularly for Jewish
Holocaust survivors after the end of the war, and camps and settlements under
the colonial powers during the phase of decolonization. Stone clearly aims to show
here that it was not only totalitarian states that established camps, and he points
out that even after 1945 liberal-democratic states had internment facilities that
resembled concentration camps in many ways. This is legitimate and, at least for
the colonial camps, also accurate, but a more precise definition might have helped
make it possible to pinpoint similarities and diﬀerences with a greater degree of
accuracy. Although roughly twenty pages are dedicated to fascist and liberal
camps, the camps of communist China and Cambodia were given a bit of a
short shrift with only six pages. Given the sheer size of the system in China and
the genocide in Cambodia, a number of sound arguments could be presented in
favour of a more balanced emphasis.
In the final chapter, the author examines the sweeping notions of the camp as the
‘nomos of modernity’ (Agamben) and the ‘century of the camps’ (Bauman), and he
highlights in a refreshingly calm manner the benefits and drawbacks of these catch-
phrases. Aside from a few minor details that merit criticism, Dan Stone has suc-
ceeded in providing an outstanding overview of the world of the concentration
camp that, with fewer than two hundred pages, remains virtually unrivalled as a
quick introduction to the topic for students.
Geoffrey Swain, A Short History of the Russian Revolution, I.B. Tauris: London, 2017; 256 pp., 16 b/w
illus.; 9781780767925, £64.00 (hbk); 9781780767932, £10.99 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Alistair Dickins, Manchester, UK
The centenary of the 1917 Russian revolution has seen a plethora of publications,
to which Geoﬀrey Swain’s book represents a valuable contribution. Swain sets out
with the aim of explaining the origins and trajectories of the revolution. His points
of departure are two bold and provocative contentions. The first is that develop-
ments in 1917 reflected the ‘revolutionary’ traditions of Russia’s masses and thus
led logically not to a liberal or ‘reformist’ political settlement but to the October
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revolution. As such, ‘the essence of ‘‘October’’ was a popular revolution against a
discredited Provisional Government which restored the revolution to the path it
had been on when the Tsar was overthrown in February’ (1). Swain’s second point
of departure is that, despite the popular nature of Russia’s radical upheaval,
October was directed by the Bolsheviks ‘along an unnecessary path which led to
dictatorship and terror’ (2). This leads Swain to a conclusion which has become
increasingly commonplace amongst historians of the Russian revolution: that the
overthrow of the Provisional Government represented both a revolution and a
coup. The book, which consists of eight substantive chapters, largely fulfils its
aims and oﬀers a useful text for newcomers to the topic, especially undergraduate
students. Nonetheless, it encounters several problems which may limit its overall
impact.
Underpinning Swain’s approach is a conceptual dichotomy of ‘reformism’
versus ‘revolution’, which is used to explain the choices leading to, and outcomes
of, revolution. Throughout late Tsarism, Swain argues, ‘Russian workers [repeat-
edly] opted for revolution’ (6), often rejecting the exhortations of more moderate
socialists in favour of Bolshevik radicalism. This meant ‘Russia had been set on a
course for revolution for over a decade’ by 1917 (5). It also meant that, when the
Provisional Government assumed temporary custody of the Russian state in
March 1917, it was unable to withstand demands from below for rapid and radical
change. Swain’s neat conceptualization fits his overall thesis well, illustrating
clearly and convincingly that the Bolsheviks’ ascendancy in 1917 need not represent
a radical break from, but rather a continuation of, pre-revolutionary popular pol-
itics. But how appropriate is it for exploring politics at this time? Before 1917,
many socialists certainly seemed more committed to working within a Tsarist
system undergoing abortive reform than overthrowing it. This led them repeatedly
to clash with militant workers, whose more radical demands they often sought to
restrain. Yet even Russia’s moderate Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries
held positions that were radical by the standards of other European socialists of
the era. As Swain notes, there proved to be little ground for conciliation between
them and Russia’s most avowedly reformist camp, the liberal Kadets. After the
February revolution, when Swain argues ‘reformists’ assumed control over the
Petrograd Soviet (47), these categories seem even more tenuous. At a time when
all socialists clamoured to reaﬃrm their commitment to ‘the Revolution’, would
any really have seen themselves as reformists?
Swain takes pointed and justified objection to the attempts of some historians,
notably Richard Pipes, to marginalize social actors. Lower class social groups play
an important role in this book. Yet the focus here seems narrow, limited for the
greater part to workers in Russia’s capital, Petrograd. A well informed and inter-
esting examination of pre-1917 Russian society nevertheless relies almost exclu-
sively on Petrograd workers. A subsequent, more wide-ranging chapter also
explores women, peasants, and soldiers during ‘Six Months of Social
Revolution’, but here again Russian workers seem to take the lead in mass revo-
lutionary politics, leaving other groups somewhat overshadowed. More marginal
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still are Russia’s provincial towns and cities, which make only one or two very brief
appearances. Non-Russian nationalities, with the partial exception of Ukrainian
nationalists, are ignored almost entirely. This seems like a missed opportunity to
engage with more recent social, national and ethnic scholarship on revolution, and
more diverse points of focus could have further tested and strengthened Swain’s
arguments.
Finally, the book’s narrative unfolds in a way which, while compelling, can at
times be confusing. Its eight substantive chapters are ordered for the most part
chronologically. Yet Swain at diﬀerent points breaks this chronology to engage in
lengthy thematic discussions, leaving the locomotive of history idling in order to
double back on himself. Only after discussing the creation of the Provisional
Government, the challenges of liberal-socialist coalition, and the August
Kornilov revolt does he turn in earnest to Russia’s social revolution. This risks
segregating the social from the political: while party political elites jostle for
power and influence, workers’ factory committees, soldiers, women and peasants
all aspire to improve their day-to-day lives, yet the two processes feel slightly
disconnected. Similarly, we only ‘discover the Left SRs’ (151), a political faction
emerging as an independent force from at least summer 1917, in late October,
forcing Swain to set aside his lively telling of the Provisional Government’s over-
throw to delve back through some twelve and a half years of Socialist-
Revolutionary party history. In the same chapter, the text takes an even lengthier
detour to explain the conflict between Lenin and lower-ranking Bolsheviks over
the formation of a Soviet government, recapping in half a dozen pages Social-
Democratic ideology from 1903 to reach the rather brief conclusion that some
Bolsheviks believed ‘Party leadership should be asserted not through Lenin’s
wafer-thin control of the Central Committee but the actions of worker
Bolsheviks elected to the Soviet Executive’ (171). Although thorough and
detailed, these lengthy detours may prove distracting to readers unfamiliar with
the basic contours of 1917. Integrating them into a more chronologically coherent
narrative may have avoided this problem.
Nonetheless, these objections should not overly detract from what is an original
and widely accessible contribution to scholarship on the Russian revolution. Swain
should be commended for his bold and engaging thesis. A century on from 1917,
his book will challenge and stimulate discussion amongst specialists and non-spe-
cialists alike.
Andrew S. Tompkins, Better Active Than Radioactive! Anti-Nuclear Protest in 1970s France and West
Germany, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2016; 284 pp., 17 b/w illus.; 9780198779056, £65.00
(hbk)
Reviewed by: Jared R. Donnelly, USAF – Air Command and Staff College, Montgomery, AL, USA
As the title of this book suggests, Andrew Tompkins examines the anti-nuclear
protests in France and Germany in the 1970s. These protests brought together a
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wide variety of people from France and Germany including farmers, communists,
housewives and pacifists, as well as international participants, all united by their
concerns about nuclear technology. The protests in West Germany and France
were grounded in a common theme of populist politics in opposition to nuclear
energy, yet the respective states went in very diﬀerent directions with their subse-
quent nuclear energy policy. As Tompkins points out, France today is highly
dependent on nuclear energy while Germany is in the process of phasing out all
of its nuclear power plants. This stark contrast provides ready grist for Tompkins’s
study and also opens the door for a fascinating discussion on how national ‘fail-
ures’ might simultaneously be local and transnational ‘successes’ when evaluating
transnational protest movements. Tompkins argues for a multifaceted assessment
that takes into consideration long-term change and how the protest aﬀected the
participants and their societies (7).
Tompkins sets out to write what he describes as a transnational social history to
explain the participants’ motivations and the workings of the protest movement, as
well as providing an answer to why the anti-nuclear movement in the 1970s devel-
oped as it did in France and Germany. The book is based in a good deal of primary
research, the author consulted a number of archives in France and Germany as well
as the private papers of more than a dozen activists and a large number of inter-
views. Tompkins’s citations reflect a serious eﬀort to leverage the contemporary
nature of the topic; he has a wealth of first-hand perspectives to work with and is
particularly well supplied with oral histories. Excerpts from the interviews are
sprinkled throughout the text where they add a human dimension to the narrative
that is a credit to the book. Tompkins successfully navigates the at times treach-
erous nature of oral history with an even-handed treatment of the participants’
voices and the textual record.
The book’s five chapters are arranged thematically, focusing on how the anti-
nuclear movement formed, how participants worked together across national bor-
ders, the fascinating relationship between the rural and urban in this movement,
the diﬃcult question of violence or non-violence as a protest strategy, and the eﬀect
and trajectory of the movement beyond the 1970s.
Chapter 2 addresses the question of how and why these seemingly disparate
groups of people in France and Germany came together for a common cause.
Tompkins argues that anti-nuclear protest was not a single-issue campaign as
characterized by many contemporary critics but a movement that drew on a variety
of concerns and traditions going back more than a decade. He then moves on to
explore the transnational nature of the protests and highlights how activists drew
connections with one another across national borders but were still grounded in
local issues. It’s not hard to see how French and German protesters coalesced
around the common concern about nuclear power plants in Badan and Alsace,
but the fascinating question is how that regional event informed and catalysed
protests in Northern Germany, Northwestern France, and the Rhoˆne-Alpes.
However, Tompkins writes that while transnational connections carried great sym-
bolic value and allowed for the transmission of methods and concepts, legal,
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linguistic and cultural diﬀerences often drew the various groups apart (110). The
chapter on the intersection of urban protesters and rural protesters in the often
rural locations of the new nuclear facilities challenges the way we have traditionally
viewed the dynamics of space and protest. Tompkins points out that while mass
protests were much more diﬃcult in rural spaces, the symbolism of the natural
setting was powerful. Another fascinating contrast in this book is the existence of
non-violent philosophies and actions with violence as a form of protest (or peaceful
acts of violence done with non-violence in mind as one activist put it – as long as no
one was harmed the violence was in accordance with his non-violent beliefs) (148).
This strange mix of methods and philosophies made it diﬃcult for opponents of the
anti-nuclear movement to predict how protestors would act and was a cause of
fluctuating public support.
Ultimately, Tompkins argues, we should not evaluate the success of the move-
ment on whether nuclear power development stopped in the 1970s, but rather look
to the longer-term societal and political eﬀects of the movement – particularly in
terms of how the experiences shaped the participants. While the battle may not
have been won in France, it certainly seems to have been in Germany.
This book is particularly useful for specialists of post-war Europe as well as
those in protest studies. At the same time, Tompkins’ work provides a fascinating
look at the post-1968 development of French and German society that will be
informative to a much wider audience.
Reiner Tosstorff, The Red International of Labour Unions (RILU) 1920–1937, translated by Ben
Fowkes, Historical Materialism Series 120, Brill: Leiden, 2016; xviii + 918 pp.; 9789004236646,
E269.00 (hbk); 9789004325579, E243.00 (ebook)
Reviewed by: Francis King, University of East Anglia, UK
What was the Red International of Labour Unions (RILU), otherwise known as the
Profintern? How and why was it created, and how did it operate? What does its story
tell us about the history of the communist movement, the wider labour movement
and the interrelations between them? And, ultimately, did it really make much dif-
ference to anything? Reiner Tosstorﬀ’s study of the rise and fall of RILU provides
authoritative and exhaustive answers to these and many other questions. This work,
expertly translated by Ben Fowkes from Tosstorﬀ’s Habilitation dissertation, is the
first full-length study of RILU.With its wealth of detail, painstakingly analysed, it is
hard to imagine that it will ever be surpassed.
RILU, mooted in 1920 and finally founded in Soviet Russia in 1921, was the
trade union analogue of the Communist International (Comintern), established in
1919. Both bodies sought to gather and organize the revolutionary sections of the
world labour and socialist movements, separately from and in opposition to the
‘reformist’ sections of those movements. The rationale for this was the Bolsheviks’
belief at that time that world socialist revolution was imminent, and that ‘reform-
ism’ was the greatest obstacle to that perspective. The Comintern concept was
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simple: create communist parties everywhere as sections of a single, disciplined,
world party. RILU was a trickier project. The trade union movement was much
more diverse around the world, and here communism faced a rival revolutionary
current – syndicalism, which traditionally rejected the idea of party rule and pro-
posed instead direct workers’ self-rule through industrial unions. Syndicalist ideas
and organizations were strong in France, Spain, Italy and to an extent the USA.
Some syndicalists strongly supported the Russian Revolution without wanting to
replicate all its methods; many imagined at first that Bolshevism represented a
variant of syndicalist ideas of revolution. RILU’s founders initially sought to
bring as many of these currents under its banner as possible.
After an account of the meteoric rise of the Russian trade union movement in
1917, Tosstorﬀ describes the surge of international revolutionary enthusiasm after
October which preceded the formation of RILU. Riding this wave was the almost
accidental figure of Alexander Lozovsky (1878–1952), a veteran Russian social-
democrat and trade union leader who had worked in France before the revolution.
For all his international trade union experience, Lozovsky would not normally
have been the Bolsheviks’ first choice for RILU leader. He had been expelled
from the Bolshevik ranks for oppositional activities after October 1917, and only
re-joined them around the end of 1919 (177). However, as Tosstorﬀ shows both in
his main narrative and in a separate biographical sketch, Lozovsky’s energy and
flair rapidly made him indispensable within RILU, and this in turn secured his
position within the Soviet system. Lozovsky was RILU’s foremost champion and
advocate, often in the face of doubts from other Soviet leaders.
From the outset, the RILU project faced numerous obstacles and diﬃculties.
Chief among them was the International Federation of Trade Unions (IFTU), re-
established in 1919 by the mainstream trade union movements of Europe and
North America, and based in Amsterdam. RILU and Lozovsky waged a campaign
of unremitting hostility towards IFTU and its secretary Edo Fimmen, aimed at
trying to prise individual unions away from ‘Amsterdam’ while trying to avoid
splitting the unions themselves. The RILU-IFTU conflict is one of the main
threads running through this study. Another problem concerned the rationale
for RILU itself – was there a real basis for a revolutionary trade union inter-
national subordinate to the Comintern? Outside of Russia, the main variety of
specifically revolutionary trade unionism was syndicalism, groups like the
Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) in North America, the CGT in France
and the CNT in Spain, which rejected party politics altogether. Meanwhile, in other
countries communist trade unionists had positions to defend in mainstream,
Amsterdam-aﬃliated unions. RILU’s early years were marked by the struggle to
mould syndicalists into communists, ejecting those who proved refractory, and to
find organizational forms for communist minority currents in mainstream unions.
By the start of 1923 RILU’s pluralist phase was over: it had become ‘a purely
communist trade union international’ (603).
But, what purpose did it serve? Shortly after RILU’s foundation the Comintern
had introduced the ‘united front’ policy of seeking to work with the rank-and-file
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members of ‘reformist’ labour movement organizations. RILU’s ongoing struggle
with the IFTU did not facilitate this new line. In the mid-1920s, many leading
Bolsheviks, particularly the Soviet trade union leader Mikhail Tomsky, began to
regard RILU as a liability rather than an asset (700–701). Tosstorﬀ shows how
Lozovsky sought to carve out a space for his international against the claims of the
Comintern on the one hand and the Soviet unions on the other. It found a role in
colonial and semi-colonial countries like China – an area largely ignored by IFTU
– where RILU aﬃliates were able to make some headway for a time.
Ultimately, though, the failure of the RILU project was revealed by the
Comintern’s ultra-revolutionary ‘third period’ phase between 1928 and 1934.
Any idea of united fronts was abandoned, and communists and their sympathizers
everywhere were encouraged to build ‘revolutionary trade union oppositions’. This
should have been RILU’s moment, but the overall result was a sharp decline in
communist influence in labour movements almost everywhere (767).
The Comintern’s volte-face after 1934 to the ‘popular front’ policy of seeking to
work with ‘reformists’ at all levels rendered RILU entirely redundant. It limped on
until its final liquidation, unannounced and unnoticed, at the end of 1937. Tosstorﬀ
sums up its history as ‘an expression of the deep divisions . . . in the international
trade-union movement’ stemming from the First World War, but concludes that
‘its real significance was of very short duration’ (822).
Significant or not, RILU provides an excellent case study in how communism
sought to co-opt and supplant pre-existing revolutionary movements, impose
Russian-derived practices and preoccupations on them in the expectation of
rapid success, and how it sank into machine politics once the initial e´lan had
subsided. Tosstorﬀ’s account of its rise and fall is fluent, comprehensive, and a
first-rate resource for any student of communist or labour history.
Gleb Tsipursky, Socialist Fun: Youth, Consumption and State-Sponsored Popular Culture in the Soviet
Union, 1945–1970, University of Pittsburgh Press: Pittsburgh, PA, 2016; 384 pp., 17 b/w illus.;
9780822963967, $29.95 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Robert Hornsby, University of Leeds, UK
With so much of the extant western literature on the Komsomol dating back at
least several decades, and typically characterized by narratives of indoctrination,
boredom and cynicism, Tsipursky’s Socialist Fun oﬀers some valuable new per-
spectives on both the aims of the post-Stalin Soviet regime in regard to moulding
Soviet youth and on the experiences of the many young people who participated in
Komsomol life. Focusing in particular on the theme of Komsomol recreational
activities aimed at Soviet youth, Tsipursky’s work discusses subjects ranging from
the burgeoning popularity of jazz music, the rapid proliferation of youth clubs and
cafe´s, the 1957 World Youth Festival, through to the shift from the Khrushchev-
era emphasis on youth initiative and towards a much less free-wheeling and more
militaristic approach to youth recreation under his successor, Leonid Brezhnev. In
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doing so, the author draws on an impressive array of archival research and inter-
views from both Moscow and the provincial Russian city of Saratov.
As Tsipursky argues throughout his work, the Soviet authorities after Stalin
were (for a time) largely successful at creating an appealing state-sponsored popu-
lar culture, and a great many young people showed genuine enthusiasm for key
elements of Komsomol recreation. While cultural Westernization has for some time
dominated the scene in regard to research on youth tastes from the 1950s onwards,
the author very convincingly concludes that young people typically wanted both
this alluring foreign culture and the kinds of recreation oﬀered up by the
Komsomol. Countless numbers signed up for the photography clubs, musical
ensembles and theatrical troupes that sprang up everywhere during the period,
and long lines formed outside the doors of many youth cafe´s a good while
before opening time.
Reflecting the extent to which the Soviet domestic scene changed after Stalin’s
death is the author’s emphasis on the point that considerable eﬀort was expended
on making Komsomol recreation appealing to young people. Successful ‘upbring-
ing work’ had to take at least some account of youth desires and tastes if it were to
pull young people into the orbit of the Komsomol. Thus we see, for example,
Komsomol oﬃcialdom eventually coming to accommodate and even embrace (if
inconsistently) initially condemned foreign cultural influences like jazz music and
dancing the twist. This is a point already raised in works by the likes of Sergei Zhuk
but it is nonetheless usefully elaborated here, too. What the author does not do as
explicitly as he might otherwise is to position this theme within the wider shift
which the Komsomol went through across the period as it changed from an ideo-
logical ‘vanguard’ of Soviet youth to a mass organization for socializing young
people in general. The focus on raising Soviet citizens’ sense of initiative as part of
the renewed drive toward the final construction of communism is also discussed
here as a key plank of Khrushchev-era youth work. This is surely a theme that has
not yet had enough attention from the scholars working on the post-Stalin USSR,
and Tsipursky lays some useful groundwork here for others to build upon.
As with most works touching upon Soviet cultural life during the period in
question, the imagery of ‘thaw’ is present (almost) throughout. Another area in
which the author takes a rather traditionalist line as regards historiography on the
Khrushchev era is in his frequent recourse to notions of struggle between ‘soft-line’
and ‘hard-line’ actors as a key factor shaping policy. Although traditionally a lens
through which the very highest levels of Soviet decision-making during the period
have been viewed, Tsipursky makes the case that such divisions ran much deeper.
Interestingly, though, he paints a picture in which, at moments during the
Khrushchev era at least, both Komsomol and Party bosses and grassroots mem-
bers were often broadly on the same side in their attempts to rejuvenate youth
work, while mid-level oﬃcials were generally the ones seeking to impose more
conservative and cautious approaches. The evidence proﬀered on this matter is
in the main convincing, though we might perhaps ask whether such dichotomies
between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ approaches could be more nuanced at times, not least
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since the prevailing political winds of the Khrushchev era in particular changed
course so often.
Among the greatest strengths of Socialist Fun is a, largely implicit, exploration
of the sometimes unstable relationship between conformity and non-conformity in
the cultural sphere. The bulk of Tsipursky’s interviewees, for example, profess
themselves to have been loyal and (mostly) obedient Soviet citizens, even as
some of them pushed hard at the borders of acceptable behaviour and evaded
oﬃcial prescriptions on proper and improper cultural activity. Similarly, the
Soviet authorities liked to impress foreign visitors by showing oﬀ the most ‘liberal’
youth cafe´s and cultural troupes, even while looking askance at their domestic
impact and placing fresh restrictions upon them.
Jan Vermeiren, The First World War and German National Identity: The Dual Alliance at War,
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2016; 458 pp.; 9781107031678, £74.99 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Andrew G. Bonnell, University of Queensland, Australia
This substantial new study by Jan Vermeiren tackles a question that is perhaps
surprisingly under-studied in recent historiography: to what extent did the alliance
between Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire during the First World War
result in a rethinking of the ‘German Question’ that had ostensibly been definitively
settled by the Austro-Prussian War of 1866 and the foundation of a Prussian-
dominated Kleindeutschland excluding Austria in 1871? Starting from a recognition
of ‘the historical and ethno-cultural ties between the two countries’, Vermeiren’s
book ‘studies the character and evolution of the special relationship under the
conditions of war and analyses the impact of comradeship-in-arms on German
national identity’ (4). Vermeiren has set out to write ‘the first attempt of an intel-
lectual and cultural history of the Dual Alliance during the war’ (8), primarily from
the Imperial German perspective, although Austrian voices are given a good deal
of consideration as well.
If the implications of the Dual Alliance for the ‘German Question’ have received
relatively little attention in recent decades, there was an enormous amount written
on the topic during the First World War itself. Nearly seventy pages of bibliog-
raphy testify to Vermeiren’s diligence as a researcher, including German and
Austrian archival sources and a wealth of printed material. The book is densely
referenced, providing a comprehensive guide to the wartime debates on German
national identity in newspapers, periodicals and pamphlets. If the copious refer-
ences make the book sometimes heavy going, they also make it a valuable biblio-
graphical reference source for any other scholar who might wish to follow up an
aspect of the topic.
Vermeiren’s first chapter surveys the background of views on the German ques-
tion between 1871 and 1914, finding a tendency among Germans in the
Bismarckian and post-Bismarckian Reich to marginalize Austria in their reflections
on German national identity. It is a strength of Vermeiren’s account that he is at
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pains to acknowledge the diversity of German attitudes towards Austria and
Austro-German relations. If Pan-German and ethno-racialist (or vo¨lkisch) voices
were often the loudest in this area, Vermeiren seeks to show that they were not
representative of the full spectrum of German opinion. The outbreak of war in
1914 brought with it ‘a degree of Austrophilism’, although the author notes the
criticisms of Austria levelled by Social Democrats and the anti-war protests of their
party before they were silenced by the declaration of imminent mobilization.
Vermeiren states that the imagery of family and fraternity was more common in
wartime discourse than high-flown invocations of Nibelungentreue (the loyalty of
the Nibelungs (70)), but somehow the Nibelungen trope kept asserting itself in
wartime discourse. The German General Max Hoﬀmann privately complained in
August 1916 that if he heard anyone after the war speaking ‘of Nibelungentreue and
fighting shoulder-to-shoulder, I will beat him to death’ (105). German military
leaders frequently expressed a low opinion of the fighting capacity of the
Habsburg empire’s armies.
During the war, the Austrians were fated to be more concerned about their ally’s
attitude towards them than vice versa. Some Austrian writers complained that
before 1914, Reich Germans had taken more interest in their enemies than in
their friend and brother, and Karl Kraus did not fail to mock the rhetoric that
celebrated the ‘brothers-in-arms’ (81, 86). In describing Austrian debates,
Vermeiren again shows an impressive command of the sources, and acknowledges
the wide spectrum of published and unpublished opinion. As far as the German
side was concerned, Vermeiren finds that the wartime alliance failed to ‘lead to a
revision of the dominant [neo-Rankean] view of German history’ (122).
Vermeiren dedicates a chapter to German views on the (well-researched)
Mitteleuropa debate. While dissenting from Fritz Fischer’s interpretation of
Germany’s war aims, he reports radical nationalist views like those of the right-
wing writer Heinrich Ullmann, who wrote to Friedrich Naumann that in order for
Germany to achieve its ambitions inMitteleuropa, the ‘Slav intelligentsia’ had to be
‘eliminated’ (174). Despite such views on the Right, Vermeiren argues that the
mainstream German discourse on the national question was guided primarily by
considerations of state interests, not by vo¨lkisch beliefs in race. Separate chapters
deal with German attitudes and policies towards Hungary and Poland, and with
the implications of these policies for the relationship with Austria. A final chapter
reviews attitudes towards the national question in the last phase of the war and the
emergence of concepts of an Anschluss of Austria among German policy-makers in
the face of the imminent disintegration of the Habsburg Empire.
Vermeiren’s conclusion traces the evolution of the national question and the
widespread popular support for the idea of a German-Austrian Anschluss after the
war and during the Weimar Republic, ending slightly vertiginously with the ‘for-
tunate end’ of the German question in 1989–1990 (355). Throughout this impres-
sively researched study, Vermeiren seeks to distinguish statist-conservative, liberal,
Catholic and socialist conceptions of a Greater Germany from the racist, vo¨lkisch
versions of the idea. There is no dissenting, however, from his conclusion that the
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actions of the ‘Greater German Reich’ as it existed between 1938 and 1945 ‘put a
definite end to the Greater German idea’ (355).
Nicholas Walton, Genoa, ‘La Superba’: The Rise and Fall of a Merchant Pirate Superpower, Hurst:
London, 2015; 240 pp., 14 illus.; 9781849045124, £14.99 (pbk)
Reviewed by: Carrie Benesˇ, New College of Florida, USA
On his website, Nicholas Walton describes Genoa, ‘La Superba’ as ‘a story invol-
ving prostitutes, slaves, pirates, footballers, chocolate makers, flower sellers, trans-
sexuals, explorers and the Black Death’. This is actually a solid description of
both the book’s considerable scope and its aﬀectionate yet clear-eyed approach to
the city of Genoa and its history. The book is both a popular history and a
travelogue or personal memoir in the ‘Anglophone abroad’ genre (a venerable
Italian tradition, from Tobias Smollett to Tim Parks). Walton – formerly a jour-
nalist with the BBC World Service and communications director for the European
Council on Foreign Relations – accomplishes a remarkable feat in combining the
two to create a book that feels like a meandering stroll and a roller-coaster ride at
the same time.
Walton begins with the panoramic view of the city and its dramatic mountain
coastline obtainable from the approach of planes landing at Genoa’s airport, and
Genoa ‘La Superba’ is driven more by topography than chronology – appropri-
ately, since so much of Genoese history has been driven by the exigencies of its
landscape. Yet within this framework, the book oﬀers a fascinating, wide-ranging
account of Genoese history from the fall of Rome to the present day, which Walton
characterizes as ‘a glorious history but not always a pleasant one’ (11). His
approach is journalistic in that he often uses a particular place or person as a
window into larger phenomena; for example, Genoa’s shipbuilding yards lead
into a general account of the city’s role in the age of steam and Italian emigration,
while the enormous Albergo dei Poveri near Stazione Brignole, named for the
Albergo’s founder, anchors a discussion of early modern Genoese charity,
record-keeping and public infrastructure (and following that, the problem of
monumental preservation in the present day). While the history is more thematic
than strictly chronological, it is largely accurate, and the topics around which
Walton organizes his narrative seem organic rather than forced. As a historian, I
often wondered where he had gotten a particularly juicy titbit – the largest number
of footnotes in a single chapter is six – but I never felt that he was misreporting or
twisting the evidence to suit a personal or rhetorical agenda.
Walton explicitly oﬀers the book as a corrective to the tendency by scholars,
authors and tourists to neglect Genoa in favour of the more familiar Florence,
Rome and Venice (historically, Genoa’s great rival). As he notes, ‘Genoa is not
part of the easily-digestible theme-park Italy of tourist menus, fancy dress cen-
turions, and obvious photo opportunities’ (5); in fact, ‘other cities seem to dwell
on the past almost too much, while Genoa could do with recognizing its own past
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rather more’ (201). In its attempt to convey the city’s idiosyncrasies, the book is
in many ways a high-wire act, balancing a landscape of vertiginous mountains,
tiny alleyways, and concrete eyesores (e.g., the elevated highway erected in the
1960s right through the middle of the old port) with a history of great triumphs
(the First Crusade, the career of Andrea Doria) and catastrophes (the Black
Death, the sinking of the Andrea Doria). Walton does this particularly well
with Genoa’s population, treating with respect both its scions (centuries-old
families such as the Doria and Grimaldi) and its ever-present marginal popula-
tions (port scavengers and transsexual prostitutes); he also recognizes the import-
ance of Genoese non-natives such as William ‘Guglielmo’ Garbutt, vitalizing
force and manager of Genoa CFC in the early twentieth century, in forming
Genoa’s unique character.
Walton’s connection to Genoa came about through living there for a number of
years with his Genoese wife and their child, so his outlook is that of a native as well
as the more anthropological perspective of a foreigner intrigued by why others act
the way they do, and how the weight of history aﬀects both people and place. The
book ends on an ambiguous note as Walton acknowledges local versions of the
challenges facing so many Italian and European cities these days – immigration and
emigration, corruption and bureaucratic ineﬃciency – but, as he says, ‘there are
enough books of this type around already’ (201), and he prefers to focus on
Genoa’s extraordinary but underappreciated past. Walton has an enviable talent
for the evocation of character and landscape, and his writing is engaging. (For
example, he describes Liguria as ‘a mountainous slug that sits over the lid of the
Mediterranean like the moustache on the cruel top lip of a South American dicta-
tor’ (5).) While the book is probably too impressionistic for classroom use, it is an
engrossing read on a deserving and under-served topic. Walton’s aﬀection for the
place and its people comes through clearly, and his account of Genoa’s key role in
the history of Italy, the Mediterranean, and beyond is popular history done well.
Re´ne´ Weis, The Real Traviata: The Song of Marie Duplessis, Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2015;
416 pp., 38 b/w illus., 2 maps; 9780198708544, £25.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Tom Stammers, Durham University, UK
The courtesan Marie Duplessis is remembered as one of the most beguiling figures
in nineteenth-century French culture. She was the archetype of the kind-hearted
prostitute whose pursuit of pleasure, fortune and romantic happiness was cut tra-
gically short by consumption in 1847, aged only 23. Re´ne´ Weis narrates the familiar
arc of Marie Duplessis’s life with skill and sympathy, highlighting the brutality of
her Normandy upbringing – probably raped by her father, and then pimped out to
his friends – the hardship of her first jobs as a milliner and laundry woman, and the
way the premature death of her mother continued to echo across her life.
Nourished in a host of contemporary sources, this account appreciates, and occa-
sionally indulges in, the sentimental pull of this story. Duplessis emerges as a
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sophisticated woman, whose intellectual gifts and moral character, as much as her
dark beauty, attracted her to a suite of celebrated lovers, including Liszt, Olympe
Aguado, Age´nor Guiche Gramont, as well as her older protector, baron
Stackelberg, and her eventual husband, Edouard de Perre´gaux, whose decision
to abandon her precipitated her final illness. This appears in places a deeply cynical
tale of exploitation and ambition. Yet through her generous deeds in life, and
through her pitiably lonely death, Marie Duplessis provided contemporaries with
a longed-for sign of grace amidst the squalor.
A Shakespeare scholar, who has previously written on the Cathars, this is
Weis’s first foray into nineteenth-century France, and this fact might account
for the occasional factual slips and untenable hypotheses (I, for one, am not
persuaded that Richard Wallace authored the anonymous memoir An
Englishman in Paris ascribed to Albert Vandam). But Weis is passionate about
his subject, and his enthusiasm for the virtue of his heroine and her operatic
commemoration by Verdi are infectious. The book is shot through with qualitative
judgements, unguarded hyperbole and intermittent footnoting, but also represents
an impressive feat of detective work in archives across France, Germany and
Britain, as the author sifts through the competing myths around Marie
Duplessis. Weis patiently reconstructs from sales catalogues the furnishings of
her apartment on the boulevard de la Madeleine, and visits the places she lived
and the fashionable haunts she frequented, from her sexual abuse as a child in
Exmes to her Montmartre grave. Most fascinatingly, he unmasks her many lovers,
including the duc de Morny, who gave her both a child and an education in
manners, literature and the art of conversation.
In the process, Weis gives an exceptionally vivid of Parisian society in the 1830s
and 1840s, as Marie Duplessis’s short but brilliant demi-monde career brought her
into contact with Dumas, Roqueplan, Janin, Gautier and Lola Monte`s. The soci-
able whirl of le tout Paris – from the Varie´te´s theatre, the Jockey-Club and the
Ambigu-Comique to the artists’ colony at Bougival and the forests of Saint-
Germain – is evocatively described. Marie Duplessis’s visibility on the Parisian
scene explains in part why contemporaries were so touched by her tragic life and
why it was so readily dramatized by her former lover, Alexandre Dumas fils. Weis
explores with subtlety the compound of regret, fantasy, cunning and provocation
that led Dumas to dissect and distort his aﬀair with Marie Duplessis, while appro-
priating the experiences of others, for the novel and astonishingly successfully play
La Dame aux Came´lias, which outraged censors but delighted audiences. The tale
of ‘Marguerite’ and ‘Armand’ was a heart-rending document of contemporary
sexual mores which also oﬀered the allure of guessing at the partially concealed
identities. This personal investment in the Duplessis story also applied to Verdi.
For as Weis persuasively demonstrates, not only did the composer attend a per-
formance of Dumas’s play in 1852; he also found rare aﬃnities with the premature
death of his first wife Margherita Barezzi and the scandal produced by his concu-
binage with his new lover in small-minded Busseto. The book relishes the strange
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coincidences by which the real Marie Duplessis and her fictional incarnations
blurred together. The Jewish actress Judith Bernat, whose talent Marie Duplessis
had encouraged, and who also became a conquest of Morny, would go on to play
the role of Marguerite in the provinces.
The Real Traviata oﬀers the fullest account we have of Marie Duplessis, her
cultural universe, and her successive mythologization (what one disgruntled
Times journalist in 1856 called ‘the apotheosis of prostitution’). While narrating
her life, Weis also uses it as a pretext for parallel inquiries and wider cultural rumin-
ations. In the range of exciting documentation he has uncovered, Weis highlights the
limits of her first nineteenth-century biographer, Romain Vienne; but in his strong
subjective identifications, and novelistic writing, Weis suggests that he is just as
infatuated as was Vienne with this fallen woman and her literary and musical
posterity.
Larry Wolff, The Singing Turk: Ottoman Power and Operatic Emotions on the European Stage from the
Siege of Vienna to the Age of Napoleon, Stanford University Press: Stanford, CA, 2016; 504 pp.;
9780804795777, $65.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Mark Berry, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK
In this penetrating study, Larry Wolﬀ suggests not only how operatic representa-
tions of Turkish themes and characters might have reflected transformations in
perceptions of Ottoman power, but also how – as in, say, Montesquieu’s Lettres
persanes, yet closer to ‘home’ – they enabled Enlightened criticism of European
‘reality’. Wolﬀ sells himself short with the pre-emptive defence that ‘this is not a
musicological study but rather a study in cultural and intellectual history’. Is that
not a considerable, if not the only, part of what musicology is? Perhaps we should
simply say this is not a musico-analytical study, for Wolﬀ is not one of those
historians who shies away from dealing with music.
From the success in London of Handel’s Tamerlano in 1724 to the 1848 failure
in Habsburg Trieste, concerning which it would have been good to have heard
more, of Verdi’s Il corsaro, Wolﬀ’s story takes in a commendably grand narrative
of European musical and intellectual history that yet does not lack revealing detail.
From such detail, we learn, for instance, that, during rehearsals for Tamerlano’s
1731 revival, the visiting Duke of Lorraine, later Francis I, Holy Roman Emperor,
and Maria Theresa’s consort, ‘sang a part’, likely to have been that of the Ottoman
Sultan, Bajazet. (As Wolﬀ drily points out, ‘the future father of Maria Theresa’s 11
children could not possibly have been a castrato.)
Francis Stephen’s successor as Emperor, Joseph II, in founding the German-
language Nationalsingspiel theatre company in Vienna, would enable the part-
representation of himself and Enlightened Absolutist magnanimity in the person
of Pasha Selim in Mozart’s 1782 Die Entfu¨hrung aus dem Serail, the most enduring
repertoire example of the Turk in opera – albeit not a singing one, for the role is
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purely spoken. Wolﬀ is especially interesting on the closing vaudeville, ‘an acclam-
ation in favor of the benevolent prince’, who can only ‘passively and silently
receive . . . tribute and might as well be a stone monument to enlightened rule’
(201). The problematic Orientalism of the opera notwithstanding, it remains that
Christian convert to Islam who emerges with the greatest credit. Moreover, as
Wolﬀ points out, ‘in the vanquishing of Osmin’, the Pasha’s malign servant, ‘it is
not Turkishness that has been silenced, for the Turkish instruments, march tempo,
and oscillating intervals [a better phrase might have been found there] all return in
their clamorous brilliance’ (203) to acclaim him.
Wisely, no attempt is made to exaggerate the importance of such connections as
that between Habsburg-Lorraine father and son, but they encourage us to think
and remind us that there is an ongoing tradition of representation, even of ‘tem-
porary interplay of political identities’, that not only underlies and forms the
broader narrative but also deepens our understanding of canonical works such
as Mozart’s. Wolﬀ appreciates, moreover, that the canon is not always the thing,
and certainly not always in the way we might understand it. It is at least as
enlightening, for instance, to read about Andre´ Gre´try’s 1783 opera for
Fontainebleau, La caravanne du Caire: in the shadow of Die Entfu¨hrung to us,
but not for Louis XVI and Joseph’s sister, Marie Antoinette, or indeed their audi-
ence. He reminds us also that, if we think in terms of Handel, Mozart, Rossini,
even Gre´try, the eighteenth century did not always do so. Librettists receive their
due; so do potential librettists, Gre´try’s E´tienne Morel de Che´deville may have
been assisted by Louis’s brother, the Comte de Provence and Restoration Louis
XVIII. As King, he would appoint the soprano, Angelica Catalini to direct Paris’s
The´aˆtre-Italien, where she would star in a revival and Italianization of the ancien
re´gime comedy, Les trois sultanes, as Il trionfo di Rosselane. No longer, we might
note, would the Sultan hold centre stage, but his diva-impresario-favourite.
If librettists, singers and impresarios are properly discussed, so too are alterna-
tive composers and contexts. The libretto by Agostino Piovene from which that for
Handel’s Tamerlano would be adapted, had been and continued to be used else-
where, from its first setting by Francesco Gasparini for San Cassanio in 1711,
through a 1735 Venetian pasticcio by Vivaldi, to Giuseppe Marinelli in 1799,
also for Venice, possibly understood ‘as an allegory for the demise of the
Republic of San Marco in 1797’. Wolﬀ can only begin to scratch the surface
here; that, however, he certainly does, and in certain cases, does much more
than that. In opening our eyes to the array of material, he performs just as
much a service as in more detailed discussion.
One interesting point in conclusion concerns the disappearance of the Turk from
nineteenth-century opera. There is plenty of nineteenth-century operatic Orientalism,
much of it well-trodden ground, but it looks elsewhere for inspiration. Perhaps, given
the recent American vogue for ‘documentary’ opera and the ‘reforms’ of President
Erdog˘an, the singing Turk will return: Trump – or May – in Ankara?
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Gerben Zaagsma, Jewish Volunteers, the International Brigades and the Spanish Civil War, Bloomsbury
Academic: London, 2017; 264 pp., 10 b/w illus.; 9781472505491, £85.00; 9781472508454, £84.99
(EPUB ebook)
Reviewed by: Raanan Rein, Tel Aviv University, Israel
More than 35,000 volunteers from more than 50 countries arrived in Spain follow-
ing the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in order to help the Republic defeat the
Nationalist rebellion, supported by Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. The number
of Jewish volunteers who joined the International Brigades (IB) was exceptionally
high. According to most estimates, their number ranged somewhere between 4000
and 8000. Gerben Zaagsma’s book, pointing to the lower figure, does not tell the
story of these volunteers. In fact, we rarely hear their voices regarding their per-
sonal experiences, nor is there visual material of these experiences in the Iberian
fronts. The question that the book contends with is how relevant Jewish identity
had been for Jewish volunteers who fought in the IB. A manifest published by the
majority Jewish Botwin company two years after the outbreak of the military
rebellion against the Republic supposedly answers this question: ‘The Jewish
people know that a victory of fascism in Europe would mean the complete enslave-
ment of the Jewish masses, the political, material and spiritual ruin of hundreds
and thousands of lives, the enslavement and downfall of millions, their physical
extermination’ (92).
Obviously, it is diﬃcult to generalize. It seems clear that many East European
Jews participating in the IB considered themselves part of a Jewish national minor-
ity, since they were regarded as such in their home countries. The Jewish identity
component was evident among the volunteers who came from Jewish Palestine. But
it did not have the same weight among some of the volunteers who came from
English-speaking countries, although many of them were sons and daughters of
East European immigrants as well. Still, the reader is often left with the impression
that the author relies on a traditional binary concept of identity, trying to resolve
the supposed tension between the volunteers’ Communist ideas and loyalties and
their Jewish self-identification. Using a more sophisticated concept of the co-exis-
tence of various identity components and the fluid and contextual emphasis of each
component in diﬀerent circumstances might have led Zaagsma to rephrase his
question as to ‘how volunteers of Jewish descent during the Spanish Civil War
became Jewish volunteers after the Holocaust’ (4) or ‘whether they were self-con-
sciously Jews or not’ (164).
The book, which could have benefited from careful copy-editing and attentive
proofreading, convincingly shows how the Holocaust has fundamentally shaped
the way in which the participation of Jewish volunteers in the defence of the
Republic has come to be seen. Zaagsma reveals the eﬀorts to counter the myth
of Jewish passivity in the face of Nazi barbarism. In the post-World-War-II era, a
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direct link was established between Jewish fighters in the Spanish Civil War, the
Warsaw ghetto uprising, and the Israeli soldiers who managed to assure the estab-
lishment and survival of the Jewish state.
Part One of the book focuses on the Naftali Botwin company, the Jewish mili-
tary unit that was created within the Polish Dombrowsky Brigade in late 1937,
following the lobbying eﬀorts of Jewish Communists in Paris, most of them recent
immigrants from Poland. Although the majority of Jewish volunteers did not join
the Botwin company, it became a key symbol of Jewish participation in the Spanish
Civil War.
Part Two is devoted – albeit with too much detail and redundancies – to the
representations of the Jewish volunteers in the Parisian Yiddish press, especially the
Communist Naye Prese. The latter used the stories of these ‘Jewish heroes’ as a
model to emulate by the large Jewish community, mostly of East European
background.
Part Three oﬀers the most valuable contribution of this volume. It looks at
commemoration ceremonies, publications, meetings and monuments of the post-
war years, especially the 1960s–1980s. These elaborated new meanings for the
Jewish participation in the Spanish Civil War and at times were also appropriated
by the state of Israel for its Zionist nation-building narrative, as epitomized in
President Chaim Herzog’s speech of 1986 on the fiftieth anniversary of the out-
break of the Spanish Civil War. Jewish volunteers were considered as the first
armed Jewish resistance against Hitler. They did not only challenge traditional
anti-Semitic stereotypes of Jewish cowardice and submissiveness, but also the
myth of Jewish passivity during the years of the Holocaust (that Jews went like
‘sheep to the slaughterhouse’). Furthermore, these volunteers were now also con-
sidered by some as the precursors of the Israeli soldiers fighting their Arab enemies.
This is probably the best book on Jewish volunteers in the Spanish Civil War
published in recent years. Yet it still leaves much room for additional studies on the
motivations, experiences and remembrance of many Jewish volunteers, especially
non-Europeans, in the Spanish fratricide.
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